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The Annual General Meeting (AGM) was proposed open at 2004 hours by Koh Shi Yun and 

seconded by Tan Li Juan. 

1. PASSING OF  6th AGM MINUTES 

Lim Zhen Qin proposed to ignore all spelling and grammatical mistakes. Sandra Tan Min-Li 
seconded him. 

Tan Yong Feng proposed to change “complied by” to “compiled by” on page 1 of 159. Yung Lok 
seconded him. 

Ong Pinchuan proposed to change “Pin Chuan” to “Pinchuan” on page 2 of 159. Teo Gee Hoe 
seconded him. 

Lim Zhen Qin proposed to include “(Co-opted)” after Tan Kiat Li’s name on page 2 of 159. Koh Li 
Min Janicia seconded him. 

Lye Kit Wan proposed to change “Ethelonter” to “Ethelontêr” on page 5 of 159. 

The minutes were proposed passed by Tan Li Juan and seconded by Chong Wen Bin.  
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2. INTRODUCTION OF THE 7th MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (MC) 

 

NUS STUDENTS’ COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB 

President      Tan Ching 

Vice-President (Internal Affairs)   Hu Weijian 

Vice-President (Special Projects)   Lye Li Jun Laura 

Honorary General Secretary   Liew Yi Ling 

Honorary Deputy Secretary   Goh Yan Zhu 

Honorary Treasurer    Chong Wen Bin 

Honorary Deputy Treasurer   Tan Li Juan 

Volunteer Management Director   Ong Chew Siang Chantal  

Deputy Volunteer Management Director  Tng Xin Yi Cindy 

Volunteer Welfare Director   Tan Kah Guat Germaine Inez 

Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director  Muhammad Taha Bin Hussein Mattar 

Business Director     Ong Pinchuan 

Deputy Business Director    Koh Qin Wen 

Publications & Publicity Director   Lor Jinfeng 

Deputy Publications & Publicity Director  Chong Gim Hong  

Co-opted Logistics Director    Johnson Gan Yu Sheng 
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3. PASSING OF REPORTS OF 2007/08  

Koh Li Min Janicia proposed to ignore all spelling and grammatical mistakes. Sandra Tan Min-Li 

seconded her. 

 

PRESIDENTIAL REPORT 07/08 

Cai Jiening proposed the opening of vetting the Presidential Reports. Lor Jin Feng seconded her. 

Teo Gee Hoe proposed to change “35 members” to “36 members” on page 11 of 159. Hu Weijian 
seconded him. 

Ong Pinchuan proposed the display of page numbers on every page of the AGM Report. Lim Zhen 
Qin seconded him. 

Koh Li Min Janicia proposed to include the CSC letterhead on every page of the AGM Report. Lye Kit 
Wan seconded her. 

There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by Cai Jiening and seconded by 
Lor Jinfeng. 

 

VICE PRESIDENTIAL REPORTS 07/08 

Ong Pinchuan proposed to change “Mr Soh Sin En” to “Ms Soh Sin En” on page 18 of 159. Chong 

Wen Bin seconded him.  

There being no amendments to the Vice-President (Internal Affairs) report, it was proposed passed 
by Koh Li Min Janicia and seconded by Lim Zhen Qin. 

Koh Li Min Janicia proposed that there should be no returning to past pages. Sandra Tan Min-Li 
seconded her. 

There being no amendments to the Vice-President (Special Projects) report, it was proposed passed 
by Sandra Tan Min-Li and seconded by Tan Yong Feng. 

 

HONORARY TREASURER’S REPORTS 07/08 

Chong Wen Bin proposed the Honorary General Treasurer to come forth to present the treasury 
report. Sandra Tan Min-Li seconded her. 

There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by Tan Yong Fong and seconded 
by Chong Wen Bin. 
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COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMITTEE REPORTS 07/08 

Chong Wen Bin proposed the passing of the Management Committee reports. Tan Yong Feng 

seconded her. 

 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME REPORTS 07/08 

Sandra Tan Min-Li proposed the name “Yong Sheng” to be changed to “Low Yong Sheng”. Lim Zhen 
Qin seconded her.  

There being no amendments to the Regular Volunteering Projects’ Committee and Event reports, it 
was proposed passed by Tan Yong Fong and seconded by Tok Sock Hoon. 

 

SPECIAL PROJECTS REPORTS 07/08 

Koh Li Min Janicia proposed the passing of the Special Projects reports. Lor Jin Feng seconded her. 

Ng Jun Qi, Luke proposed for more time to read through the reports. Tan Jiancong seconded him. 

Koh Li Min Janicia proposed to pass the Special Projects reports individually. Sandra Tan Min-Li 
seconded her.  

 

• Grant A Wish 2007 Report 

There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by Ong Pinchuan and 
seconded by Teo Gee Hoe.  

 

• CSC Day 2008 Report 

There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by Koh Li Min Janicia and 

seconded by Ong Pinchuan.  

 

• Signature Love Project 2008 Report 

Koh Shi Yun proposed to align the names on page 114 of 159. Chong Wen Bin seconded her.  

Cai Jiening proposed the name of the Treasurer be changed from “Cai Jiening” to “Ng Jun Qi 
Luke” and the name of the Secretary be changed from “Ng Jun Qi Luke” to “Cai Jiening”. Tok 
Sock Hoon seconded her.  
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Ong Pinchuan proposed that the numbering of points 4 and 5 on page 124 of 159 be 
changed to 1 and 2. Koh Shi Yun seconded him. 

Koh Shi Yun proposed that the word “paedophilic” be removed from page 125 of 159. Chong 
Wen Bin seconded her. 

There being no amendments to the Signature Love Project 2008 report, it was proposed 
passed by Teo Gee Hoe and seconded by Hu Weijian. 

 

• Paint-A-Home 2008 Report 

Ong Pinchuan proposed that the alignment of words for the entire AGM report should be 
standardized. Tok Sock Hoon seconded him. 

There being no amendments to the Paint-A-Home 2008 report, it was proposed passed by 
Chong Wen Bin and seconded by Tan Yong Feng. 

 

• Ethelontêr V Report 

Lye Kit Wan proposed to change “Lim Zhengquan” on page 134 of 159 to “Qin Zhengquan”. 
Lim Zhen Qin seconded her. 

Lim Zhen Qin proposed to insert the phrase “of people visiting their stations” after the 
sentence “and station ICs felt intimidated by the sheer number” on page 144 of 159. Lye Kit 
Wan seconded him. 

Lye Li Jun Laura proposed to change “Bernand” on page 146 of 159 to “Bernard”. Tok Sock 
Hoon seconded her. 

There being no amendments to the Ethelontêr V report, it was proposed passed by Koh Shi 
Yun and seconded by Chong Wen Bin. 

 

• Project C.A.N. 2008 Report 

Koh Shi Yun proposed to insert a space such that “Tan Kiatli” on page 149 of 159 would read 
as “Tan Kiat Li”.  

Low See Hong proposed to delete the Note on page 149 of 159. Chong Wen Bin seconded 
her. 

Tan Li Juan proposed to change the name “Yiling” to “Yi Ling” on page 158 of 159. Tan Ching 
seconded her.  
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4. ANY OTHER MATTERS 

With no other matters arising, the AGM was proposed closed at 1049 hours by Koh Li Min Janicia 

and seconded by Sandra Tan Min-Li. 

 

Recorded and minuted by: 

Liew Yi Ling (Ms.) & Goh Yan Zhu (Mr.) 

Honorary General Secretary & Honorary Deputy Secretary 

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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PRESIDENTIAL REPORT 08/09 

 

The past year has brought much change, challenge and reward to CSC and I am pleased to reflect on 

the year past as well as looking forward through some of the development and initiatives of the 

Club during the term of office. 

 

30th NUS STUDENTS UNION COUNCIL  

 

Representatives 

The Council Representatives of NUS CSC in the 30th NUSSU council are: 

Mr. Tan Ching   President 

Mr. Hu Weijian   Vice-President (Internal Affairs) 

Ms Lye Li Jun Laura  Vice-President (Special Projects) 

 

The Executive Committee Representatives of NUS CSC in the 30th NUSSU Council are: 

Mr. Tan Run Yan  Honorary General Secretary 

Mr. Lim Ee Ray  Assistant Welfare Secretary 

 

1. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Council Meetings 

The council representatives attended 7 council meetings, convened by the Council Chairperson, 

Mr. Zhuo Shuyi, during the term of office.  During the meetings, plans and ideas for development 

in the best interest of the student population were proposed and passed as a council.  

 

1.2 NUSSU Council Leadership Workshop 

The 2 day 1 night workshop held on 26 and 27 February 2009 at the National Community 

Leadership Institute for the Central Council Committee was a good learning and networking 

opportunity. The team-building workshops and visioning process of the Union was quite 

effective and some of the essence of the workshop can be applied in managing our Club. A 

similar workshop will be conducted for the incoming committee in December 2009. 
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1.3 RHAPS Review 

The review of the RHAPS system is intended to combat the CCA point inflation and for a better 

recognition of students’ efforts. The new system, proposed by the RHAPS Review Task Force, 

retains the original 5 categories and under community service, 1 point for every 4 hours of 

community service and up to 50 points can be given. The allocation of points for overseas 

community projects draw on the Ministry of Education’s Community Involvement Project as a 

guideline, awarding up to 8 hours per day of the project. The RHAPS Review Task Force is still 

developing the new system and hopes to run it by the next academic year. 

 

1.4 Future Development 

There was a discussion amongst the NUS Students’ Cultural Activities Club, NUS Students’ 

Political Association and CSC representatives for collaboration to release a perception survey 

for undergraduates to find out more about the needs of the students in the respective areas of 

interest of each club. However, the plan was kept in view as the NUS Volunteer Network 

released a volunteerism and social giving survey before more concrete plans were worked out 

by the 3 clubs. While each club will continue with their respective surveys this year, we hope for 

the opportunity to work together in the near future as it reflects the good partnership of fellow 

constituent clubs in the attempt for a concerted effort to reach out and to listen to the students 

we serve. I sincerely hope that future council representatives can continue to strengthen our 

partnerships with fellow constituent clubs and that they can find, as I did, strength and 

motivation in fellow like-minded student leaders who are dedicated to serve. 
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NUS VOLUNTEER NETWORK 

 

Representatives 

The representatives of NUS CSC in the 2nd Steering Committee are: 

Mr. Tan Ching  President 

Mr. Hu Weijian  Vice-President (Internal Affairs) 

 

1. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Sharing Sessions 

 The Chairperson of the NUS Volunteer Network (NVN), Mr. Timothy Lin, convened 7 sharing 

sessions during the term of office. The sharing sessions were a good avenue for fellow member 

clubs of the network to come together to share our experiences and resources in hope to reach 

out to the vision of volunteering as one. 

 

1.2 Collaborative Efforts 

The collaborative efforts by the 4 member clubs include the NUS Open House 2009, the NVN 

mass mailers and the collaterals for the Matriculation Fair 2009. While these efforts allowed 

more interaction and promoted understanding and working partnership amongst fellow 

member clubs, future engagements should consider member clubs’ capacity to balance their 

workload at the network and the club level. A suggestion would be for the new management 

committee to incorporate NVN matters when planning the work plan of CSC for the new term of 

office. 

 

1.3 TF-NUS LEaRN Program 

The Temasek Foundation-NUS Leadership Enrichment and Regional Networking (TF-NUS 

LEaRN) Program was started in 2008 and aims to groom the next generation of leaders for Asia, 

in Asia. As a key objective of the program is to nurture socially-conscious youths, participants 

are required to take part in at least 10 hours of community work. The NUS Volunteer Network 

supports the NUS International Relations Office with the TF-NUS LEaRN Program by engaging 

the student leaders in community service. 
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With the help of our RVPs, CSC has helped to receive more than 30 participants over the past 

year. A potential development for the program would be to involve the students in planning and 

execution of small events or activities for local beneficiaries. It would enhance the participants’ 

volunteering experience at CSC and also allow mutual learning between the participants and 

our members through cultural exchange. 

 

1.4 NUS Undergraduate Volunteerism and Social Giving Survey 2009 

The survey was released to all NUS undergraduates and we saw more than 3000 participants. 

The survey was designed to understand NUS undergraduates’ perception to volunteerism and 

social giving and as a tool to share social messages. The key findings of the survey include the 

need for more volunteering opportunities in NUS and that peer influence is the main factor that 

undergraduates consider when volunteering. 

 

Together with the incoming steering committee, the volunteer network will look more into the 

findings of the survey and to draw out action plans as a follow up to the initiative. The 

Volunteerism and Social Giving Survey will be conducted annually.  
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THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE  

 

1. 7th MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

15 Management Committee (MC) members were successfully elected into office by the Annual 

General Meeting held on 11 September 2008. 1 additional member was co-opted into office as the 

Logistics Director. 

 

2. STRATEGIC THRUSTS 

Like our RVPs and SPs, the MC should also build on the efforts of the previous committees and the 

strategic thrusts were intended to create the broad, shared understanding of strategic actions to 

reach to our Club’s mission and vision. In general, the strategic thrusts were very useful in guiding 

the MC, especially the presidential cell, with new initiatives and policies for the development of the 

Club. However, there is the need to revise the strategic thrusts and to prepare a good platform to 

inform and share the plans. 

 

3. VOLUNTEERISM BEYOND CSC 

Upon drawing up the strategic thrusts for the Club, it reflected our efforts to develop volunteerism 

amongst undergraduates within CSC through our RVPs, SPs and XPs but at the same time, prompted 

us to work on what we can do for fellow undergraduates outside CSC.  

 

3.1 Clubs and Societies 

The Clubs and Societies (CNS) is an initiative that targets groups of undergraduates from other 

clubs and societies over individual undergraduates. It aims to develop the sense of 

volunteerism and giving by engaging clubs and societies in community projects that is of the 

clubs and societies’ direction and member development. During the term of the 7th MC, the CNS 

initiative was undertaken by the Business cell. 
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3.2 Possible Development 

While the 7th MC focused on CNS over the past year, I would encourage the next MCs to explore 

engaging our school staff and corporate and companies in active participation in our activities 

as an effort to bring volunteerism beyond CSC. 

 

4. THINKING AND LEARNING CLUB 

A key to building up the Club’s resilience and the ability to react and respond to changes and 

challenges would be versatility and flexibility with good understanding of our Club and our 

direction. This would allow better plans and decisions, which will not affect the overall 

development of the Club, to be made. The Thinking and Learning Club model aims to prepare our 

members and the initiatives, Heirloom and Harvest, were intended as the first two pillars for the 

model.  

 

4.1 Heirloom 

As with how an heirloom is passed down for generations through family members, the 

Heirloom archive aims to keep the proven tracks of our Club’s development. During the term of 

the 7th MC, the initiative was undertaken by the Secretariat with the focus of establishing a 

database of the beneficiaries and collaborations and the system to manage the database. The 

Post Project Reports (PPRs) required more input from all of our programmes and projects to 

facilitate the extraction and preservation of the Club’s efforts and learning points. 

 

4.2 Harvest 

Following the efforts of previous MC’s outreach to younger volunteers, we see a new generation 

of CSC members, members who have participated in our activities even before joining NUS. 

Over the years, much effort was put in to bridge our RVPs and SPs volunteers. To further our 

endeavor in this aspect, a Harvest database is intended to not just check but map our members’ 

participation. During the term of the 7th MC, the initiative was undertaken by the Volunteer 

Management Cell. 
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4.3 Green CSC 

While Heirloom and Harvest were designed to support the Thinking and Learning Club model, 

the Green CSC policy was a resulting development from the model. By responding to the NUS 

Environmental policy, it stands for the Club’s attempt to keep up with the current happenings in 

the bigger context. Over the past year, the Green CSC policy was only shared with key position 

holders of the Club. The next MC can look into raising awareness of the policy to more members 

in hope for their support and further contributions. 

 

4.4 Annual General Meeting 

Another resulting development would be the insertion of the presentation of the Presidential, 

VPIA and VPSP Reports to the agenda of the Annual General Meeting (AGM).  The AGM Reports 

will also be uploaded prior to the AGM to facilitate the passing of the AGM reports and sharing 

of the reports with all members of the Club. 

 

5. VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION 

The Volunteers Appreciation Tea was held on 8 January 2009 at Staff Club, NUS. The color awards 

committee presented 53 color awards in appreciation of the efforts of our volunteers in the year 

2008 and 38 of our seniors received their Long Service Awards in recognition of their commitments 

and contributions to the Club. 

 

The OSA Volunteers’ Appreciation Night, jointly organized by the Office of Student Affairs (OSA) and 

NVN, was held on 20 February 2009 at the Shaw Foundation Alumni House.  

Ms Phua Lixian received the NUS CSC Outstanding Volunteer Award for her exemplary dedication in 

community service. 47 other club members received certificate of appreciation from OSA in 

recognition of their efforts in the year 2008. 

 

6. CSC ALUMNI 

It is important to further establish the mutual connection between CSC and our alumni and a new 

mailing system for our alumni could be a way to keep them updated on club matters and serve as 

one of the channels for the alumni to reach out to the management committee. The 7th MC will 
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continue to assist the incoming MC on this initiative in hope to launch the mailing system on the 

symbolic 1 October. On this note, I believe that given our alumni’s enthusiasm and dedication in 

giving, the mailing system will be just a start towards a new dimension in CSC. The incoming MC 

can consider additional manpower to assist in exploring future development for our alumni. 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

 

First and foremost, on behalf of the 7th MC, I would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to all our 

seniors and volunteers for all your efforts and support over the year. 

 

Next, I would like to take this opportunity to put on record my gratitude for the advice and 

guidance from: 

 

Office of Student Affairs 

Mr. Alvin Lee    Student Organizations 

Mrs. Moey    Student Organizations 

 

Past Presidents 

Mr. Terence Siew   President, 6th MC 

Ms. Phua Lixian   President, 5th MC 

Mr. Low Xi Qian   Vice-President (Internal Affairs), 5th MC 

 

To friends of CSC for their support for our club and our activities in a way or another:  

 

NUSSU Council 

Mr. Kuan Yee Han   President, 30th NUSSU EXCO 

Ms. Tan Lee Koon   Honorary Assistant Secretary, 30th NUSSU EXCO 

Mr. Low Tian Leng   President, NUS Students’ Political Association 

Ms. Melissa Gan   President, NUS Students’ Cultural Activities Club 
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NUS Volunteer Network 

Mr. Timothy Lin   Chairman, NUS Volunteer Network 

Mr. Lee Kok Leong   Chairman, NUSSU Volunteer Action Committee 

Mr. Daniel Soh    President, Red Cross Humanitarian Network 

Ms. Swarnapraba Karthigaihini President, NUS Rotaract Club 

 

To the 7th MC, thanks for enduring my lectures for the past year, having gone through 1124 meeting 

slides, 12 mad rushes for the last buses and trains and I am really sorry for depriving some of you of 

sleep on the nights before our meetings. I am glad that we have come thus far and am grateful for I 

couldn’t have done it without all of you. I wish you all the very best in your future endeavors, be it 

in CSC or beyond. 

 

Finally, it has been my privilege and honor to be part of our CSC and the MC. And as I proceed into 

my fourth and final year in the MC, I hope for your support as I continue to serve CSC with the 8th 

Management Committee. 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Tan Ching (Mr.) 

President 

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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VICE-PRESIDENT (INTERNAL AFFAIRS) 08/09 

 

The Vice-President (Internal Affairs) assists the President in supervising and managing the eight 

regular volunteering programs (RVPs) adopted by CSC. The VPIA co-ordinates with the 

chairpersons and makes sure that all RVP activities are in accordance with the Club’s objectives and 

aims. The VPIA will ensure that the needs of the RVPs are catered to by using resources from the 

club and all RVP volunteers are aware of CSC’s events and activities.  

The Vice-President will also coordinate activities and matters from the three eXternal Projects. 

The Vice-President is also responsible for the Management Committee’s Volunteer Management 

Committee, and Volunteer Welfare Committee, monitoring their progress and giving advice 

whenever necessary. 

 

GENERAL 

 

It is quite heartening to see how our RVPs have been improving under the capable leadership of the 

various RVP chairpersons. Not just learning from the past mistakes, there have been steps taken by 

the chairpersons to spot and change whatever may be necessary. In line with our club’s direction, 

we can see that the RVPs are also heading towards a learning and thinking culture.  

Kudos to all the efforts put in by the chairpersons of Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled 

(BHID), Mindsville@Napiri (Mindsville), Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home (CSL), Clementi 

Students’ Care Service (Clementi SCS), Yishun Student Care Service (Yishun SCS), HCA Hospice Care 

(HCA), L-derly Befrienders (LB) and T.H.E. Seniors (T.H.E.). 

 

1. Changes in RVPs 

i. Clementi SCS has been officially shifted to: 

Blk 329 Clementi Ave 2 #01-248 Singapore 120329 

ii. Clementi SCS will be including a new program, the “Drop in café” on Fridays. (Details of the 

program can be found in Clementi’s report) 

iii. Visits for L-derly Befrienders will be changed to weekly instead of fortnightly.  
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REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMMES 

 

1. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

I have always felt that areas with regards to volunteers, beneficiaries and the RVP committees are 

the most important for RVPs. As mentioned during my election speech, the 3 areas that are I would 

feel would help measure the developments for the RVPs would be” RBG” – Retaining, Bridging and 

Growth. All these are important in helping steer our RVPs towards our mission statement. 

 

1.1 Retain 

Retaining of volunteers has always been an important issue for RVPs. Volunteers’ appreciation, 

staying in touch with volunteers, getting feedback from volunteers, maintaining the respective 

RVP identities as well as keeping the programs flexible are the various aspects of coping with 

the issue of volunteer count. 

 

1.1.1 Volunteers’ appreciation  

Various RVPs have taken the extra mile to appreciate the efforts of the volunteers. While 

Yishun SCS has always been giving photos to volunteers at the end of every semester and 

LB giving their pebbles at every visit, other RVPs have began to give their own form of 

appreciation to their volunteers. BHID has started giving certificates of appreciation at the 

end of the semester, and CSL has also started giving out photos to volunteers. While these 

may seem like small acts, they are important in the letting volunteers feel appreciated, 

and hence the retention of volunteers. 

 

1.1.2 Staying in touch with volunteers 

It is just as important to keep volunteers updated. Other than RVP yahoo groups, RVP 

blogs are a good avenue to do this. Most RVP blogs have been more updated regularly, 

with different RVPs using different creative methods to update the blog. With particular 

interest is HCA’s, in which there is a culture of active replies and comments from 
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volunteers. Other RVPs could look into this aspect of creating 2 way communication with 

volunteers rather than just a 1 way communication. 

Other than blogs and yahoo groups, RVPs also have been keeping up with the times by 

creating facebook accounts for their RVPs has well. Effectiveness of this has yet to be seen, 

but I believe that it has the potential to reach out to more volunteers. 

 

1.1.3 Volunteers’ feedback 

Volunteers’ feedback is definitely important in helping to improve on the programs that 

the RVPs have, as well as to find out any possible problems the volunteers may be facing. 

Not just on the programs, feedback about the conditions about the beneficiaries is also 

important. T.H.E.  has just implemented the visitation reports system to allow other 

volunteers who may not be present to be able to be updated on the conditions of their 

elderly. 

 

1.1.4 RVP Identity 

It is indeed heartening to see volunteers from the various RVPs wearing their respective 

RVP T-shirts during their weekly visits. Most of the RVPs have their own T-shirts at this 

pint of time. RVPs such as Mindsville and Clementi SCS are also in the midst of getting T-

shirts for their respective RVPs. There were also efforts by the MC to get the volunteers to 

wear their respective RVP t-shirts during respective events, such as welfare events and 

Outreach. 

Other than T-shirts, RVP logos as well as culture are equally important in developing the 

different uniqueness of each RVP, and RVPs could look at these aspects to ensure 

differentiation from the rest. 

 

1.1.5 Flexibility of programs 

It is also equally important that RVPs understand that there is a seasonal number to the 

volunteer count. It is not possible to expect all volunteers to be equally committed 

especially closer to the end of the school term or during the school holidays. Activities 

could be planned such that the numbers of volunteers could support the programs. This 
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year, after realizing that volunteer strength was insufficient to conduct their activities, 

Mindsville had a re-structuring of their activities to be able to cope with the situation. 

 

1.2 Bridge 

To effectively measure how well how our club is moving together as one, it is important to keep 

track of the various bridges, namely inter-RVP bridge, RVP-SP bridge, as well as RVP-CSC 

bridge. 

 

1.2.1 Bridge between RVPs and RVPs 

There was also some form of RVP-RVP collaboration. HCA and LB had a combined outing 

with their beneficiaries to Chinatown during the Chinese New Year period. This actually 

allows the volunteers from both RVPs to interact with each other. As volunteers are 

usually reluctant to join in welfare activities, this form of outings from different RVPs will 

have better response as volunteers might be more willing to spend time to bring their 

beneficiaries for outings. 

Common activities for RVPs could be thought of as well. This is to encourage RVPs to 

interact with each other and have a better understanding of each other.  RVP Food Map 

was introduced with this idea in mind. Hopefully, it will be able to take off after the CSC 

hub is formed. 

 

1.2.2 Bridge between RVPs and SPs 

It was extremely encouraging to see the support that RVPs have given to SPs. Various 

RVPs have scheduled their RVP visits such that they did not clash with C.A.N. Collect, 

which required a large pool of volunteers to help out. On the other hand, Organizing 

committee members from SPs have also lent their expertise to the RVPs. Case in mind was 

when OC members from PAH helped out when HCA and T.H.E. required help in painting 

their residents’ flats. Future VPIAs could help to facilitate this link between the RVPs and 

SPs such that both sides benefit from each other.  
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Also, more could be explored on getting beneficiaries to contribute back to society, such 

as the involvement of them in some of our projects like CSC Day and Paint-A-Home. 

Special Projects are certainly a good channel for them to contribute back to society. 

 

1.2.3 Bridge between RVPs and CSC 

One measure of this would be the support that volunteers have for our welfare events. 

Support has been encouraging, but the proportion of volunteers coming down from the 

various RVPs is not evenly spread out, and there are often more volunteers from some 

RVPs from some compared to others. The MC could find out the response from the RVPs 

before actually conducting the welfare events. 

 

1.3 Growth 

Tracking the growth of the RVPs could be done through their regular programs, special events 

as well as volunteers’ development. 

 

1.3.1 Regular programs for beneficiaries 

A balance is always required to make programs relevant for residents, as well as 

interesting for volunteers to be able to retain them. This program has been an issue 

especially for the Intellectually Disabled sector. Efforts have been put in by the chair 

persons to improve on their programs such that volunteers do not get bored, while trying 

to ensure that the beneficiaries benefit from the programs. 

 

1.3.2 Special events  

Not just events for our beneficiaries to enjoy themselves, special events have also taken 

on greater meaning as they start to include objectives that would impact beneficiaries in 

other ways.  CSL had a special event to introduce secondary school subjects to its children 

through games and T.H.E. took the extra effort to let their elderly alight the bus at Terah 

Merah just to let the elderly experience travelling on the MRT. Setting such meaningful 

objectives certainly will help benefit their beneficiaries in the long run, and not just letting 

them be a one day events. 
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There were also bolder attempts by the various chairpersons, such as LB bringing their 

elderly out for outings when such outings have proved to be failures in the past. While the 

past can help to guide the chairpersons in planning of future programs, chairpersons 

should not be afraid to try out new things for their RVPs. 

 

1.3.3 Green CSC 

In line with CSC’s objective of going green, several RVPs have taken initiatives to include 

activities which have elements of going green in it. BHID has embarked on a “green” 

program to educate its residents about recycling, and Yishun camp also has included 

elements of letting the children get in touch with Nature.  

 

1.3.4 Volunteers’ development 

Our volunteers usually get trained on the job, and pick up many skills from our seniors. 

Due to the lack of courses for volunteers to attend, perhaps the only form of development 

would be from sub-committees to engage the volunteers in planning their activities. 

 

1.4 Initiatives 

1.4.1  Empowerment of RVP chairpersons 

During my term, I had tried to empower the chairpersons. This was done by engaging 

them in certain decisions that the MC is thinking of implementing. For example, opinions 

on issues such as CSC T-shirt and our CSC Chinese name were sought from the various 

chairpersons during RVP Meetings. It is essential that the opinions of the chairpersons be 

taken seriously as they have direct contact with the volunteers, and hence would 

understand the needs of the volunteers better. 

 

1.4.2 Sharing of ideas  

RVP meetings are a good avenue for chairpersons to share their ideas, and any good 

practices that their own RVPs have. Tapping on the experiences of chairpersons is 

definitely an important way for various RVPs to improve. Some RVPs are relatively 

stronger in some aspects and there is certainly value in these sharing sessions.  
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1.4.3 RVP package 

The RVP package was also drawn up with the objective of facilitating administrative 

matters between the MC and RVPs. It consists of information with regards to procedures, 

as well as necessary templates (eg would be template for attendance taking).  It was also a 

good idea to let the various cells inform the RVP chairpersons on what needs to be done 

during the 1st RVP Meeting to clarify any doubts. 

 

1.4.4 Standardised e-mail accounts 

On a club level, standardized e-mail accounts beginning with “nuscsc.” were set up for the 

various SPs, as well as RVPs, MC committees and MC special committees. This is so that e-

mails can be sent to/via a common account that facilitates information sharing between 

the Project Directors (or RVP chairpersons, MC members etc.) At the same time, the 

standardized e-mail accounts help to portray a professional outlook for the club too.  

An added advantage of the e-mail accounts for RVPs is that it facilitates handing over. New 

chairpersons will be able to extract necessary information from the previous year if 

necessary. Also, the accounts can help minimize any possible loss of emails during the 

handing over period. 

 

1.4.5 Post event reports for RVPs’ special events 

Post event reports are requested for all special events that the RVPs conduct. Other than 

being a requirement for OSA, this would help future chairpersons when they are planning 

for their activities. With these past reports that new chairpersons can refer to, hopefully 

they will be able to build on and develop on the past experiences. Other than benefitting 

their own RVPs, it is hoped that the reports will be able to benefit other RVPs and maybe 

even SPs as well. The reports may be relevant if RVPs are thinking of holding their events 

at locations that other RVPs might have used before. A template was given to the 

chairpersons to guide them along in the writing of the reports. 
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2. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 Succession Timeline 

The timeline for RVPs to start handing over was also discussed. After discussion, it was decided 

that the new chairpersons should be found a few weeks before Outreach so that they will be 

able to handle the RVP’s recruitment drive, while the previous chairpersons are still around to 

guide them. This is so as the new chairpersons will be in charge of handling the new volunteers, 

and that pub materials (such as Love Tuner) for the next year can be finalized with the names of 

the new chairpersons. Besides, this would ensure that there would be sufficient OJT (on-job-

training) for the new chairpersons before the official handing over during AGM. 

Handing over of chairpersons proved to be quite an issue in some RVPs this year. It is important 

that chairpersons being their search for their successors as soon as they take over. Involving 

volunteers throughout the year in the planning of activities would help in developing their 

confidence level, as well as gather the necessary experience needed to take over the baton from 

the previous chairperson.  

 

2.2 RVP Committee Size and Roles 

RVP committee size has previously been determined by the RVPs. While we understand that the 

RVPs have bigger committee sizes to engage more volunteers, CCA point inflation in recent 

years has caused this to be an area of concern, and hence I looked into this issue to reduce the 

number of redundant posts. 

The issue of RVP Committee size was hence discussed with the RVP chairpersons, and the 

importance of not having a committee that is too big is also emphasized. It was suggested to the 

RVPs to form sub-committees instead. While most RVPs do not have this structure in place yet, 

hopefully they will consider this alternative. Having sub-committees not just allows more 

participation from the volunteers, but also help to identify future leaders in the RVPs.  

 

2.3 Ad hoc Volunteerism 

With increasing commitments from students, it is becoming more difficult for students to be 

extremely committed to going down for weekly visits. Ad hoc volunteerism is definitely a rising 

trend, and it is crucial that our RVPs learn how to tackle this.  
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Such ad hoc volunteers include TF students as well as corporate volunteers. If too many of such 

volunteers go down for visits, not only may the session be disrupted, volunteers may also end 

up with not being able to help much. Hence, it is important to check with the various RVPs the 

comfortable number of such volunteers they are able to accommodate, and informing the ad 

hoc volunteers to inform us in advance before going down so as to better prepare the 

chairpersons before their visits. 

Some issues faced this time round were the lateness of volunteers, as well as different 

expectations from the volunteers (for example, non-dialect speaking volunteers had 

communication problems with some elderly). Punctuality should be emphasized, and 

expectations of volunteers should be clearly explained at the start so as to ensure minimum 

disruptions to the programs. 

 

2.4 RVP Sponsors 

This year also saw some RVPs trying to get sponsors for their own RVPs. As there is no Biz cell 

in the RVPs, a set of guidelines were drawn up by the Biz cell to ensure that RVPs do the 

necessary documentation as well as servicing. It is important to let RVPs know the procedures 

regarding getting sponsors and to let us know if they are intending to do so as they have very 

little experience with handling external agencies.  

 

2.5 Sponsorship of Moon Cakes 

Our business cell had helped to request for moon cakes from sponsors. However, the number of 

moon cakes that the RVPs had required was not collated beforehand. In future, the needs of the 

various RVPs should be before the business cell starts sourcing for moon cake to avoid wastage 

of food. 

There was also some miscommunication that the moon cakes were meant for the volunteers 

only. It should be communicated to chairpersons in future that the moon cakes are mainly 

meant for the beneficiaries. 
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2.6 H1N1 

In view of H1N1, the school’s stand was that all students’ activities were to continue as usual. 

However, our activities were of a different nature as beneficiaries were involved, and we were 

accountable for the welfare of the beneficiaries we are helping. A decision was made to let RVPs 

continue with their visits, but with necessary precautions. Hence, RVPs were told to conduct 

temperature taking, and volunteers had to submit declarations forms as well. Chairpersons also 

constantly reminded their volunteers about personal responsibility, and to refrain from going 

from visits if they are feeling unwell.  

The onset of H1N1 had resulted in our activities for BHID and Mindsville to be affected, and 

they were suspended for a period of time. During this period of time, the RVPs took initiatives 

to keep their volunteers involved by Organizing outings and for Mindsville’s case, volunteering 

at another branch under Mindsville. 

It was extremely fortunate that visits to all the RVPs could be resumed before Outreach. 

However, in future, it would be good to look for alternatives in advance. Activities not involving 

beneficiaries could be considered to continue engaging volunteers before the visits to the 

various RVPs resume. 

 

2.7 Effect of CCA Points Computation 

With the change in the way CCA points were calculated, some RVPs lost quite a number of 

volunteers. This is especially for LB’s case, where the bulk of the volunteers required CCA points 

to stay in campus. Further decisions made by the MC should consider the impact on RVPs 

before actual implementation. 

 

2.8 Absence of VPIA During the Month of December 

Other than the VPIA, both the President and VPSP were also not around for the December 

period due to their commitment in Love Export, hence there was no key position holder who 

can be readily available for advice for the RVPs. Thanks to Hui Min was appointed for Yishun 

Camp to give advice, as well as Terence and Pin chuan who helped in coordination of anything 

that is needed by the RVPs. 
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EXTERNAL PROJECTS 

 

The branch of eXternal Projects underwent restructuring during this term. With the addition of 

Citycare and the shift of Love Export from an XP to SP, the total number of XPs we currently have is 

now 3. 

Objectives of XPs were also clearly defined as follows: 

i. Enrich volunteering experience of volunteers 

ii. Promoting long-term volunteerism 

iii. Club to learn from the professional organizations to enhance our services 

 

1. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Initiatives 

XP Package was drawn up with the information on certain matters such as recruitment.  This is 

to allow XPs to understand the kind of collaboration that they will be expecting from us, as well 

as the support that XPs can expect from CSC. 

 

1.2 CityCare 

CityCare is a not-for-profit organisation that believes in helping people to help others. They aim 

to effect positive transformation in society by developing active citizens with a heart for the 

community. 

By means of EDUCATION, ENCOURAGEMENT and EMPOWERMENT, CityCare provides 

volunteering opportunities for organisations and individuals to genuinely care and demonstrate 

social responsibility towards the good of the community. 

After a series of discussions and talks with OSA and CityCare, CSC decided to include CityCare as 

one of CSC’s XPs. 

An official introduction of CityCare was done via a mailer to the CSC masses on 1st March 2009. 

To raise awareness of CityCare, their volunteers were invited to give a talk to our CSC 

volunteers during our CSC workshop.  
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CityCare had proposed a camp to be held in June 09. However, their proposal was rejected on 

the basis that the objectives of the camp were extremely similar to Ethelontêr’s. Whilst the 

rejection was unavoidable, the next VPIA could be more proactive in checking for the needs of 

XPs. Alternatives could have been sought earlier if OSA had given the red light at an earlier 

timing. 

 

1.3 Best Buddies 

The inaugural program in Singapore will see friendships formed between NUS student 

volunteers (College Buddies) and their peers with intellectually disablities (Buddies) from 

APSN (Association for Persons with Special Needs). 

2 sharing sessions were held in the year to allow volunteers to share their experiences with 

each other. During the sessions, volunteers were able to share their experiences with each other 

and the coordinators were also able to give advice to the volunteers who may have problems 

when handling their buddies. The sessions also allowed volunteers to know each other. 

A recommendation would be to inform Best Buddies volunteers about our Special Projects in 

future, so that they will be able to do projects as a collective effort. 

 

1.4 Trybe! 

Trybe! is a volunteering organization whose mission is to inspire youth to live passionate and 

purposeful lives that will make an impact on their communities. They carry out volunteer-

driven youth development programs designed to increase self-esteem, inspire purposeful living, 

and build community through serving others. 

Trybe! has approached us to get beneficiaries in order so that they are able to engage their 

youths to plan programs for our beneficiaries. This offers many benefits for both CSC and 

Tryeb!. For CSC, our volunteers’ experience will be enhanced as they have to guide new and 

younger volunteers, and also our beneficiaries will be able to benefit from having more 

programs. Hopefully with this collaboration, we will be able to see greater interaction between 

CSC and XPs. 
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 As many of our RVPs have different concerns with regards to this, such as them needing to get 

approval from their parent organization, we have decided to start off with LB to pilot drive this 

new initiative.  

 

2. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. XPs are still very much detached from the CSC body. Steps could be taken to include the 

volunteers from XPs into our SPs, or in our welfare events. This will allow greater 

integration of XPs into CSC. 

ii. One recommendation would be to include XPs into CSC’s Outreach. Inclusion of them would 

definitely allow the volunteers more volunteering opportunities. 
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VICE-PRESIDENT (SPECIAL PROJECTS) 08/09 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Vice-President (Special Projects) is to:  

i. Oversee all ad-hoc and annual special projects that are undertaken by CSC.  

� He/she will plan, at the start of the term, all the special projects that are to be carried till 

the end of his/her term and provide, for each of these projects’ Project Directors, the 

goals and vision for each project and ensure that these goals and vision are in line with 

that of CSC’s.  

� He/she will also ensure the smooth running of all these projects through the 

supervision of the projects’ progress but yet give the Organizing Committee of each 

project the liberty to make their own decision and interfere only when necessary.  

� He/she will also assist the Project Directors in the assessment after the project as well 

as to consolidate the valuable learning points after the project. 

� He/she should also facilitate the dates of activities of the projects so as to minimize 

clashing of events as well as to minimize volunteer fatigue.  

� In addition, the Youth Expedition Project (YEP) which was reorganized from CSC’s 

eXternal Projects (XPs) to Special Projects (SPs) this year is also under the direct 

supervision of the VPSP. 

ii. Be responsible for the Management Committee’s Publications and Publicity Committee, 

Business Committee, and Logistics Committee, as they work closely with the Special 

Projects, by monitoring their progress and giving advice whenever necessary. 

iii. Facilitate the passing of information between the Management Committee (MC) and the SPs. 

 

2. OVERVIEW  

2008/2009 saw the Special Projects continue their efforts to differentiate as well as to improve 

upon that of the previous years. During my term as the 7th MC VPSP, I have been blessed with 

extraordinarily dedicated, resourceful, competent, and never-say-die Project Directors and 

Assistant Project Directors (PDAPDs). Not only do they welcome challenges with smiles instead of 
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grudges (ok there may be some whinings once a while, but who doesn’t? ☺), many a times they 

surprise me with their zest to overcome these tests as professionally and objectively as they can. 

 

2.1 Volunteers   

Other than leading the progress of their own SP, there has also been an increased effort by the 

project directors to engage our own RVPs in the execution of the project, henceforth bridging 

the gap between RVPs and SPs. CSC Day this year saw befriendees from SCS (Clementi) as 

volunteers during the event, while Paint-A-Home saw our MINDSville residents and also 

Clementi youths from PODZ alongside the other volunteers painting the corridors of Pertapis 

Children’s Home. 

At the same time, with the evergreen community projects like Paint-A-Home and Project C.A.N., 

CSC’s outreach to students (secondary schools, junior colleges and other tertiary institutions) 

and the public is being continued. Through involving these young volunteers from PAH’s AJC 

and VJC, C.A.N.’s Singapore Poly, Ngee An Poly, Nanyang Poly, Pioneer JC, National JC, Raffles JC, 

in our various projects, we not only raise the awareness of volunteering and community service 

to them, but also introduce to some potential future NUS students the existence of CSC’s 

volunteering opportunities. In addition, there were a handful of volunteers from NTU 

participating in Project C.A.N. too, which hints the beginning of an even more fruitful inter-

varsity collaboration to promote volunteerism.  

Last year, the fruits of our labour from past years’ projects were reaped (recruitment of 

volunteers from the various schools outside NUS started off during the 5th MC term) with our 

ex-participants joining Ethelontêr or other activities (RVPs and SPs). This year, this trend 

continued as more students, having participated in the SPs during their secondary/tertiary 

school days, approached CSC during open house or matric fair to enquire about CSC. More 

familiar faces were also spotted amongst the SP organizing committees, with some even taking 

up a role in the Management Committee. 

However, back to our roots, in line with CSC’s mission statement of developing volunteerism 

amongst NUS undergraduates, there is still a need for the SPs to be able to extend the 

volunteering opportunities to the NUS population. As such, opportunities to involve external 

volunteers like external students or corporate staff from organizations were sometimes forgone 
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so as to maintain the involvement of NUS students in our activities. One interesting and 

commendable effort this year was the reference of Paint-A-Home’s rejected volunteers over to 

Project C.A.N., which has helped Project C.A.N.’s volunteer recruitment. This inter-SP 

coordination is encouraging. 

 

2.2 Beneficiary 

One of the most important and influential process of a project is unarguably the selection of 

beneficiaries for a project. Not only does it affect the volunteering experience for the donors 

and/or volunteers, it may also determine the overall experience of the Organizing committee – 

whether it was happy or unhappy, and whether they will go all out for the project. A good 

beneficiary can be said to be one which allows the Organizing committee to understand where 

their efforts are going and are convinced they are helping the right people. The selection of our 

beneficiaries has been careful and prudent so far, and the project directors have been able to 

consider a wide span of issues before adopting any beneficiaries. CSC Day, like previous years, 

involved our very own RVPs as the participants for the project, which made it easier for the 

volunteers to identify with the beneficiaries. SLP, instead of going for an organisation with 

many beneficiaries, adopted Rochore Kongsi for the Aged, which has only 17 elderly living in 

the home, in the hope that they can bring more dedicated help to the home. Though PAH 05 has 

painted Pertapis Children’s Home, this year’s PAH still decided on the same home as there were 

some areas that PAH 05 did not touch on. In addition, PA recipients were roped into their 

beneficiaries, as they felt that the colours can inject happiness to the elderly living alone in the 

PA units. GAW is looking at physically and mentally impaired children to grant their wishes, as 

this is a sector more commonly neglected by the society. Love Export will be returning to the 

same village in hope for a continual development for Prey Kla village in Cambodia. 

Of course, simply focusing on the selection of beneficiaries would not be sufficient. Another 

avenue to understand the beneficiaries would be through interaction and understanding their 

needs. SLP brought the residents of Rochore Kongsi for the Aged out for an outing to Marina 

Barrage, and organised a photo-taking lesson for the elderly to learn to use the camera. Project 

C.A.N., like previous years, held a beneficiary visit to the PA recipients to understand their living 

conditions and their needs. PAH, similarly, held a beneficiary visit to the PA recipients whose 
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homes they were going to paint, to understand their needs and likings. GAW, through their wish 

collection drives, is able to interact with the children whose wishes they will be helping to grant. 

Through these interactions, I believe the OC members are better able to gain an ownership of 

the project and the people they are helping. Future projects may want to concentrate not just on 

the OC-beneficiary interaction, but also the possibility of an enhanced volunteer-beneficiary 

interaction, so as to enrich the volunteering experience of our volunteers.  

 

2.3 Club  

The timeline of the special projects was kept the same as the previous year, keeping in mind the 

important considerations of having to balance out volunteer fatigue in CSC. The three intensive 

holiday special projects were, as per previous year, Paint-A-Home, Ethelontêr, and Project 

C.A.N., with their execution dates in June, early July, and late July respectively. At the same time, 

there were some changes and enhancements to the overall direction and representation of the 

special projects. 

 

2.3.1 Reorganization of the SPs 

This year, CSC’s very own Youth Expedition Project, Love Export, was continued from 

2008.  After the first year of execution as an eXternal Project (XP), this project is 

confirmed to be here to stay, and, with that, Love Export is now reorganised from the 

category of eXternal Projects (XP) to Special Projects (SPs) as the 7th special project of CSC 

with effect from 1 March 2009. 

At the same time, the naming of the SPs (other than Ethelontêr) took a major overhaul in 

the form of renumbering by virtue of their year of execution instead of the traditional 

year-by-year basis, so as to remind ourselves that each year, the SP is a continuation of 

the previous year, and that we are building on the efforts of our seniors. The various 

projects in 2008/2009, after Grant A Wish 2008 and Love Export 2008, are thus as such:- 
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CSC Day V      (year of origin: 2005) 

Signature Love Project VI  (year of origin: 2003, but skipped 

2005, hence in her 6th year of running 

instead of 7th year) 

Paint-A-Home X     (year of origin: 2000) 

Ethelontêr VI      (year of origin: 2004) 

Project C.A.N. VI     (year of origin: 2004) 

Grant A Wish VII     (year of origin: 2003) 

Love Export II     (year of origin: 2008) 

 

2.3.2 Announcement mailers with photos of project directors 

While it has been a practice for mailers to be sent out to the CSC population to announce 

the  appointment of project directors, this time round, announcement mailers included 

photographs of the appointed project directors, so that the CSC members will know who 

are the project leaders by name and face and not just by name. 

 

2.3.3 Green CSC 

As a constituent club of NUS, and especially since most of the special projects require an 

extensive and massive use of resources as part of the programme props, CSC hopes to play 

a part in the conservation of the environment by responding to the NUS Environmental 

Policy. Some schemes undertaken and encouraged for the SPs are: 

i. Green corner – e.g. setting aside an area while preparing props for items which 

can be reused for other projects/events 

ii. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle – the 3Rs of environmental friendliness! 

iii. Energy Conservation – e.g. switching off lights when not in use  

iv. Education – e.g. incorporating environmental concepts in games/murals 

v. Natural spaces experience – e.g. beneficiary outing to natural spaces like Botanic 

Gardens so as to better appreciate nature 
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2.3.4 Series of initiatives 

A series of initiatives for the SPs stemmed from the efforts for a thinking and learning club, 

and to encourage the project directors to actively think and learn on-the-go instead of 

purposelessly following the traditions and practices left behind by the previous projects. 

 

Initiative 1: Interview questions and brief information and history of project before 

directorial  interviews 

Interview questions are sent to candidates to highlight selected important issues of the 

project and allow candidates to prepare for the interview and share insightful thoughts on 

those issues instead of having an impromptu discussion. 

 

As the term progresses, building on the interview questions, a brief write-up and some 

key statistics/information about the project are also subsequently shared with GAW 

candidates before the interview so that they can understand more about the previous 

years of the project, for example, number of wishes granted and beneficiaries adopted for 

the previous years. There was feedback that these data are very useful for the potential 

project directors to know more about the background running of the project, especially 

those of previous years, as they are seldom exposed to such knowledge during the course 

of their experience as an OC member (even more so for non-previous OC candidates), 

which would subsequently aid in their identification of trends and setting of directions for 

the next project. Hence, as this initiative of providing background information for the 

candidates was started out only after several rounds of selection of project directors in 

time for GAW VII, it is recommended that the next MC carry on with this providence for 

the rest of the SPs. 

 

Initiative 2:  SP Criterion 7 

The SP criterion 7 highlights the different key parties involved in a project as well as the 

considerations which make a project a good CSC project, namely: OC, beneficiary, 

volunteers, donor, collaborations, safety, and environmental considerations. In the course 

of a project, it is important that we consider the delicate relationships between the 
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various parties, and recognize the impacts one party can have on the other. Not to be 

neglected are the considerations to be safe and green, as the club takes on responsibility 

for all volunteers, as well as for the environment. While all along it has been taken for 

granted that the selected PDs would understand all these elements, this is just an 

additional step taken to highlight the club’s direction to the PDs before they begin their 

journey, as well as to align each other’s views and objectives during the discussions.  

 

Initiative 3: Post-Project Reports (PPR) 

The Post-Project Reports, which includes issues like problems met and suggestions, 

rationales for some of the actions taken, and key statistics and records, aims to facilitate 

the passing of information from one project to the next, and also to aid the evaluation of 

the project upon conclusion. This is especially so as we recognize the efforts of our seniors, 

and hope not to let their efforts go to waste. Hence it is hoped that through documentation, 

the missing out of information can be minimised as it gets passed down from one 

generation to the next. A template for the PPR is also shared with the SPs during the initial 

phases of the project so that the relevant cells are reminded of the things to take note of 

during the course of the project, and can start building on their documentation along the 

way to prevent information overload towards the end of the project.  

 

Initiative 4: Induction Programme 

To propagate the thinking and learning power of the project directors, an induction 

programme was also launched to prepare PDAPDs for the initiation of the project by 

sharing and aligning objectives on a club level, as well as to familiarize them (as well as 

the OC) with the running of the club.  

 

Initially, the induction programme took place in the form of 3 meet-ups: 1stly, PDs and 

VPSP; 2ndly, PDs and MC committee representatives (namely the Volunteer Management, 

Publicity, Business, Secretariat, Treasury and Logistics committees); and finally, MC 

committee representatives and SP individual cells (which would take place usually during 

the SP’s first meeting – for example, MC publicity with SP publicity, or MC Business with 
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SP marketing cell). This progression is so that 1. PDs understand what is required from 

them as project directors; 2. PDs understand what is required from their respective SP 

cells (to facilitate their management of the cells), and 3. SP cells understand what is 

required from them as a special project committee member. 

 

However, it proved to be too taxing for the MC members as well as the project directors to 

have to go through so many rounds of briefing. Hence, the revised induction programme, 

as conducted with GAW VII and Love Export II, is as such: 1stly, PDs and VPSP, followed by 

MC committee representatives and SP individual cells. The 2nd stage of having PDs to MC 

can be skipped by having the VPSP to briefly touch on the workload of the different cells 

during the 1st meetup with the PDs, and then subsequently having the PDs to sit in with 

the MC-SP meet-up so that they can updated with what is needed from the SP. 

 

This induction programme is especially important when the cell heads are new to the club 

or to the project, as much miscommunication can be avoided through these face-to-face 

briefings conducted by the MC committee representatives, where doubts and queries can 

be addressed on the spot too. However, with 7 special projects, it would translate to 

heavier workload for the MC members to deliver this initiative – a consideration for the 

next MC while planning for the various meet-ups. 

 

Initiative 5: SP Package 

Aimed to facilitate the passing of information between the various MC cells to the 

respective SP cells, the SP package outlines the various details and procedures which the 

MC would require the SP’s aid with, as well as the necessary templates which would 

facilitate the combination of information (for example, volunteers’ information), and 

consistency between the projects (for example, a standardized form of minutes of 

meetings, and treasury expenditure reports). During the 7th MC term, 2 editions of the SP 

package (SP package V1.0 and SP package V1.1) were released on 07 Dec 2008 and 10 July 

2009 respectively. 
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Initiative 6: Club calendar 

On a club level, a Google calendar was started up and shared on the CSC website to 

document and keep track of all SP event dates (for example, project execution dates, 

meeting dates, logistical movements or hands-on), as well as RVP events and club events, 

so as to minimize the clashing of events and henceforth possible volunteer fatigue, as it is 

not uncommon for a CSC volunteer to be involved in more than 1 project and/or RVP at 

the same time. Having the calendar embedded on the CSC website also helps to allow 

volunteers to know what is going on when.  

 

However, for the success of this calendar in keeping events apart, it is important that not 

only would the VPSP and VPIA need to update the calendar diligently and regularly, the 

PDs should also constantly check back that their event dates are being recorded. 

 

Initiative 7: Standardised E-mail Accounts 

Similarly, on a club level, standardized e-mail accounts beginning with “nuscsc.” (e.g. 

nuscsc.slp@gmail.com) were set up for the various SPs, as well as RVPs, MC committees 

and MC special committees. This is so that e-mails can be sent to/via a common account 

that facilitates information sharing between the Project Directors (or RVP chairpersons, 

MC members etc.) At the same time, the standardized e-mail accounts help to portray a 

professional outlook for the club too.  

 

3. DEVELOPMENT OF RESPECTIVE SPs 

3.1 Grant A Wish 08 

Project Directors: Janicia Koh Li Min, Jenny Ong Bee Huai, Germaine He Yishan 

Beneficiaries: Grace Orchard School, Singapore Association for the Deaf, Children’s Aid Society, 

Child @ Street 11, Beyond Social Services 

Number of wishes in total: 409 

Wish Collection: 24th July (Children’s Aid Society), 28th July (Child@St11), 29th July (Beyond 

Social Services), 5th Aug (Grace Orchard School) to allow OC members and volunteers to collect 

wishes from the children and interact with them  
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Internal drive: held from 2nd-4th September 2008 to encourage NUS students to grant the 

wishes of the children by adopting a wish slip and buying the items they wished 

Party: 11th October (normal children) – station games, 17th October (Grace Orchard School) – 

magic show and skit, 8th November (SAdeaf) – handicraft (test tube bottles). 

 

Never Too Magical to be True. Having adopted this tagline, 3 giant Aladdin’s lamp thus magically 

appeared at the Arts, Engine and Science walkways, along with the 409 wishes of the children. 

The storyline of the skit put up by the OC members during the parties also featured Aladdin and 

his Magic Lamp. Other than the theme about magic, GAW 08 also tried to promote 

environmental friendliness by incorporating the message ‘Save the Earth’ into the project, 

where ‘Save the Earth’ became a tagline for the skit. In addition, despite the tight timeline, 3 

different parties were held to suit the needs of the different beneficiaries. 3 translators from 

NTU were even invited to assist during the party at SAdeaf! However, one of the highlights of 

GAW all along was to have donors give their presents to the children personally, but for GAW08, 

it was a pity as only about 20 donors attended the parties. Nonetheless, the whole journey was 

Truly Magical, and I’m sure the Organizing Committee enjoyed the whole process, from Wish 

Collection, to Internal Drive, to the Distribution parties, just like I did.  

 

3.2 Love Export  

Team Leaders: Janicia Koh Li Min, Phua Lixian  

Period: 12th Dec – 30th Dec 2008 

Beneficiary: Prey Kla village, province of Prey Veng, Cambodia 

What was done: Funding the refurbishment of the school (re-cementing the potholed floors), 

painting murals on the walls of the 4 classrooms, activities like English lessons, carnival, sports 

day, movie screening, Christmas party.  

 

Being CSC’s first YEP since SK’I.E Project to India in 2004, Love Export is thus the most 

anticipated project in 2008. As with other YEPs, Service-Learning was one big aspect of this 

project. Hoping for a continual development for the village, it is hoped that Love Export will be 

returning to the same village for the first 5 years, before reviewing and deliberating on another 
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beneficiary for the project. Though the initial plan to build toilets for the village was changed to 

painting of murals midway through the project, the team of 22 quickly regained their 

momentum, and proceeded with their fundraising through a fundraising bazaar as well as sale 

of popcorn in NUS. While they were busy in Singapore, over at Cambodia, the re-cementing of 

the potholed floors of the school was also in progress. Came December, and the energised team 

flew over to paint murals which brightened up the classrooms and also brought the world to the 

villagers – Singapore, China, Savannah landscape, and the Underwater World. A series of 

activities were also lined up to introduce different cultures to the children, as well as to simply 

have fun with them. With their welcoming smiles and arms, the unassuming nature of the 

children surprised, and touched, the Love Exporters. As for the OC, having spent days together 

adapting to the vastly different life over there, cooking, washing, tidying, it was without doubt 

the companionship which made the 2 weeks in the village whiz past in a jiffy. Very soon, the 

time came to leave the village, and tears were shed upon their departure. Friendships were 

forged, not just within the OC, but also with the children and villagers. 

 

3.3 CSC Day V 

Project Directors: Lor Jin Feng, Chua Ying Jie  

When and where: 17th January 2009, NUS Central Forum 

Who: 79 residents (MINDSville@Napiri, L-derly Befrienders, Students Care Service (Yishun), 

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled, St. Vincent Home for the Aged) + 114 CSC 

volunteers (including youths from Students Care Service (Clementi)) 

 

CSC Day V saw Yesterday Once More, where a boy met various characters from the virtual 

world, transporting both the young and old residents as well as volunteers back to the yester-

years! Preparations to transform Central Forum into a time capsule started right after exams in 

November 2008, with making of props, liaison with the beneficiaries, recruiting of volunteers, 

calling of sponsors, practising of dance etc. On 17th January 2009, as the participants walked 

through the time machine one by one in their groups, they were brought back into the past with 

specialised and personalised station games involving catapults, spiders, fishing and water guns, 

before culminating in a finale sing-and-dance to the tune of “Don’t Stop” by S Club 7. The 
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specialty about CSC Day is that with a good mix of volunteers and residents from the various 

sectors in CSC, a platform is provided for our CSC volunteers to share their varied volunteering 

experience, as well as to interact with other residents whom they seldom get to interact with. 

Seeing the residents dancing and swaying to the song along with the volunteers, what I see was 

also the simple yet delicate relationship between our volunteers and the residents. 

 

3.4 Signature Love Project VI 

Project Directors: Cai Jiening, Ong Pinchuan, Siew Tuck Sing Terence 

Beneficiary: Rochore Kongsi for the Aged 

Internal Drive: 4th-6th February 2009 to raise funds as well as awareness for the beneficiary 

Amount raised: $7800 

1st Beneficiary visit: 19th December 2008 - Station games, Bingo, handicraft (making hongbao 

fish) 

2nd Beneficiary visit: 24th January 2009 - Outing to Marina Barrage + photo taking 

3rd and final Beneficiary visit: 21st February 2009 - KTV session + handicraft (straw hearts) + 

presentation of cheque 

 

SLP has always centered on the concept of “$2 for a signature” to raise funds for the beneficiary 

as well as to attach an additional sense of touch to the donations, and this year was no different. 

With the tagline “Never Too Old to Sparkle”, the Ah Gong and Ah MA “gong zai” (2 cardboard 

elderly figures) specially handmade by the OC thus stood strong at the various locations during 

the 3-day internal drive, bejeweled with gems which signifies the sparkling up of their lives 

along with the donations and messages by donors for the residents of Rochore Kongsi for the 

Aged. Although the home adopted this year for the project is very small with only 17 residents, 

this year’s SLP saw a more enhanced interaction with the beneficiary through the 3 beneficiary 

visits and outings in 2 months, during which many of the elderly smiled from ear to ear. During 

the photo tour to Marina Barrage, even more invigorating was to see the Ah Gong Ah Ma’s 

fascination with the cameras which they held in their hands to capture the scenery and people 

with. From: “Press which one? This one ah? Press how long? Don’t have leh.” to “See, nice hor?”, 
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the adorable Ah Gong Ah Ma-s even began posing with their fingers saying ‘V’ after some 

prompting from the volunteers. Never too old to sparkle, never too old to learn! 

 

3.5 Paint-A-Home X 

Project Directors: Liauw Kee Meng, Michelle Lai Mi Xue, Teo Gee Hoe 

Fundraising cum campus recruitment drive: 23rd-25th March 2009 (sale of popcorn) 

Amount raised: $2849  

Beneficiaries and painting dates: Canossaville Children’s Home (3rd June – 13 volunteers), 

Pertapis Children’s Home (6th, 7th, 14th June – 270 volunteers), 9 rental flats under PA scheme - 

Clementi, Dover, Teban Gardens, Telok Blangah (15th June – 102 volunteers)  

Volunteers: Total of 385 volunteers from NUS, MINDSville, Clementi PODZ, Victoria JC, 

Anderson JC, Singapore Refinery Compary (SRC), ex-PAH OC members 

 

PAH has been holding fundraising drives since PAH 2006, when the project started expanding 

beyond what the allocated budget could allow. And this year, for the 3rd year running, PAH sold 

popcorn once again, during which the majority of the volunteers was recruited for the painting. 

Very soon, the long holidays came, and it was time for Paint-A-Home again! With the overall 

objective of injecting colours into the lives of the less fortunate, this year’s dry run was 

conducted at Canossaville Children’s Home one week prior to the actual painting at Pertapis 

Children’s Home, where the hall and playground were livened with murals, mission statement 

of the home revitalized, and the swings at the playground given a new coat of paint. 

Traditionally, the dry run would be carried out at the adopted beneficiary so as to familiarise 

the OC in preparation for the upcoming few weekends of painting. However, this year, having 

the dry run at another home instead brings about a new dimension to this dry run, and that is, 

other than familiarizing the OC with the execution, new colours and new experiences are being 

extended to another group of children.  

 

The next 3 days of painting were then spent at Pertapis Children’s Home. PAH X decided to 

return to the same home PAH 05 has painted as the works this year were different and there 

were a lot more areas that called for assistance in painting. Over the 3 days, the girls’ and boys’ 
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dormitories were repainted and murals painted on level 1 and level 3 girls’ dormitories after 

white-washing all corridors. Yellow lines on the floor were also painted, with a new coat of 

paint given to the wooden doors. In addition, air conditioning servicing was done for the 

operation room, sick bay and library. Though there was minimal interaction with the children 

this time round due to clashes in schedule, it remains a fact that we have helped to brighten the 

home and inject new colours into their lives. Last but not least, another new dimension added 

to the project this year was the painting of 9 rental flats under the PA scheme, which received 

much commendation from seniors. The beneficiary visit prior to the project also allowed the OC 

to understand the resident’s needs and likes, thus making the experience even more rewarding 

seeing the residents’ smiles. Thumbs-up from the PAH 07 and PAH 08 Organizing committees 

reinforced the meaningfulness of this initiative, and dispelled any initial apprehension the 

project directors had earlier on being the 1st OC to initiate this phase. And with that, here’s my 

thumbs-up for PAH X too! 

 

3.6 Ethelontêr VI 

Project Directors: Koh Jun Seng, Chantal Ong, Joachim Auyong 

Camp: 30th June (Day 1) – 4th July (Day 5) 

Total number of participants: 81 councillors + 44 freshmen 

Total number of friendship ties formed: countless 

 

With preparation starting way back in December 2008, the project directors hoped that 

through this camp, both current undergraduates and the freshmen would have a better insight 

of the different programmes CSC has to offer and take the step forward to join as volunteers, 

and not to forget, to build the bonds between and within the undergraduates and freshmen. 

From Temasek Hall, to West Coast Park, to Sentosa, to Costa Sands (Downtown East), it was 

almost an exact replica of Ethelontêr V! However, the journey was not as rosy, as H1N1 

threatened to cancel the camp just 1 week before. Luckily, the camp carried on, despite the 1-

day delay after some councilors reported higher temperatures than the rest during Day 0. Not 

to forget, despite all odds which straddled, a new programme -  Variety Night, was also born, to 

replace Fright Night after the high-profile accident of another freshmen camp in 2008. Having 
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struggled through the eventful 8 months of preparation, I’m sure the camp was even more 

memorable for the 81 councillors, as well as the 44 freshmen who readily formed friendship 

ties and bonds with each other. With that, I applaud Ethelontêr VI - Thallo, Elpis, Hecate, Charis, 

Xarpho and Auxo, and the seniors who came by to help out, for standing strong amidst all 

challenges, and welcoming the freshmen into our BIG family! Ethelontêr remains one of the best 

freshmen camps in NUS.  

 

Ethelontêr Ichiban, sud sud bo jio, wah seh!   

 

3.7 Project C.A.N. VI 

Project Director: Tan Li Juan, Tan Jiancong, Eileen Zhang 

Beneficiaries: 90 families under PA scheme, Man Fut Tong Nursing Home, Christalite 

Methodist Home, Metta Home for the Disabled, Joy Centre Neighbourhood Link, Northwest CDC 

Food Aid Fund Project. 

Collaboration: Northwest CDC and MCP Supermarket 

Campus recruitment drive: 1-3 April 2009, to recruit volunteers for the project as well as to 

spread the awareness of the project to the NUS population. 

Beneficiary visit: 20th June 2009, for the OC to find out about the needs of the beneficiaries, as 

well as for them to help with simple domestic chores. 

Publicity drive: 11th July 2009, to let the 35,000 residents in the 4 regions – Woodlands, 

Sembawang, Admiralty and Canberra, know about the upcoming collection drive through the 

door-to-door distribution of flyers. 

C.A.N. Collect (and Sort): 18th July 2009, with 441 volunteers 

C.A.N. Challenge (and Sort): 25th July 2009, with 54 volunteers 

C.A.N. Distribute: 29th-30th July 2009, with 27 volunteers  

 

The project was split into 4 phases: C.A.N. Collect, C.A.N. Sort, C.A.N. Challenge, and C.A.N. 

Distribute, with C.A.N. Sort being held concurrently with Collect and Challenge. Project C.A.N., as 

per previous years, seeks to appeal to the general public to lend a hand to their fellow people in 

need, and this year, Northwest CDC assisted us in the selection of 90 families under the Public 
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Assistance Scheme (PA scheme). In addition, a number of welfare homes in the same area also 

received the donated food rations, as well as the Food Aid Fund initiated by Northwest CDC. 

Being the most tiring and manpower exhaustive project of CSC, this year, enthusiastic 

volunteers were recruited from secondary and tertiary institutions such as Commonwealth 

Secondary, Singapore Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Nanyang Polytechnic, Pioneer JC, 

National JC, and Raffles JC for C.A.N. Collect. On the early morning of 18th July, 441 volunteers 

turned up to conquer the 35,000 units of flats in the northern areas. It is most heartening when 

we encounter residents who had prepared the items beforehand and were very welcoming to 

the volunteers. On the other hand, there were occasional crude rejections from residents too. 

Despite that, the volunteers were still motivated and keen to finish the allocated blocks.  

 

After packing almost 14,000 units of canned food, instant noodles, Milo packets and biscuits, 

amongst others, the following week was C.A.N. Challenge, which saw familiar faces at the 2 

outlets of MCP supermarket at Yishun. Though the traffic flow was slow during the non-peak 

hours, the OC members and volunteers were able to keep each other motivated to continue. 

MCP supermarket even rewarded one of the teams with an entire box of chocolate ice cream in 

exchange for their hard work. In addition, earlier on during the discussions for the collaboration, 

MCP supermarket has been very generous to agree to match every 3 units of canned food 

bought and donated from MCP supermarket with an additional canned food item. With such a 

strong endorsement from MCP Supermarket, shoppers were won over rather easily and many 

donated generously. The last phase of the project, C.A.N. Distribute, was also the most 

rewarding one. Around 30 volunteers assisted the OC in delivering the bags of food right up to 

the beneficiaries’ doorstep and boxes of food to the welfare homes. The profuse “thank you”s, 

the welcoming smiles, and the immense sense of satisfaction garnered from the success of the 

project, were more than just rewards for the time and effort poured into the project. Seeing all 

these smiles, I smiled too.  
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4. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Working with external organisations  

While it is not uncommon for the SPs to have dealings with external organizations like schools 

or corporate organizations, there were a few issues that cropped up or were overlooked this 

year. 

 

4.1.1 Governmental bodies 

One of them was the partnership with CDCs. This year, other than Project C.A.N. which 

worked with Northwest CDC, Paint-A-Home also collaborated with Southwest CDC for its 

PA scheme. Previous years of working with CDC (as with Project C.A.N.) proved to be 

harmonious and helpful for the project. However, this seamless partnership should not be 

granted, as this year’s coordination with NWCDC required more coordination to yield the 

required assistance, and there were instances when the required assistance was not able 

to be granted. Hence, while generally projects are encouraged to work with CDCs for their 

expertise in the area of identification of beneficiaries, support from the CDC in terms of 

logistics or finance should not be relied upon in its entirety, and project directors as well 

as their OC should be prepared with contingency/backup plans. Similarly, as can be seen 

from Ethelontêr VI, whose application for SDU’s Project Network Funding met with 

incessant rebound, there is a marked need for projects to constantly check back with such 

organizations regarding the status of their applications. 

 

4.1.2 Schools 

The 2 most labour-intensive projects – Paint-A-Home X and Project C.A.N. VI – continued 

to extend CSC’s outreach to secondary and tertiary students this year on top of the 

involvement of NUS undergraduates. As with other dealings with external organizations, 

project directors and the volunteer management cell must keep in mind to handle the 

communication with the schools with care. This year, because of H1N1, there were 

difficulties soliciting help from schools, be it for beneficiaries (Grant A Wish VII), 

volunteers (Paint-A-Home X and Project C.A.N. VI) or for venues (Project C.A.N. VI). 
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However, it is pertinent that we consider from the school’s stand and take into account 

their considerations at all times, as they have their responsibilities too. 

At the same time, there has been a healthy balance of NUS volunteers to external 

volunteers, and this is largely due to the conscious efforts of the volunteer management 

cells of the special projects to monitor the number of volunteers from the external 

organizations, which should be kept up.  

 

4.1.3 Corporates 

This year’s involvement of corporate volunteers in the SPs seemed to be less pronounced 

compared to the previous year where HP helped out for Grant A Wish 07, LG participated 

in Project C.A.N. 08, and ICI participated in Paint-A-Home 08, all of which were sponsors 

of the respective projects. The only involvement of corporate volunteers this year was 

seen in Paint-A-Home X, where 33 volunteers from Singapore Refining Company (SRC) 

took part in the painting of the PA units on the last day of Paint-A-Home. Even so, the 

volunteers came about because of a senior who is working in the company. Hence, future 

projects may want to consider how else CSC can extend volunteering opportunities to our 

contributors (sponsors), and better engage them in our activities. 

 

4.2 Clashes of Events 

In spite of the efforts to keep SP/RVP/club events apart through the CSC calendar so as to 

minimise volunteer fatigue, there have been instances of SP meetings clashing with welfare 

events, or clashes of various meetings. Reasons for such clashes can be because of tight 

schedules where the clash was unavoidable, or an oversight. In view of the tight schedule of 

events, especially when there are often peak periods during which activities are immense, there 

is a need to plan ahead for all activities. And, as mentioned earlier, other than the coordination 

of the VPSP and VPIA, project directors can help by checking back on the calendar regularly to 

ensure that their respective events dates are being recording.  
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4.3 H1N1 

Administrative procedures of contact tracing, temperature taking and travel declaration were 

diligently administered by the affected SPs, which are Paint-A-Home X, Ethelontêr VI, Project 

C.A.N. VI, with assistance from OSA who loaned us thermometers during the H1N1 initial period. 

Though it brought about time delays, these precautionary measures were nonetheless 

necessary to ensure the safety of the volunteers as well as the beneficiaries and the public.  

Hit even harder was Ethelontêr VI, as the booking for accommodation outside school (and 

hence Talentime venue) was disrupted not once but twice. To add on, several campers reported 

slightly higher temperatures than the rest and was sent to the hospital for observation, 

resulting in the pushing back of the freshmen registration by a day, and hence a reorganisation 

in programme. Though it turned out to be a false alarm, the actions taken by the project 

directors were necessary as the safety of the 44 freshmen and 81 councillors were on their 

shoulders. 

 

4.4 Economic Recession 

It was expected that this year’s fundraising efforts and sponsorship would dwindle significantly 

in view of the global economic recession. And indeed, its hit can be seen from the fall in 

donations for the fundraisers - Signature Love Project VI’s $7800 (previous year of $8832) and 

Paint-A-Home X’s fundraising of $3124 (previous year of $3700). However, on the other hand, 

the marketing efforts of the various SPs were less affected, as most of what was needed to be 

sponsored was successfully secured. As such, there is a need for project directors to prioritise 

the different needs of the project realistically, and balance which expenses can or cannot be 

done away with, in the event there is really a need to tighten the pockets. 

 

4.5 Absence of VPSP During the Month of December 

Other than the VPSP, both the President and VPIA were also not around for the December 

period due to their commitment in Love Export, hence there was no key position holder who 

can be readily available for advice for the SPs. A mentoring system, in which an ex-PD/APD was 

appointed to be the SP’s mentor, was hence put in place namely for CSC Day V, SLP VI and E6 so 

that the respective project directors have someone with due experience to seek advice from. 
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With that, special thanks to Tiong Wei, Denise and Kit for their assistance during the month of 

December 2008 amidst their busy schedules. 

 

5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

With that, I’ve also reached the time to thank many others who have helped me in one way or 

another.  

 

At the very beginning, 1 year seems to be a very long commitment, not knowing what lies ahead of 

me. At the very end, when it’s time to look back on that 1 year, suddenly everything seemed to have 

whizzed past. As I’ve mentioned earlier, I have been blessed with extraordinarily dedicated, 

resourceful, and never-say-die Project Directors and Assistant Project Directors (PDAPDs). GAW 

2008 - Janicia, Germaine and Jenny - though I worked with your only towards the end of GAW 

2008, it was a nice little introductory to my journey in 7th MC. Thank you for giving my 1st SP in MC 

a lovely memory! Love Export - Janicia again, and Lixian laolao – I enjoyed the days at Cambodia 

under your. Given that you had to start up a lot of the contacting and liaison and information, Love 

Export I was great!  Thank you for bringing YEP back to CSC! CSC Day V – Jin Feng and Kevin – 

Apologies for not being around during the most intensive period of preparation, but I hope with 

Tiong around, your didn’t feel alone! :P Thank you for the successful and fun CSC Day V, not 

forgetting the fears that we would not be able to finish everything before 17th Jan. Signature Love 

Project VI – Jiening, Pinchuan and Terence – Same thing, apologies for not being around during 

the most intensive selection of beneficiary. The 3 of your is quite a magical combination – one 

meticulous, one loud and full of comments :P, one calm and realistic – so magical that I didn’t have 

to worry or ask much ☺ Thank you Jiening for taking up the challenge ultimately. Thank you OPC 

for eventually deciding to take it up too. Thank you Terence for being the senior/mentor guiding 

SLP alongside with me. Ethelontêr VI – Junseng, Chantal and Joachim – I dunno where to start for 

the 3 of you. You’ve overcome so many challenges together – your seem to be immune to new 

problems towards the end. Your never-say-die attitude somewhat cultivated the never-say-die in 

me too. Thank you for never giving up, and never grumbling (okie lah, maybe once in a while la :P) 

Junseng, your SMS agreeing to take up E6 was the most lovely greeting message amongst all telcos 

when I arrived in Hongkong on 8th Dec 08 ☺ All the long phone convos we had for half the year, 
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troubleshooting and discussing, sometimes sidetracking to other stuff. Quite entertaining also! :P 

Chantal and Ah Gong, I can’t say enough thank you-s for agreeing to take it up too! Hope that 

looking back now, the 3 of your can say, as proudly as me, that your have enjoyed the process, and 

that E6 has left beautiful footprints in your CSC diary. Paint-A-Home X – Kee Meng, Michelle, Gee 

Hoe – Tasked with the big ‘10’ for PAH, I hope your have enjoyed celebrating the 10th bday of PAH! 

Meng, thanks for always being so frank and not hiding your happiness. It hasn’t been easy for you 

to handle so much paperwork, but what to do, PD=paperwork deliverer leh ☺ Michelle, though you 

look blur blur at times, I know you’re not blur blur =) Thanks for your meticulous care during the 

project. Gee, new to the project, but doesn’t look like it! Thanks for always seeing things from a 

bigger point of view. Project C.A.N. VI – Lijuan, Jiancong, Eileen – Lijuan, thanks for always taking 

the effort to update me, and never hesitating to call me. Really liked working with you, cuz you 

don’t hide your feelings too, and I can speak freely too. Jiancong, you caused me to lose sleep for a 

few weeks! But thankfully I’ve got you, another experienced old bird in C.A.N., to keep track of the 

project. Eileen, hope you had a good learning experience this time, and thanks for giving your best 

shot at this project!  Grant A Wish VII – Tianju, Johnson, Qiyuan – Tianju, thanks for the long 

talks, as a friend, as a co-worker. I enjoyed them! And stop saying thanks to me :P Johnson, thanks 

for bearing with me and my occasional unreasonable/mafan demands both in MC and for GAW :P 

Qiyuan, you can do it! Must have more confidence k! Thanks for giving your time, effort and heart 

for this project too! Hope you’d enjoy the process =) Love Export II – Yingyi, Stella – YY, oops, I 

seem to be giving you a lot of arrows to throw back to OC. Thanks for being so patient and taking in 

all the arrows :P Stella, thank you for the entertainment in the SP. No lah! Heh. You surprised me 

with your meticulous detailing. Thank you for remembering things I keep forgetting! GAW VII and 

LE II, jiayous and all the best! 

 

Next, very importantly, my President and fellow VP, Tan Ching and Weijian. Our inspirational 7up 

meetings, drawing up the STs, planning the journey for the SPs and RVPs. Ching, the first 

impression I had of you in CSC Day 07 was ‘What a cheeky fellow’. *oops* Cuz you were very noisy, I 

mean spontaneous, and always shooting witty remarks all around. At that point of time, I’d never 

imagined we’ll be working alongside in the MC top3. Thank you for for your patience and guidance 

during the initiation phase, when I was still not very in the ‘zhuang kuang’ (situation) of everything. 
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Sorry, I tend to be reallyyy forgetful � Thanks for helping me develop the SPs more holistically - 

You have taught me a lot, but I seem to be leeching and not able to give anything back in return 

=( But I never regret taking this up. Weijian, thank you for always being frank and clarify with me 

and not let any misunderstandings build up, and always being there for me. I’m glad I joined e5 – 

that’s when I really got to know you! Fellow eastie, thanks for lending me your shoulders (you sat 

really straight!:P) to lie on for the looong journey home during the most tiring days. Thank you for 

lending me your ears too, on the many many different occasions. And of course, thank you for 

lending me your brains to help me think through the things I couldn’t think through :D And being 

the source of entertainment always :P 

 

Of course, my seniors who’ve given me much guidance, especially when I just stepped up and was 

new to everything. Wenbin, thanks for the help and advice rendered, be it at the start, or on and off 

during my term. I think I’m very fortunate to have a VPSP senior in the MC still, so I know if there’s 

anything I’m not sure of, I can always check with her! Sense of security! :P Teh teh teh teh Terence, 

I still rmbr that eventful Friday, when you happened to appear at Yishun (with the TF LEaRN-ers), 

and then suddenly cabbing me back to school for the council elections out of a sudden :X Thanks for 

your soya bean (which you wanted to drink initially but gave to me in the end), and your jacket :P 

Thanks also for encouraging me to take this up. I still remember our talk at the then TV room, which 

sparked off a lot of my thinking. I can say that you’re the one who started my journey in the MC =) 

Not to forget, my dear 7th MC who’ve been working with me for the past 1 year! Many fellow easties 

whom I often go back with after MC meetings (when they don’t take cab, that is). The 7th MC haven’t 

had an MC outing, let’s hurry have one! Though I don’t see some of you very often, I know your are 

readily available. Thank you for the support all of you have given me. From SP package, to 

inductions, to VAT, and more. Jinfeng, Lijuan, Qinwen, Germaine, Yiling, Wenbin, Chantal, Cindy, 

OPC,  Johnson, Yanzhu, Gimmy, Taha - I hope your experience in the MC was as enriching as mine, 

though we seemed to bustling with our own work 80% of the time. See your around in CSC’s 

activities still! 
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On a more personal note, I would also like to take this 千载难逢 (precious)  opportunity to thank 

the people who made my journey in CSC worthful, and who kept me going when times were getting 

a little too tough. My very special friend, Teo Hui Min – you disappeared from CSC after PAH08! 

Tsktsk. But I’m sure you still feel uber updated with CSC, because of the stuff I keep feeding you 

with. Thanks for always lending me your ear, for giving me wake up calls when I stay up too late the 

previous night and was almost going to miss the lessons, for lending me your notes to photocopy, 

for reminding me about schoolwork and deadlines, for keeping me sane. Same goes to Keemeng 

and Gee, for being there for me, listening to me whine, and sharing your thoughts with me. And also 

all the other yishuners – Huimei Wanping Jiansheng Cheesing Xinyi – keep our gatherings going 

okie! Ur are a very special bunch of friends to me ☺ Yishun seniors – Mayi, Tsun Ting, Richy, 

Jeremy, Quek, Shaowei, XQ and many more – your brought yishun to me, and taught me many 

valuable lessons, from sharing what your think, to seeing what your do – that’s when I see the heart 

for volunteering. Great seniors indeed ☺ Keep our gatherings going too please!! Speaking of yishun, 

I must also thank teacher Daryl teacher Esther and teacher Guobin, for ‘sharing’ my kids Dolabelle 

Huiqi and Timothy with me, and helping me to take care of them when I couldn’t go for yishun! :P 

And friends whom I knew through my SPs – CSC Day 07 and 08, PAH 07 and 08, e4 and e5, Love 

Export. Special thanks to – Sin En! Though you were away in China for one year, we somehow 

manage to communicate through leaving offline messages on MSN hahah! Thanks for helping to 

keep me sane too, hearing me whine through msn. Tiong and Junhui, I feel old whenever I go out 

with your. But your were great seniors, giving me advice and support, and for accompanying me till 

wee hours and then taking NR home :P somehow my NR always comes the last :X Thank you! 

Pauline boss, thanks for being so understanding when we were doing PAH08 together, especially 

since I was juggling E5 and PAH at the same time. Do continue Organizing our PAH outings! :D 

Buddies Shiyun laoda and Meiting Lao Er, thanks for taking such good care of me in Cambodia, and 

forcing me to eat breakfast (otherwise I wouldn’t have eaten :P), and sharing all that we shared. 

Unforgettable experience =) Jiayi and Jenny also, I knew your better during Love Export too. Our 

occasional gossip sessions :P Your are special friends to me too! :P 
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Last but not least, my journey in CSC and especially in the 7th MC term would not have been so 

smooth if not for the advice and support from OSA’s Alvin and Mrs Moey. They were ever so ready 

to lend a helping hand, that very often I feel very guilty for troubling them so much. Especially Mrs 

Moey, who’s been such a great mother figure. Thank you! Of course, thanks to Eugene too for 

facilitating my umpteen bookings of venues, having to handle some occasional last minute bookings 

too :X And also thanks to NUSSU’s Nur and Chris, for readily lending us all those we’ve borrowed 

over the year.  

 

It’s been a very eventful year, and I think I’ve learnt a lot during this one year, and grown and 

matured too. To the next MC, I hope your experience in the MC will be as enriching as mine. Jiening, 

all the best! 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Laura Lye Li Jun (Ms.) 

Vice-President (Special Projects)  

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SECRETARIAT COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Honorary General Secretary Liew Yi Ling 

Honorary Deputy Secretary  Goh Yan Zhu 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

i. To record Minutes of Meetings  

ii. To ensure proper upkeep of official documents  

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Change in Format of Minutes of Meetings  

This term saw the change in format of the MC and RVP Minutes of Meetings. Instead of the 

tradition recording of Minutes of Meetings using Microsoft Word, Microsoft Powerpoint has 

been extensively used, as the meetings are usually held in the form of Powerpoint presentations.  

As for the SPs’ Minutes of Meetings, a template in Microsoft Word has been prepared and 

included in the SP package to encourage a more standardized format of recording of Minutes of 

Meetings across all SPs.  

 

2.2 Skydrive 

Skydrive is a new initiative to allow better documentation and proper archival of CSC-related 

documents. To date, 4 Skydrive accounts have been set up to cater to the different purposes:  

i. Storage of all Management Committee, Regular Volunteer Programs and Special 

Projects’ Minutes of Meeting 

ii. Storage of past Annual General Meeting reports  

iii. Storage of Publications & Publicity materials 

iv. Storage of Elections Committee related materials  
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The setting up of Skydrive was a move from the Hongen Yahoo Group, which was supposed to 

serve the same purpose. However, activities within the Hongen Yahoo Group died down after a 

while, as it was difficult to manage two Yahoo Groups, and taking into consideration the limited 

capacity provided, it was suggested that Skydrive would be a better, long term online storage of 

our documents. In addition, the 7th MC Yahoo Group was almost utilizing 100% of the storage 

space and an alternative had to be found fast.  

Folders in Skydrive are categorized as Public or Private. Public folders include past AGM reports 

and Heirloom, which will be addressed in following sections. Access into the public folders are 

not restricted and this convenience will allow members to have 24/7 access into CSC materials.  

 

2.3 Heirloom 

Heirloom is another initiative started by the Secretariat to consolidate and store all information 

and documents of the Club in a single repository and to ensure that the stored information is 

readily available to CSC members.  

Heirloom is an online database containing information regarding the collaborations which CSC 

had with external organizations. This database will be effective for members to find out who are 

the external organizations which we have worked with as well as the contributions and nature 

of the collaborating party, thereby creating a learning environment for our members. 

 

2.4 Collation of Past AGM Reports 

The objective of retrieving past AGM reports was to have proper record of what the past MCs 

have done, as well as for future references. However, problems arose while trying to recover 

AGM reports from many years ago, and hence, only AGM reports dating from the 1st to 6th MC 

were found by contacting seniors. The AGM reports were then bound into hard-cover books and 

stored as part of CSC’s heritage. In addition, a copy of the AGM reports is stored in Skydrive for 

easy retrieval for all members.  

 

2.5 Standardized Email Accounts (SEA) 

To facilitate retrieval of information and continuity, as well as better communication, 29 

standardized email accounts were created for the MC, RVPs and SPs. They were officially 
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launched on 1st May 2009 as an initiative under the strategic thrust: Learning Environment. 

These standardized email accounts will be passed on from one MC/RVP/SP to the next, with 

correspondences which may act as learning points for the incoming committee.    

 

3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Firstly, I would like to thank my trusty assistant, Yan Zhu, for rendering all the help in any way 

possible. Without him, the many initiatives will still be in their beginning stages. Thank you for 

covering for me during my internships.  Heartfelt thanks! 

 

I would also like to express my gratitude to the SP secretaries, who have worked conscientiously to 

upload their MOMs within the timeframe. Thank you and more thank yous!  

 

As for the 7th MC, thank you for making my term happening and fruitful. It has been a great learning 

experience! Ching, for providing many fresh perspectives which I definitely will not have thought of. 

Thank you for your guidance and PATIENCE.  To the 151 美女(s), the trips home were made 

enjoyable because of all of you!  

 

Lastly, to everyone whom I have missed out, thank you for your understanding and support.  

 

Reported by:  

 

Liew Yi Ling (Ms.) 

Honorary General Secretary 

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE 

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2009 

                   

     2008/2009 $    

 

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS                                     96,126.37 

 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 

Fixed Assets 

 

CURRENT ASSETS 

Fixed Deposits 

Cash and Cash equivalents 

 

Total current assets 

 

TOTAL ASSETS                        96,126.37 

 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Creditors and accrued expenses      

TOTAL LIABILITIES                    0.00 

 

NET ASSETS                         96,126.37 

3,423.36 

86.986.00 

5,717.01 

 

92,703.01 

- 
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NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE 

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 

FOR FINANCIAL YEAR APRIL 2008 – MARCH 2009 

 

              2008/2009 $ 

OPERATING INCOME 

Subscription fees 

Other Income 

 

 

 

OPERATING EXPENDITURE 

Depreciation  

Rental Expenses 

Printing and publicity expenses 

Other operating expenditure 

 

 

 

 

(DEFICIT)/SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR                                                      (144.99) 

  

26,876.44 

44,166.78 

 

 

71,043.22 

1,829.57 

6,367.60 

13,768.03 

49,223.01 

 

 

71,188.21 
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TREASURY COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Honorary General Treasurer: Chong Wen Bin 

Honorary Assistant Treasurer: Tan Li Juan 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

i. Monitor overall club finances 

ii. Manage RVP and SP Treasury cells 

iii. Advise CSC projects on budgets, expenditure, grants and sponsorships 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Monitoring of Budgets and Expenditure 

i. Implementation of Google Docs system for more transparent monitoring of club 

finances 

ii. Regular documentation of google files exported and saved 

iii. All MC and SP projects were required to submit their detailed project budget 

breakdown and expenditure reports at the start and end of their projects respectively 

 

2.2 SP Grants Database 

i. Document which collates the various grants applicable to CSC projects 

ii. Information about type and amount of grants are classified to help facilitate SP grants 

application 

iii. Recommendations for SPs to apply for particular grants 
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2.3 Past Documentation of Financial Claims 

i. Standardized filing and documentation of all past financial records from the 1st to 7th 

MC 

ii. All claim forms are serialized to allow for easy reference when necessary 

 

2.4 Treasury Packages 

i. As part of the RVP and SP Packages disseminated to all projects, the treasury 

component consists of the standard claiming procedures along with claim form 

attachments 

ii. Allows for treasurers to better understand financial procedures – and refer to when 

necessary 

iii. SP Treasury Log Book was introduced to allow SP treasurers to better monitor the OC 

claims and reimbursements 

 

3. REVIEW  AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

i. Google docs documentation allow for up-to-date financial claims to be recorded by both MC 

treasurers, as well as viewable by the Presidents. Recommended to continue this system 

with a regular backup of records. 

ii. Documentation of project budget and expenditure reports helps treasurers and PDs to 

better monitor their income and expenses. It also allows future projects to better plan and 

budget their expenditure accordingly, with reference to past financial records. 

iii. SP grants database needs to be constantly updated with relevant information from the 

respective grants. It is also important to keep the projects open to other sources of grants 

that may not be listed in the database collated. 

iv. Overseas projects require large amounts of money to be forwarded from our club budget. It 

is recommended that the club sets aside sufficient money in the next financial term for this, 

and ensure that the grants reimbursements come in on time. 
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v. Deficit reported in the last financial term from April 2008 – March 2009 was due to the 

budget exceeded from Project C.A.N. 2008. Permission was requested from OSA and OFN to 

cover this deficit using our club reserves.  

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to extend my many thanks to my deputy, Ms Tan Li Juan for all her assistance and 

dedication during the course of our term. Thanks for overseeing the RVP treasury well and helping 

me out in everything. (: 

I would like to thank the RVP and SP treasurers for their meticulous efforts in submitting the claim 

forms and keeping the budget healthy. Thanks to the SP PDs for their cooperation with grants and 

sponsorship matters. 

Finally to the 7th MC, it has been a fast year, thanks for submitting your budgets on time and for 

working well within those numbers. All the best to those who will continue our CSC spirit in the 

club (: 

Thanks for all the blessings to have been privileged to serve a full four years! 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Chong Wen Bin (Ms.) 

Honorary General Treasurer 

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Business Director   Ong Pinchuan 

Assistant Business Director  Koh Qin Wen 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

i. To assist the marketing cells of various Special Projects in the sourcing of corporate 

sponsorships.  

ii. To source for corporate partnership to support the operations of the club.  

iii. To ensure that quality mileage is rendered to deserving corporate sponsors.  

iv. To open up channels for specialized volunteering for clubs and societies in areas they 

specialize in.  

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

The Business Committee provided assistance and support for the following events throughout the 

year:  

i. Sponsorship of assorted mooncakes for the Mid-Autumn Festival (MAF) celebrations of 

2008.  

ii. Sponsorship of NTUC Fairprice vouchers for RVPs’ Lunar New Year 2009 celebrations.  

iii. Maintaining amiable public relations with key corporate partners and regular sponsors.  

iv. Starting of a basic servicing package for the advancement of the above point.  

v. Providing a basic framework for the Clubs and Society initiative of Expanding Volunteering 

Opportunities.  

vi. Starting and backdating a record of past successful marketing efforts.  

vii. Facilitating of passing information between marketing cells of Special Projects of different 

years in general.  
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2.1 Sponsorship of Mooncakes for MAF 

The Business Cell obtained sponsorship of mooncakes for the MAF celebrations conducted by 

the RVPs. Excess mooncakes were used in the Welfare Cell’s MAF celebrations for volunteers. In 

all, 2 companies sponsored 90 mooncakes, and 4 out of 41 companies responded to our 

sponsorship request. Some important points from the mooncakes sponsorship are listed in 

Review.  

 

2.1.1 Review and recommendations 

i. Too many mooncakes were obtained during MAF 2008 for various reasons. 

Future Business Cells should ensure that the RVPs are able to finish using all the 

mooncakes obtained.  

ii. Despite starting earlier in the sourcing for mooncakes this year, only one 

company was willing to commit to sponsoring mooncakes before MAF. As such, 

future Business Cells should take note and consider calling the companies again 

after MAF, in case the companies have leftover mooncakes that they would be 

willing to sponsor.  

iii. There was some difficulty finding suitable photographs for servicing this year. 

Future Business Cells should try to avoid similar problems by asking the 

Publicity Cell explicitly to take more photographs that can be used during 

servicing.  

 

2.2 Sponsorship of NTUC Fairprice Vouchers 

The Business Cell obtained sponsorship of $300 worth of NTUC Fairprice vouchers, in $10 

denominations, for the RVPs to use during their Lunar New Year celebrations.  

 

2.2.1 Review and recommendations 

i. NTUC prefers the request for vouchers to be mailed. It also takes some time for 

its committee to approve the sponsorship; as such, the request for such 

sponsorship should be done at least one month before the Lunar New Year.  
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ii. NTUC sponsored only half the amount that the Business Cell requested (as 

expected). On the other hand, the amount of $300 sponsored was too much this 

round as not all the RVPs could use the vouchers directly during their Lunar 

New Year celebrations. Future Business Cells should take note of this and plan 

accordingly if requesting for vouchers from them again.  

 

2.3 Sending of Christmas Postcards to Past Sponsors 

Christmas themed postcards designed by the Publicity Cell were sent to various parties as a 7th 

MC initiative, with 16 cards being sent to sponsors who had contributed a lot to CSC in 2008. 

This initiative was meant to maintain amiable relations with CSC’s supporters.  

 

2.3.1 Review and recommendations 

i. The idea originated as purchasing and sending of Christmas greeting cards to 

the sponsors. It was later developed into designing our own Christmas cards to 

send to a large number of parties, including other clubs in NUS and schools. 

Finally, due to cost considerations, it was changed to sending postcards instead. 

Unless the cards are going to be sent to the various other parties again, future 

Business Cells should take the cost of sending our own self-designed postcards 

into consideration before deciding which type to send.  

ii. The Christmas cards should be sent three weeks in advance. However, this 

timeline would clash with the examinations in November. As such, future 

Business Cells will need to prepare the cards in advance of the examinations.  

 

2.4 Sourcing for Volunteer Appreciation Tea (VAT) Venue 

The venue for VAT 2009 was decided to be at the lounge of Staff Club within NUS.  

 

2.4.1 Review and recommendations 

i. Staff Club was chosen to be the venue as its cost was very low compared to other 

venues, thus allowing us to free up funds for other areas. The venue would have 

been satisfactory except that the wireless microphones provided by Staff Club 
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kept failing at certain locations of the room. Furthermore, we needed to keep 

reminding their staff about our needs. The price quoted by Staff Club was 

originally $170 ($110 for first four hours, $30 for one additional hour, and $30 

for usage of their AV system); however, we only paid $110 eventually as they did 

not charge for the usage of the faulty AV system, and they waived off $30 for the 

additional hour despite us overstaying by quite a long time.  

ii. Other venues considered were Hort Park, LTA clubhouse, Singapore Botanic 

Gardens (SBG), and Community Centres. The Business Cell chose Staff Club over 

these venues due to cost considerations. Of the alternative venues, SBG held 

special significance as it was the venue for Signature Love Project V in 2008. 

However, the function room was too small for VAT. The next most viable venue 

in terms of cost would be the Community Centres, which also have the added 

advantage of being more convenient in location than NUS.  

 

2.5 Basic Servicing Package 

All SPs were requested to send a basic servicing package this year, consisting of at least a 

certificate and a thank you letter after the SP. Additional items were encouraged as well. A 

common certificate template was used for all the SPs, and was meant to ensure that the SPs 

conveyed appreciation from CSC as well as from the SP itself. Certificates also mentioned past 

SPs sponsored by the company as we wanted to acknowledge the greater contribution to CSC by 

the company in this case.  

 

2.5.1 Review and recommendations 

We were initially worried that the SPs might not have sufficient budget to print a 

certificate. Fortunately, such an incident did not occur this year. Future Business Cells 

should still take note of this and try to give leeway with the rule if necessary.  

Acknowledgement of past SPs sponsored by Public Utilities Board (sponsorship of 

Newater) was not included on the certificates because the number of sponsorships by 

PUB would become very much higher than the rest, and we felt that this would not reflect 

the level of support given by PUB for CSC as compared to other companies (for example, a 
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cash sponsor). Future Business Cells may wish to apply this principle as well to companies 

that may have sponsored products that while convenient, would not have added that 

much value to CSC’s projects.  

 

2.6 Expanding Volunteering Opportunities (EVO) – Clubs and Societies (CnS) 

As an initiative to encourage further volunteerism within NUS, the Business Cell took charge of 

liaising with external organizations to source for specialized volunteering opportunities to 

encourage volunteering outside CSC. The Business Cell proceeded by asking the non-profit 

organizations that CSC’s RVPs volunteer with to consider ways in which clubs and societies in 

NUS with specialized skills could volunteer. The invitation was also extended to our own RVPs. 

When the organizations replied, we then approached the clubs or societies to ask if they were 

interested, and finally to link them up with the organization. However, none of the clubs or 

societies approached responded positively, and thus much review of the system is needed. On 

the other hand, one interest group had approached us on its own and initial informal checking 

with a non-profit organization was favorable.  

 

2.6.1 Review and recommendations 

i. The requests for help from the organizations are as follows:  

� In January, Mindsville requested for help in getting a lion dance troupe for its 

Lunar New Year celebration. The NUS Lion Dance troupe was approached, and 

they were initially open to the request. They needed us to pay a transportation 

fee of $140 to move their equipment, however, which was above what we 

could pay.  

� In February, Students’ Care Service (Clementi) requested for help in getting a 

dance instructor for some of the center’s students. The NUS Students’ Cultural 

Activities Club (CAC) was approached, and the request was forwarded to the 

relevant sub-clubs. However, as time commitment for such an activity would 

stretch over several months, the sub-clubs were unwilling to commit. 

Subsequent proposals to split the dance instructing into shifts of two people 

each, once per week, were also rejected. The sub-clubs later gave feedback 
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that they were facing time commitment issues of their own members, as the 

members capable of instructing would be quite busy.  

 

ii. In May, the NUS Students’ Mac User Group (a students’ interest group) 

approached CSC to request a collaboration for a project, iCare. The project 

involves donations of used Macintosh laptops to poor children for education 

purposes, and they needed help in looking for beneficiaries. A beneficiary 

proposal was submitted to the Mac User Group. As at 26 August 2009, the 

Business Cell was awaiting reply by the Mac User Group. A learning point from 

this exercise is that when the collaboration is starting from the clubs and 

societies, more work may have to be done to facilitate the link between the 

student groups and the beneficiaries.  

 

iii. In view of the above, the procedure for implementation of CnS should be 

changed. The procedure used this year has shown that because there are a lot 

more possible beneficiaries than possible clubs or societies (usually only one 

each type), it would be better to approach the clubs and societies before 

approaching several beneficiaries for volunteering opportunities for these clubs. 

Past beneficiaries of CSC may be contacted for this purpose, since a beneficiaries 

list compiled by the Secretary is available.  

 

iv. The commitment for such activities may be project-based (e.g. time taken to set 

up a website for an organization) or once-off (e.g. performance, clinic-based 

activities). Longer term activities should be avoided.  

 

v. Special attention may be given to certain clubs during some periods. For 

example, the Business Cell missed an opportunity to ask CAC to perform during 

Christmas for some of our RVPs as it only occurred to us when we saw them 

rehearsing. The club or society should be asked earlier to give them time to 

consider.  
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2.7 Marketing Record 

A marketing record has been compiled by the Business Cell, consisting of past sponsors of CSC’s 

projects. Future SPs’ sponsors should be added to the list by future Business Cells. 

Unfortunately, the backdating of past sponsors is not complete, as we are still missing 

information in early years.  

 

3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

First, I must thank Qin Wen for all the support she has given me over the past year, from splitting 

the workload with me, to pointing out the obvious little things that I tend to miss, and also to giving 

me her valuable insights on various things. Most importantly, thank you also for sharing this 

learning journey of one year with me, and for all your patience and support always.  

I would also like to thank all members of the 7th MC for their guidance and support; in particular, I 

must thank Laura, for catching my mistakes and all the ideas she has during our meetings. Finally, I 

would like to thank the 6th MC and all the CSC members I have worked with for their help in one 

way or another, be it by simply supporting the 7th MC’s activities, by sending me the various files I 

requested throughout the year, by lending me their CSC t-shirts, or in any other way possible.  

 

 
Reported by:  

 

Ong Pinchuan (Mr.) 

Business Director  

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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PULICATIONS AND PUBLICITIY COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Publications and Publicity Director   Lor Jin Feng 

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director Chong Gim Hong 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

i. To promote awareness of our club. 

ii. To support CSC events with technical aspects. 

iii. To take charge of the clubroom’s computer and digital equipments. 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 RVP Package 

The RVP Package was released on 18th September 2008 

Its objective was:   

i) To inform the RVP Publicity Representatives of their roles and responsibilities. 

 

2.1.1 Review 

The RVP Package should be updated consistently. More feedback sessions should be 

carried out to ensure that the problems that the RVP publicity representatives face can be 

addressed. The photo drive did not materialize and it is highly recommended for the next 

MC publicity cell to do so in order to get a wider variety of photos for publicity materials.  

 

2.2 SP Package 

The SP Package was released on 13th October 2008 

Its objectives were: 

i) To inform the SP Publicity Representatives of their roles and responsibilities 

ii) To ensure standardization of publicity materials for their project 
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2.2.1 Review 

The SP package was amended on the 8th July 2009, which included the details of CSC 

Chinese name, updated version of the letterhead and there was a new sub heading under 

the “SP Websites”.  

 

It was feedback that the SP Package provided the SP Publicity Cell with a comprehensive 

list of contents but some of the SP cells were unable to follow some of the points indicated. 

Feedback sessions should be held to address some of the issues the publicity cell may face.   

 

2.3 Event Coverage 

Generally the main issue was to make sure that the MC Publicity cell checks with the respective 

personals to make sure that media coverage is allowed. The informing of events dates were 

facilitated through the use of google calendar and frequent updating from the VPIA.  

 

2.4 CSC Chinese Name 

CSC’s Chinese name “新加坡国立大学社区服务社” was announced on 30th June 2009 to the RVP 

Chairpersons, SP Project Directors and the MC members. This initiative was to bring about 

greater convenience when promoting the club to other volunteers and to the public.  

 

2.5 Letterhead 

CSC’s letterhead was amended on 12th March 2009. The website address was changed from 

‘www.nuscsc.net’ to ‘www.nus-csc.org’. 

 

2.6 Noticeboard 

The noticeboard was updated on the 10th February 2009.  

 

2.7 Open House 

Open house took place between 14th March to 15th March 2009. This year we had a combined 

booth with NUS Students’ Cultural Activities Club and NUS Students’ Political Association. CSC 
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also had another booth under the NUS Volunteer Network together with the 3 volunteering 

clubs. 1000 volunteer network flyers were distributed.  

 

An A5 flyer was designed and included in the NUSSU Camp mail run which was sent to all 

freshmen. The objective of the design was to promote the club rather than the camp. 

 

2.8 Matriculation Fair 

Matriculation Fair took place between 24th July to 29th July 2009. 500 copies of Love Tuner 2008 

were distributed. About 1700 8-paged CSC flyers were distributed. 1700 copies of outreach 

flyers were given out as well. It should be noted as the outreach flyers were loose pieces, the 

club’s name and contact details should be included. 

 

2.9 Outreach 

Outreach 2009 took place between 18th to 20th August 2009. It was held in the CSC Clubroom. 

All Regular Volunteering Programmes were required to use black A0 sized boards for 

standardization. However, this was not materialized due to miscommunication. It would be 

ideal to explain the rationale behind standardization of boards in terms of size and colour.  

 

2.10 Skydrive 

A photobank was set up for easy selection of CSC photos for publicity uses. Copies of previous 

Love Tuner issues were also uploaded for archiving and online viewing purposes.   

 

2.11 Picasa 

In view of the disorganized categorization of the pictures, new album links were set up 

according to RVPs, SPs, and CSC events. Utmost care should be taken to ensure that the pictures 

uploaded do not contain close and direct shots of the beneficiaries.  

 

2.12 Digital Equipments 

The DVD Camcorder was sent for repair earlier this year due to technical problem of blank 

screen.  
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The projector cable was replaced and a projector logistic book was purchased for admin record 

purposes.  

 

2.13 Enewsletter 

Issue 1 of 2009 was released on 9th October 2009.  

 

2.14 Greeting Cards 

3 different designs of season greeting cards were designed, namely for Christmas, Lunar New 

Year and Hari Raya. Should the next publicity cell wants to personalize the card designs, it 

should be done all at one go for greater convenience and for cost savings.  

 

2.15 CSC Shirt 

A new design was created in December 2008. It was created for continuity of CSC shirt design in 

order to develop the club’s identity.  

 

2.16 Love Tuner 2009 

1000 copies of CSC’s annual publication, Love Tuner 2009 were published on 17th August 2009. 

About 400 copies were distributed during Outreach 2009. However, there were some issues as 

the matt lamination could not stay onto the covers. 50 good quality ones were reprinted by the 

company.  

 

2.17 CSC Flyers 

The CSC Flyers are an improvised version from CSC Postcards. It was done with the aim of 

promoting the club as a whole, attached with the relevant details. The CSC flyers were amended 

in July upon the handover of RVP Chairpersons.  

 

These flyers were given out during booth manning sessions of Special Projects, Matriculation 

Fair and Union Week. However, there were feedbacks from SPs that it was relatively harder to 

distribute the flyers during their booth manning sessions as they have their own flyers as well. 
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Proper communication between the PDs and Publicity representatives should be ensured so 

that they can promote the club as a whole even though it is a SP event.  

 

2.18 Website 

CSC’s website was changed from www.nuscsc.net to www.nus-csc.org upon the expiry of the 

previous server.  

 

2.18.1 Statistics 

 

Unique Visitors Per Month: 

 JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL Aug Total 

nus-csc.org NA 94 294 304 526 759 615 987 3579 

wish.nus-csc.org NA 6 26 29 41 56 41 81 280 

can.nus-csc.org NA 8 92 229 194 373 193 76 1165 

signature.nus-csc.org NA 17 46 22 28 35 23 25 196 

cscday.nus-csc.org NA 4 39 21 29 40 17 19 169 

ethelonter.nus-csc.org NA 12 141 121 306 469 112 50 1211 

paint.nus-csc.org NA 31 268 189 516 191 38 65 1298 

yep.nus-csc.org NA 5 43 30 38 48 51 72 287 

 
Average page visits for nus-csc.org:  969 per month 
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3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to express my gratitude to the 7th Management Committee and my deputy, Chong Gim 

Hong for their support and assistance throughout the term. 

 

I would also like to use this chance to thank the RVP Chairpersons, SP Project Directors and their 

publicity representatives for their support and understanding during our event coverage and for 

working closely with us when we required any publicity materials. 

 

To the Pub seniors, Dino Zhenqin, Tan Ching, Chong Wenbin, Low Yongsheng, thanks for all the 

help rendered and making this journey so much more enjoyable. The experiences that I’ve gained 

are intangibles that I cannot justify in words.  

 

To all my friends, thank you for your understanding and support for the past one year.  

 

Lastly, thank you CSC for the family of friends that I’ve found. ☺ 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Lor Jin Feng (Ms.) 

Publications and Publicity Director  

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Volunteer Management Director   Chantal Ong Chew Siang 

Deputy Volunteer Management Director Cindy Tng Xin Yi 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

i. To update our mailing list whenever there are new members who sign up through Bravenet, 

Matriculation Fair, Ethelontêr and/or others. 

ii. To ensure every CSC members receive timely updates on the club’s projects and activities 

by sending the mailers out on the proposed date.  

iii. To promote CSC’s activities by ensuring that queries from CSC members and NUS 

population are answered timely. 

iv. To maintain a good relationship with RVP Chairperson so as to be updated on the 

happenings in the RVP and to increase the efficiency of disseminating information to all 

members within the RVP. 

v. To maintain good relationship with Special Projects Committee and to offer help whenever 

necessary in recruitment of volunteers for the project’s events. 

vi. To be responsible in directing interested volunteers to the respective RVPs or Special 

Projects which they are interested to participate in. 

vii. To maintain an up to date database of volunteers’ information by keying in data whenever 

there are new members. 

viii. To provide Office of Students’ Affairs with the list of CSC Regular Volunteering Programmes 

and Events and Special Projects to aid in CCA points computation.  

ix. To be responsible for compiling and keying in all CSC members’ CCA points and ensuring 

that their contribution to the club is being recognized.  

x. To provide CSC members with an opportunity to bond and learn useful skills through the 

organizing of CSC Workshop. 

xi. To assist the Vice President of Internal Affairs whenever necessary.  
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xii. To take charge and assist in the annual Matriculation Fair and any other recruitment 

activities.  

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Mailing System 

All mailers and information are sent through the mailing system; therefore, it is important that 

the mailing list is maintained and updated regularly whenever there are new sign ups. CSC 

members in the mailing list are sorted by their years of studies for easy management and 

sending of mailers. New folders will be created for those who signed up through Bravenet and 

Matriculation Fair.  

 

2.2 Sending of mailer 

 The purpose of sending out mailers is to keep our CSC members updated of our club’s activities 

and events. It also serves as a recruitment platform for recruiting project directors and 

organizing committees for our Special Projects. Lastly, the mailers are used to create awareness 

for our projects and to get the number of volunteers needed for each projects, events or 

activities. VM is responsible in sending out mailers on time so that all projects, events and 

activities will be able to progress as scheduled. VM also strives to maintain close relationship 

with RVP committees and SP committees so that we will be updated on volunteers’ issues and 

when there’s a shortage of volunteers for events and projects. In our course of duty, we have 

sent out all mailers on time and helped to forward interested volunteers to the particular 

projects involved.  

 

2.3 Developing of Introductory Mailer 

VM cell have developed an Introductory Mailer which will be sent to new CSC members. The 

objectives of the intro mailer include educating new members on the volunteering 

opportunities that CSC offers and also preparing new members on the types of mailers that they 

can expect to receive from CSC throughout their year of studies in NUS. The development of the 

Intro Mailer is to reduce the number of members from unsubscribing from our mailing list.   
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2.4 Volunteers’ Database 

Whenever there are new sign up through Bravenet, Ethelontêr, Matriculation Fair and other 

forms of recruitment means, VM cell will update our volunteer database which includes 

important information such as volunteers’ name, matriculation number and email addresses. 

The initial way of recording volunteers’ information was by using Excel sheet and this proves to 

be an inefficient method. Thus, this year, VM came up with an initiative to record and update 

volunteers’ information using “Harvest”.  

 

2.5 Harvest – Online Volunteers’ Database 

Harvest is an initiative from VM cell. VM would like to collect information such as how 

volunteers got to know about the club and the types of projects and activities that they have 

participated in. This information will prove to be helpful when we need to extract data for 

Volunteer Appreciation Tea or when we want to look into the effectiveness of our publicity 

methods. Furthermore, having a record of all the RVPs or SPs that a volunteer engage in, we 

hope to be able to smoothen the process of calculating and keying in of CCA points as well as to 

be able to answer volunteers’ queries accurately.  Harvest was initiated to be an online 

volunteer database. However, the online system is still progressing and VM cell is currently 

using excel to collate information. 

 

2.6 Membership & Harvest Form 

CSC membership form was amended to remove unnecessary information and to capture only 

the important and essential information for new sign ups. In line with Harvest, we have also 

included the question on “How did you first know about CSC” in the membership form so that 

we can capture the data required for Harvest. VM cell have also develop a Harvest form to 

collect information from existing CSC members.   

 

2.7 Organizing of CSC Workshop 

The annual CSC Workshop was conducted in February. The objectives were to allow CSC 

members to increase their knowledge on our RVPs, to provide an opportunity for interactions 

and bonding between members and lastly, to equip our CSC members with relevant and 
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essential skills that are useful in CSC events. Similar to previous years, each RVP were given 20 

minutes to give a presentation, skit or role play of their experience in their own RVP. This year, 

we incorporated questions and answers in the presentations to create interactions and 

participations from members. We have also worked with Redcross in teaching CSC members 

with basic first aid skills. The feedback for this year’s workshop was relatively positive and 

participants feedback that they have learnt a lot from the workshop.  

 

2.8 CCA Points Computation 

Attendance list from RVPs were collected for semester 2 AY08/09. The computation period for 

this year was February 08 to February 09. In addition, CCA points were also given to volunteers 

who participated in our Special Projects as Organizing Committee and as normal volunteers.  

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Mailing System 

There is a limit to the number of recipients that we can send to within an hour. Therefore, 

mailers have to be sent in batches and this is especially so for mailers which incorporate a 

picture within it. This problem will continue to persist because the number of volunteers in our 

mailing list will continue to increase as the years go, with more members sign up from 

Matriculation Fair, from Bravenet and from Ethelontêr. It would be recommended that future 

VM look into other forms of sending the mailers.  

 

In addition, this year, we got a feedback from a volunteer regarding the privacy issue. As we 

send out mailers in batches, their email address will be seen by others who are in the same 

email recipient list. The VM cell tried to send out mailers using BCC but it was not feasible 

because by using BCC, we could only send to 200 recipients per hour. Thus, we would need at 

least one full day to finish sending to more than 3800 members in our mailing list. We have 

reverted back to the original way of sending mailers but the privacy concern remains. 
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3.2 Sending of mailer 

This year, there were quite a number of urgent mailers which requires VM cell to send out 

immediately. This proves to be a workload for VM cell due to the process of vetting the mail 

before it can be officially sent out. The mail has to first be sent to the Top 3 for vetting. In cases 

where mistakes are discovered, the VM cell has to amend it and resend the mail for vetting. The 

process repeats until we obtained 3 “okay” from each of the Top 3. Only then can the mail be 

sent out to the CSC members. However, in the current situation, mails received by the VM cell 

had to be sent out ASAP. Given the vetting process involved and other commitments to be 

fulfilled, urgent mailers should be avoided. It is recommended that future VM cell be more firm 

on the rules that we have set, which is to give VM cell at least 3 days to prepare for the sending 

out of mailers.  

 

3.3 Enquiries about CSC 

This year, our CSC website was down for a few months and it posed problems when volunteers 

emailed us for more information about CSC. As there was no website to direct them to, VM cell 

have to type long emails explaining to them all the projects and programmes that CSC offers. It 

is thus recommended that VM cell can come up with a standard template of reply for such query 

emails to ensure information consistency and to be prepared when the website is down in 

future. Future VM cell could also use the Intro Mailer that was developed for this purpose as the 

Intro Mailer consist of all the relevant information on CSC and its volunteering opportunities.  

 

3.4 Developing of Intro Mailer 

Several problems surfaced when the VM cell was putting the intro mailer into place. Firstly, 

information has to be retrieved from various sources and the accuracy of the information has to 

be verified. Secondly, the layout of the mailer has to be eye catching and easy for members to 

extract the relevant data required. Next, we had to work closely with the publicity cell, 

especially Gim Hong, to put the PPT of the mailer online. Various advices were also taken into 

consideration to further improve the mailer. We recommend that in future if any revised 

version of the intro mailer is made, it should be read and looked through by different people to 
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gather more improvements that can be made to it such that information can be passed down to 

the volunteers in a more effective manner. 

 

3.5 Harvest – Online Volunteers’ Database 

In order to have this online volunteer database, we have sought help from a friend who has the 

expertise. However, due to his tight schedule, we were unable to accomplish our aim of 

establishing the database before the end of our MC term. Instead, we have to use excel as a 

temporary way of collating and compiling of Harvest information. We would recommend the 

future VM cell to find one who has the expertise to continue making Harvest an online database 

because it will be more convenient and user-friendly and it will also reduce a lot of paperwork 

and time.  

 

3.6 Membership & Harvest Form 

When revising the membership form, the cell faced difficulty in trying to make the form as easy 

to fill in as possible but at the same time able to collate as much information that we would 

require as possible. This poses a problem as the 2 requirements, in general, conflicts each other. 

Also, the phrasing of the questions involved certain level of difficulty. At times, the questions 

drafted were interpreted differently by different groups of people. Thus, this gives rise to 

problems as the answers obtained may not truly answer what we hope to find out. Thus, we 

recommended that revision should be made to the membership / harvest form whenever 

deemed necessary in order to perfect it.  

  

3.7 Organizing of CSC Workshop 

During the preparation of CSC workshop, the VM cell had to look into areas such as arranging 

the venue and food, designing of mailer, liaising with RVP representatives and coming up with 

the skill that will be taught. More importantly, we had to look into the expected turn out rate. 

Compared to last year, this year’s workshop was held on a weekday evening. As a result, some 

interested volunteers were unable to make it due to lessons or other commitments. However, to 

think it another way, by Organizing it on a weekday it saves the trouble of our volunteers 

having to come back to campus on a Saturday. Also, the duration of the workshop was also cut 
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short. Turn out rate for the workshop continues to be a concern for the cell this year. 

Participants are usually the RVP committee members and some ordinary volunteers. Thus, 

actions have to be taken to attract more ordinary volunteers to the workshop. For this, the RVP 

Committee plays an extremely important role to publicise the workshop to the volunteers 

during the visits. The cell also had a hard time coming up with the skill to be taught to the 

participants. The main objective was to come up with something that would benefit all the RVPs 

and not benefitting one RVP but is of no use to the other. Furthermore, some ideas had already 

been taught in the previous years. More had to be done to find out the skills that the RVPs 

actually needs or find useful. The amount of food bought was also excessive as many already 

had their dinner before coming for the workshop. Overall, the participants enjoyed the 

workshop as they were able to know more about the rest of the RVPs under CSC and at the 

same time learn some basic first aid skills. The former is especially important for Committee 

members who are relatively new to CSC.  

 

3.8 CCA Points Computation 

Firstly, there were mistakes in the list of activities of the Club which was submitted for the 

awarding of CCA points. Due to this mistake, VM cell faced problems in awarding points for 

volunteers who have participated and contributed in our Special Projects. Therefore, it is 

strongly recommended that future VM cell work closely with VPIA and VPSP to develop this list 

of activities to ensure that they will not face any problems during the computation period.  

Secondly, VM cell had problems with rewarding CCA points because the attendance list that 

were submitted by RVPs and SPs lack important detail such as the Matriculation number. 

Without Matriculation number, it was impossible for VM cell to reward the points. Therefore, 

VM cell had to either look for the RVP committee members or to sms the volunteer using their 

handphone number that was written in the attendance list. It is recommended that future VM 

cell take note of the importance of Matriculation number and let RVPs and SPs know of the 

importance of recording down of Matriculation number. Future VM cell should check the 

attendance list when RVPs and SPs submit the participant list to ensure all information is 

recorded. In addition, we have come up with a standard template for attendance taking and 
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would recommend future VM to continue with this standard template so that it will ease the 

compilation of CCA points from different SPs and RVPs.   

 

Thirdly, there were a lot of queries on the CCA points allocated because volunteers feel that the 

points that they were given were too little. It is recommended that information on how CCA 

points are being computed to be disseminated to SP OC and RVP Committee so that they will be 

able to provide volunteers with the right information. This is for the club’s image because we do 

not want the OC to over-promise the volunteer as more problems will arise when the volunteer 

did not receive the points he deemed he should have received. It is recommended that the club 

be more transparent and open with the CCA points computation. A standard method of 

computation should be devised and adhered to. Before proposing the various categories to OSA, 

the categories should be thoroughly checked to prevent problems from begin overlooked.  
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4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

In my 2 years of involvement in CSC, I have learnt a lot from the seniors and peers and would like to 

express my thanks to many of them.  

 

Firstly, I would like to thank Tiong Wei and Yong Feng for giving me the opportunity to be in CSC 

Day 08 OC. It was the first step I took in CSC and without their encouragement, I would not have 

come thus far in CSC. Next, I would also like to express my thanks to the OC which I have worked 

closely with during our projects; Organizing Committee of Ethelontêr V, Project C.A.N. V, Yishun 

Camp 08, Signature Love Project VI and Ethelontêr VI. It was fun working with all of you and I 

will treasure the times when we worked together in planning, making of props, attending long 

meetings and many more. I will never forget the happy times and will treasure the friendships 

forged. 

 

With that, I would also like to thank the 6th Management Committee for giving me this chance to 

fulfil the role of Volunteer Management Director. To the 7th Management Committee, thanks for 

all the help and support rendered to the VM cell in this 1 year. Special thanks to our VPIA, Wei Jian 

for being so patient and kind towards us. Thanks for all the reminders, help, advices and guidance. 

Hope that we have done you proud.   

 

Next, I would also like to thank all the RVP Chairpersons and Vice Chairpersons for cooperating 

with us when we needed their help, especially in our new initiatives. Thanks for being so 

supportive and for trying your best in meeting our deadlines. It was a pleasure working with all of 

you.  

 

Finally, I would like to thank the most important person, Cindy Tng, who have worked with me for 

this 1 year and been with me through tough times.  Thanks for being willing to join the 7th 

Management Committee and worked hand in hand with me in accomplishing our responsibilities. It 

was not easy to handle our VM responsibilities, our studies, and our internship at the same time 

and I am glad that we have done it! Thanks for being so supportive and patient towards me, 

especially when I am so forgetful and you became my mobile organizer! =) Not forgetting, thanks 
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for all the help and encouragement when I was stressed over E6. I would not have accomplished so 

much without you! Lastly, though I am forgetful, I will never forget all the happy times we had in 

this 1 year!! For instance, the chit chatting sessions when we were supposed to be discussing VM 

stuff. Million thanks, Cousin. 

 

Not forgetting, thank you to all those who gave me encouragement and support and motivated me 

throughout this 1 year when I was feeling stressful with the workload. Thanks for spending hours 

chatting with me, listening to me, giving me advices and making me believe in myself. Big Thank 

You! You guys know who you are! =)  

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Chantal Ong Chew Siang (Ms.) 

Volunteer Management Director  

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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VOLUNTEER WELFARE COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Volunteer Welfare Director                              Tan Kah Guat Germaine Inez  

Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director               Muhammad Taha Bin Hussein Mattar 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

i. To organise activities such as to bond the club members together and provide a platform for 

them to know one another 

ii. To re-introduce the heritage of CSC   

iii. To provide a source of help for the welfare unit of RVPs.  

iv. To introduce up-coming SP events, at the same time highlighting the history of these events.  

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

Under the Volunteer Welfare Committee, a total of 7 activities were planned for the volunteers. 

These were namely, 

 

i. Mid Autumn Festival Celebration  

ii. CSC Chalet 

iii. CNY Reunion Dinner 

iv. Casino Nights 

v. CSC Sports Day 

vi. CSC T-Shirt Day 

vii. CSC Badge  

 

2.1 Mid Autumn Festival Celebration 

Mid Autumn Festival Celebration was the first event undertaken by my welfare cell. As new as 

we were, as inexperienced as we were, we strived hard to make MAF 08 a memorable one for 

all CSC members and to kick-start the welfare events to come. MAF 09 was held at Lovers’ Park, 
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near Central Forum, on the 10th of October. The main highlights of MAF 09 was YEP shirts 

painting, station games and CSC’s birthday celebrations. The games were conducted by 2 

representatives from each RVP and the groups were all mixed up to ensure that there is an 

opportunity for one to know other people, previously not acquainted with. The most unique 

aspect of MAF 09 was the incorporation of CSC’s birthday celebration with a cake in the form of 

our CSC heart. This is in line with our objectives of introducing our heritage in welfare events. 

This ended off our MAF 09 celebration on a high note. Feedback given was that the celebration 

was held far from the actual MAF and hence essence was lost, also mid-terms were still taking 

place. Hence the next MAF celebration can consider holding the celebration earlier.  

 

2.2 CSC Chalet  

On the 4th of January to 6th of January, we held our CSC Chalet at Aloha Changi for 3 days and 2 

nights. The main highlights throughout the camp was a night of BBQ, movie screening, karaoke 

singing as well as ubin cycling on the second day. In addition, we had mah-jong, poker cards, 

Wii, boardgames, and sports equipment available for members to use at will. For this year, we 

adopted the free and easy manner as we did not want to restrict the members to any planned 

programme. We decorated the chalet with the RVPs’ boards as we wanted to give all members a 

chance to find out more about the other RVPs even in the midst of playing and relaxation. Ubin 

cycling on the second day was a new initiative as well but it was not very well received as only a 

handful of members actually made the trip down to Pulau Ubin to cycle. Overall, the atmosphere 

was good at the chalet even though attendance can do with some improvement. Someone once 

told me that “with CSC events, just have karaoke, poker cards and food” and this was achieved 

with the CSC chalet. ☺ 

 

2.3 CNY Reunion Dinner  

CNY Reunion Dinner is a MUST, especially for a family like CSC ☺ For this year, we held it in the 

clubroom on the 2nd of February as clubroom was to be re-located coming the march holidays. 

Hence CNY Reunion Dinner was the last welfare event to be held at the clubroom. This 

emphasises again our heritage as well as CSC’s family identity as stated in our objectives for the 

event. We had movie screening as well as a steamboat dinner where members were seated at 
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tables set in the clubroom. After the steamboat dinner, everyone proceeded outside to the 

corridor to “lao yu sheng”. And all our “huat ahs” were loud enough to draw enquiring stares 

from passer-bys as well as from other neighbouring clubs. It was indeed one of the most 

successful events which brought out many smiles and marvellous photos.  

 

2.4 Casino Nights 

Our first online event was held on 20th and 21st of June 2009 from 9pm to 3am on 

www.viwawa.com. The online medium has been in widespread usage in recent years and hence 

it is a very good platform to explore for welfare events. We used online avenues as well to 

promote Casino Nights, namely facebook and msn, differing from traditional methods of 

checking in with the various chairpersons. CSC members participating in Casino Nights can join 

in 3 different types of games, mah-jong, bridge and daidee, from the comfort of their own homes. 

They are able to play the games with 3 other CSC members and to chat via the viwawa’s chat 

function. This is the first ever online event, hence it was very important to gauge if it is well 

received among the CSC members and if it is comparable with physical interaction. But all in all, 

the online medium should not be ignored and instead brought out to its fullest potential.  

 

2.5 CSC Sports Day  

CSC Sports Day was held just slightly after a week from Ethêlonter Camp on the 15th of July 

2009 from 9am to 1pm at the SRC. Welfare engaged the help of 11 freshmen to help plan and 

execute this event. For this year’s sports day, we focused more on the fun factor of the games 

instead of making it an exhaustive one which requires proper skills and speed. This is to allow 

members who are usually not into sports to also be engaged and join in the fun without any 

form of inferiority complex. The day started off with a thunderstorm, hence we switched to wet 

weather plan initially. But due to much banking on dry weather, our wet weather plan was not 

very finalized, hence it caused us some problems when switching to the wet weather 

programme. But in the end, we had dry weather programme and started off with 3 station 

games, namely rugby, soccer and basketball. The games ended off with a finale whereby we had 

RVP sectors competition – captains’ ball. We had all 3 sectors playing together, making the 

playing field a triangular format to allow everyone to join in at the same time. Everyone was 
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really very high and one of the most heart-warming scenes was where all members squatted to 

pick up the pieces of cabbages that were strewn all over the netball courts during the game. 

Feedback was very much positive however, it was mentioned that sports day can be held later 

in the afternoon rather than in the morning.  

 

2.6 CSC T-shirt Day 

The tradition of CSC T-shirt Day was continued by the Welfare. In the spirit of promoting more 

awareness amongst the NUS population, all volunteers were encouraged to wear their CSC-

themed T-shirt every first working day of the month. The purpose of this was to allow members 

from different facets of the CSC programmes and projects to get to know each other, and to 

share a smile that may lead on further to friendships and also to increase the awareness of CSC 

within the NUS population.  

 

2.7 CSC Badge  

CSC Badge is a new initiative by Welfare as we felt that having a badge may allow a daily and a 

much convenient identification as a CSC member. This is in line with the idea of CSC T-shirt Day 

where members with the CSC badge can help promote more awareness amongst the NUS 

population. The CSC badges were sold at all welfare events, and also a few special projects, 

together with the CSC shirts. The number of badges ordered was much more than the number 

of badges that were actually sold to CSC members and hence may not be very effective as a form 

of identification. More work needs to be done to promote the badges and once this batch is sold, 

to decide if whether to continue with the CSC badges. The badge can be pinned anywhere from 

bags to pencil cases to caps, therefore it is easier to have it on as an identification and to seek 

out fellow CSC members from the huge NUS population. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, our objective of bonding the club members and providing a platform for them to 

know each other have been mostly met with the welfare events. While there have been constant 

participation from the RVPs as a whole, there is uneven distribution of attendance from all the RVPs, 

thus more can be done still to bring down CSC members to the events. Re-introducing the heritage 
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has been met to an extent by incorporating CSC’s heritage into events like MAF celebration and CNY 

reunion dinner through games and fashion parade. However, Welfare did not fulfil our objectives of 

being a source of help for the welfare units of the RVPs due to our un-familiarity with the various 

welfare units as well as the different nature of our events. Also our last objective of introducing 

upcoming SP events were not very effective during welfare events as some SPs were held rather far 

from the time of welfare events. Despite the many obstacles that we faced, we were able to 

overcome most of them with much help from the 7th MC, the relevant RVPs’ and SPs’ heads and 

directors respectively and the club as a whole.  

 

3.1 Feedback Channel  

After the conclusion of welfare events, the welfare cell will collate feedback by engaging the 

help of RVPs’ chairpersons who will ask their members to fill up the feedback forms before 

getting back to us the collated replies or we will do an informal feedback session by checking in 

with the members who have attended the event and find out from them what can be improved 

and what should be kept. This is especially so as we value feedback and opinions by all club 

members hence it is highly important to collect information about the event from the 

perspective of the members. But perhaps, a feedback form using Google docs send through the 

mailer with our appreciation for those who attended would be more convenient for everyone.  

 

3.2 Attendance of RVPs  

Furthermore, in view of future RVPs’ competitions that may be held, organizers should keep in 

mind that the attendance from the RVPs can vary drastically, through no fault of the members. 

Hence back up plans such as a sector competition can be planned as well, in case of 

unpredictable turn out. And it is always important to check back with the RVPs’ chairpersons 

the number of volunteers attending instead of leaving the attendance to the last minute.  

 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS  

We feel that Welfare in the future can do more than just events to bring together CSC members and 

also to achieve the objectives of Welfare and one way we are looking at for the future Welfare cells 

will actually be training and development and sourcing for workshops that will directly help our 
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members. That can be done with much help from the Volunteer Mangement cell. In addition to that, 

future Welfare cell can look at creating a proper feedback channel that can allow each and every 

CSC member to voice their queries, thoughts and opinions and to sufficiently show them that we 

want to hear their voices. 

 

5. OTHER THOUGHTS FROM WELFARE 

Through the planning and execution of welfare events, we have learnt that it is definitely no mean 

feat to bring together many CSC members from all different SPs and RVPs. But Welfare events are 

still important as they are platforms by which interested CSC members can come down to find out 

more and to make new friends or even as a gathering of OCs or RVPs. In addition, for any projects 

that require wet weather plans, it is very pertinent to have a solid wet weather plan instead of 

banking on dry weather.  

 

Welfare cell of the 7th Management Committee sincerely hopes that every one of you has enjoyed 

the welfare events that we have planned for you in our terms. And your smiles just make everything 

worthwhile.  

 

6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to express my most sincere thanks and gratitude to the following people for their 

help during my term in office. 

 

All these would not have been possible without the invaluable support and help rendered by them.  

 

Firstly, I would like to thank all RVPs’ chair persons and SPs’ project directors for their continued 

support throughout my welfare term and for their constant help with collation of attendance from 

their programmes and projects.  

 

Next, I would like to thank the Office of Student Affairs for the help rendered in one of our Welfare 

events, CSC Sports Day 2009.  
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And to the NUS Students’ Community Service Club 7th Management Committee:  

 

I would like to thank Tan Ching for the guidance that you have given me through the projects and to 

advise me that “having the heart” is more than good enough.  

 

Next, I would like to thank the vice president in charge of Welfare, Hu Weijian, for all his help at 

every point in my welfare projects, especially his reminders on things that my cell has missed out or 

looked over, so much so that at times I regard him as a part of welfare ☺ And more so, thank you for 

putting up with Welfare’s rubbish!  

 

Followed by Laura Lye, thank you for all the concern you have shown to the welfare events. You 

have been really valuable with the advice and guidance and your motherly nature!  

 

Thank you Secretariat cell, Liew Yi ling and Goh Yan Zhu, for the many times you have helped me 

with the registration for welfare events.   

 

And thank you to the money minders, the Treasury cell – Chong Wen Bin and Tan Li Juan, for 

always helping Welfare to collect money for events and also to help submit claims chop chop, in 

order for us to get it back fast.  

 

Next, thank you Volunteer Management cell, Chantal Ong and Cindy Tng, for taking the sales of 

badges under your wings and for the support you give during welfare events.  

 

And thank you Publicity cell, Lor Jin Feng and Chong Gim Hong, for all the pictures and videos that 

you relentlessly took during welfare events. And also to Gim Hong’s mother who helped to book the 

CSC chalet at such a cheap rate.  

 

I would also like to thank Business cell, Ong Pinchuan and Koh Qin Wen. Thank you for the 

mooncakes that you have provided for MAF 08 as well as your continuous support through the 

welfare events. 
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Not forgetting Logistic cell, thank you Johnson Gan for all the MANpower that you have contributed 

for all welfare events and also for the provision of items that welfare required from your treasure 

trove.   

 

Last but not least, I would like to thank my handsome assistant, Taha, for all the help that he has 

given me throughout my term, without which the welfare events would not have succeeded. Thanks 

for being the one on the ground when I am building many castles in the air and for all your 

decisiveness whenever I am not able to make a snap decision. And once again, I shall apologise for 

all the smses and phone calls during weird hours of the morning! Despite our many fruitless (or 

fruitful in other aspects) welfare meetings, I am glad to see welfare come thus far since we first 

started out. I owe it all to you. ☺ 

 

Thank you ALL!  

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Germaine Inez (Ms.) 

Volunteer Welfare Director  

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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LOGISTIC COMMITEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Member 

Logistic Director Johnson Gan 

 

1. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

i. To account for all logistics in the clubroom 

ii. To manage the club in all logistical aspect 

iii. To assist various Regular Volunteering Programs with logistical matters 

iv. To assist the logistic cell from various Special Projects with logistical matters 

v. To supervise the safety for all events undertaken by CSC 

vi. To promote the club as an environmentally friendly club in NUS 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Online Logistic List 

The logistic committee was in charge of taking account of inventories in the clubroom. However, 

due to the constant shifting of inventories between different Special Projects and events under 

CSC, some commonly shared inventories were hard to be monitored by.  

 

Thus, In line with our objective, the logistic committee has launched the online logistic list to 

monitor the movement of all inventories in the clubroom. The online logistic list is hosted on 

Google document and access was given to all MC members, regular volunteering programs and 

special projects for easy update of logistics. 

 

2.2 Clubroom Management 

This year, by the orders of Office of Students’ Affairs that Yusof Ishak House will be undergoing 

renovation to better facilitate to the needs of our NUS undergraduates, we were told to 

surrender our clubroom for the renovation and to relocate ourselves. 
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The logistic committee took charge of the entire clubroom relocation. The process was 

generally separated into the preparation and packing, shifting and lastly the handing over 

phases. Members from the management committee and the different ongoing special projects 

helped the MC logistic throughout the process. 

 

The old clubroom was successfully handed over to the Office of Estate & Development on 17 

June 2009. The new clubroom was taken over by us on 14 August 2009. We were given an office, 

as our temporary clubroom, in the YIH study room for the period in between the renovation 

phase. 

 

2.3 Safe CSC 

In line with the club objective of being a safe CSC, the logistic committee attended the Safety and 

Management Course by the Office of Safety, Health & Environment. The purpose of this course is 

to provide a better understanding on safety planning and safety related issues. The course also 

provides the procedures to be taken to prevent accident; if not procedures to be taken when 

accident happens. 

 

The logistic committee was then appointed as the key safety officer in charge of CSC events. In 

general, the club has observed the safety guidelines laid out by OSA and OSHE in daily work and 

during events.  

 

2.4 Green CSC 

The idea of going green and being environmentally friendly has been displayed by all special 

projects and events under CSC. However, the clubroom did not have a proper corner to display 

our objective of being environmentally friendly. As such, some space of the new clubroom was 

planned to be given to exhibit this objective. 
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3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Online Logistic List 

The online logistic list was launched only recently and thus, it is still under utilized by some of 

the Regular Volunteering Programs. The future MC Logistic Director is recommended to 

continue with the use and follow up with the online logistic list with all the existing programs 

and events under National University of Singapore Students’ Community Service Club.  

 

3.2 Green CSC 

Due to the relocation of the clubroom, the green corner was only started in the new clubroom. 

The future MC Logistic Director can work on the allocated ‘going green’ area in the new 

clubroom to exhibit our club as an environmentally friendly club. 
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4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the MC members for the constant guidance and 

support they have given me throughout my term in the 7th Management committee. In particular, 

thank you for coming down and sweating together during the cleanups throughout this term.  

 

I would also like to thank all special projects’ logistic cells for helping me out in terms of managing 

all our inventories and helping me in all the carrying and shifting of inventories in our club.  

 

Also, I would like to say a big thank you to Office of Students’ Affairs and Office of Estate and 

Development for providing chairs and tables to me and answering all my logistical needs for this 

year. 

 

Finally, and most importantly, I would like to thank all the CSC members that I have worked with 

throughout my term. Thank you for helping me in one way or another that made my term an 

enjoyable and enriching one.   

 

Thank You! 

 

Reported by:  

 

Johnson Gan (Mr.) 

Logistic Director 

7th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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CHEN SU LAN METHODIST CHILDREN’S HOME 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Chairperson     Tan Jiancong 

Vice-Chairperson    Soh Shi Qin 

Secretary/Treasurer    Lye Chuan Wee 

Publicity Representative   Wong Kai Ting 

Welfare    Stella Tan Yun Hui 

Volunteer Management  Tan Zun Zin 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

i. Provide a positive volunteering experience for volunteers 

ii. Kindle relationships between the volunteers and the children 

iii. Provide academic aids for children through one-on-one tutoring 

iv. Develop positive characters within the children  

v. Support in occasional ad-hoc events for the Home 

vi. Bring the children joy and laughter while acquiring knowledge and life skills in a safe 

learning environment 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home provides care, protection and shelter to children aged from 

5 to 16 years of age. The Home places great importance on the well-being, health and development 

of the children, regardless of their racial, religious and social-economic background. To help restore 

the lives of these children the Home functions like a big family, striving to meet the basic physical, 

intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual needs of these children. 
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Our role as volunteers is to provide tuition and befriending for the primary school children in the 

Home every Wednesday evening. At the same time, we aim to make this time enjoyable for both the 

volunteers and children through fun and games. 

Besides the usual tuition sessions, this year the committee had: 

 

i. Supported in CSL Chalet 2008 

ii. Organized Courtesy Week Kickoff 

iii. Organized Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration 

iv. Supported in Christmas Concert 2008 

v. Organized Preview to Secondary School Subjects 

vi. Jointly organized Family Day 2009 

vii. Supported STAR Programme skit 

  

In this past year of Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home RVP, we introduced systems and 

procedures to further enhance the volunteering experience here. We also introduce more events to 

engage the kids further with our volunteers, bringing them closer together. 

 

2.1 Systems and Procedures Introduced 

2.1.1 Security issues 

Previously, when volunteers were to enter the Home for any events and tuition sessions, 

they will need to write their particulars at the security counter at the entrance. We have 

now introduced a new system where we send in a ‘Pre-visit Registration Form’ of 

volunteers coming, they will just need to tick beside their name on the list at the counter 

before they enter the Home. This has greatly improved the efficiency of volunteers 

entering the Home.  

 

It also serves as a tool to take down attendance. At the end of the day, we just have to note 

down on our copy of ‘Pre-visit Registration Form’ to know who came down for the event 

and register their attendance accordingly 
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2.1.2 Publicity material 

With effect from October 2008, the Home has reinforced the rule of the videos and photos 

taken in the Home is not allowed to post online or show people of the public, to exercise 

sensitivity and safe guard the privacy of children. The guidelines as stated in the form we 

have agreed are as follows: 

i. To obtain permission from staff before any photos or video clips of any child / 

children are being taken; 

ii. To ensure that photographs or video clips of the event uploaded onto Websites / 

Blogs pages or published in any media do not show the faces of our residents; 

iii. To forward photographs or video clips with the residents to the Home for their 

clearance before they are uploaded or published. 

 

We would like to uphold these guidelines, adhering to it closely, and seek the 

understanding of volunteers and MC Publicity. 

 

2.1.3 Debriefs 

Since the first visit of the year, we have conducted debriefs right after usual tuition 

sessions and in any other events. This is to gather feedback from the volunteers on how 

we can improve their volunteering experience, to pass down information from the Club 

and the Home, and to bring volunteers closer to each other. We also have volunteers who 

sometimes volunteer themselves, or we appoint them, to blog for us. However, there were 

comments that the debriefs should be kept as short as possible, so that volunteers can 

leave the Home earlier. 

 

2.1.4 Volunteer handbook 

We have requested the Home to provide us with dos and don’ts for the volunteers as a 

guide, so that they will be clear of their roles and responsibilities, and take note of every 

actions and every message to the kids. 
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2.1.5 Kids to volunteers arrangement 

We have begun to keep a close track to the kids and volunteers pair and update the list 

regularly, with feedback to the Home. This help the Home in knowing who the kids are 

without volunteers from our side, and they can help us in attaching a kid to our volunteers. 

 

2.1.6 Printing photos for volunteers with children 

Inspired by Yishun Reading Stars Programme, where they have photos taken during their 

second last visit, and distribute them out after printing them on the last visit. We also 

started with this idea for the volunteers and the kids to keep them as a momento. It was 

very welcomed by both volunteers and kids when we had it for the first semester, and 

they were looking forward to the second semester’s photo. 

 

2.2 Events 

2.2.1 CSL Chalet 2008 

This is the first time CSLMCH is having a chalet for the children in the Home. It’s a 2 day 

event (19th – 20th June 2008) for all the kids to enjoy. On the first day, we assisted the 

Home for children with special needs to play games and assist in their programme 

through the afternoon, and all kids and volunteers returned home (or the Home) at night. 

The second day, we assisted the Home to sum up a 4-sessions STAR Programme for 13 

children and 5 youths, and at the end of the day, the rest of the children in the Home 

joined in the chalet with a mass barbecue dinner. 

  

This chalet indeed is an excellent event where we have lots of interaction with the kids 

and know more about them, especially those children with special needs who we never 

taught them in the tuition sessions before, and those are the children who we always see 

them around in the Home.  

 

Unfortunately, based on previous year volunteer pool, there are very few who are able to 

make it for the chalet, and also many of the volunteers have work and industrial 

attachments. Majority of the volunteers are ‘outsourced’ from friends and other CSC 
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members. Also, the Home did not organized the Chalet in 2009, but we hope that the 

chalet will make a comeback in the near future. 

 

2.2.2 Courtesy week kickoff  

In conjunction of the Courtesy Week for the Home, we assisted the Home by having a 

kickoff for the children. Courtesy Week 08 was the first time the Home conducted, to 

impart courtesy and kindness to the children in the Home.  

 

During this 1 hour session before our usual tuition session in the chapel, we introduce to 

the children what courtesy is, and the volunteers act out skit to the children of what 

kindness acts they can demonstrate, and ended up with a song ‘Show a Little Kindness’.  

 

During the Skit, we prepared presents (supplied by the Home) for children who answer 

questions correctly. The kids are all eager to answer the question and we had difficulty in 

picking up the kid to answer question, and those kids who did not have chance to answer 

did not feel happy.  

 

2.2.3  Outreach & Orientation visit 2008 

This year’s CSC Outreach has taken place on 18th, 19th and 20th of August, which was 

Monday to Wednesday. Since our usual tuition sessions is every Wednesday, we had 2 

separate Orientation Visits on 2 Wednesday (20th and 27th of August). The first visit is 

generally for those who registered in the first 2 days of Outreach, and the rest on the 

second visit. This is to spread the potential volunteers out within these 2 visits, so that it is 

easier for us to manage, lesser lag time for those signed up in the first 2 days, and new 

comers will not think that the volunteers of the Home is too many and may think that they 

are not needed. Volunteers count has stabilized and volunteer to kid ratio remains close 

to 1:1. 
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2.2.4 Mid Autumn festival  

This year’s Mid-Autumn Festival in CSLMCH, we had with us 40 children attended the 

event. We had prepared a goodie bag for all, and had a lantern making session. At the end 

of it, we had the house parents to choose the best lantern among all and presents 

(supplied by the Home) for the best 3. 

 

There’s a toy in the goodie bag is not the same for all, as it is found in the clubroom as 

leftover gifts from previous CSC event. Some of the kids are unhappy about this random 

arrangement as they did not get the better ones. In future, the goodie bag should be the 

same for all for fairness. 

 

During the lantern making sessions, we had a problem of short of equipment to make 

lantern. Sufficient logistic should be ensured in future events. 

 

Overall, the whole event is chaotic, but fun for all. The whistle blown by the house parents 

are useful tool to enforce order in any situations.  

 

2.2.5 Christmas concert 2008 

Participating in the Christmas Concert 2008, the biggest annual event of CSLMCH, meant a 

lot to the committee. The volunteers were in formal attire, participated as ushers in the 

Concert. After our ushering duty, all of us get to enjoy the performance put up by the kids 

of the Home. Not only the volunteers had a good opportunity of looking a different side of 

the kids they teach, we also learnt about the youths and the children with special needs in 

the Home. Then we went to help out in the receptions at the VIP tables. The day ended 

with a sumptuous buffet with the kids and their families. Every volunteer brought home 

an identifier of their own as a souvenir, the door gift of the concert, and precious 

memories of the concert. 

 

Being part of the concert indeed brings a sense of belonging to the Home, however, the 

future committee should note that the Home is not taking advantage of our volunteers. 
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Overall, it’s a very big step as a reliable and effective group of volunteers seen by the 

Home.  

 

2.2.6 Preview to secondary school subjects – March holiday special 2009 

In addition to this year’s list of activities, we have a new March holiday special event. As 

mentioned earlier, the theme of the event is “Preview to Secondary School Subjects”. The 

objectives of this event are to provide a chance for the children to understand what they 

will learn in secondary school and to strengthen the bonds between our volunteers. Thus, 

increase our teamwork capabilities. Hence, instead of having the committee to plan this 

event, we encouraged our volunteers to form a sub-committee to organize it. Fortunately, 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the new team is surprisingly good. Furthermore, thanks 

to the effort of all volunteers, the event was successful. From this event, all volunteers get 

to know each other better. The bonds between us also increased.  

 

There were many learning points that we have gathered from organizing this event. 

Firstly, we should encourage the members to form sub-committee for special events. This 

exposure to planning processes allows us to identify potential members to join the 

committee in the future. Secondly, punctuality is extremely important for such ad-hoc 

activities. It is highly recommended that majority of the volunteers should turn up on time 

and both committee and sub-committee must ensure that. Finally, both the committee and 

the sub-committee should always work closely with one another.  

 

2.2.7 Family Day 2009 

This year, instead of holding the event at Home, we brought the kids and their families to 

Hort Park. It was jointly organized by us, the Home, and Barclays. Barclays is also the 

sponsor of this event. From this cooperation, the committee gained a lot of experience in 

organizing big event. 

 

Moving back to the event itself, everyone still participated actively for the scavenger hunt 

despite the hot and unbearable weather. The buffet was splendid. We believed the 
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volunteers enjoyed the food a lot and even till today, we could still hear someone talking 

about the wonderful buffet. We also witnessed a lot of families are laughing together. 

From their smiles, we knew the event was a great success. On the whole, the experience is 

joyful and we truly look forward in organizing it again next year. 

 

Barclays took an active role in organizing this event. They were involved in the logistic 

needs of the event (while we were in charge of programmes and games), and provided 

volunteers on the day. They even had the funds collected from employees through selling 

of home cooked meal in office. At the end of the events, we were invited over to their 

office for a sharing session and debrief. We can see that Barclays genuinely wanted to 

continue helping the Home , supporting the Home with hearts for the children. 

 

2.2.8 STAR Programme skit 

Similar to the courtesy week, the STAR Programme Skit was planned as a kickoff for us. 

The theme of the skit is Anti-bullying. However, when the Home contacted us and seek 

our help to plan the skit, we accepted despite knowing that we might be too busy. 

Although the skit went on smoothly, there was an injury which was cause by an accident 

during the rehearsal. The injury was also partly caused by the lack of planning from the 

committee. Hence, we strongly urged future committee to think twice before accepting 

the Home’s request. The Home has also acknowledged that it is perfectly fine for us to 

reject their request if we truly cannot commit. 

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

3.1 Volunteers’ Skills 

Volunteers may not be well equipped with knowledge on how to handle the kids, and about 

their code of conduct. The Home occasionally conducts training for the volunteers, and in the 

future, we hope that volunteers can undergo these workshops for them to do the right thing at 

the right time. 
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3.2 Communication Between Volunteers and the Committee 

We have not settled down with a system to call up volunteers informing them of updates of 

events in the Home. Yahoo! Group cannot confirm that it reaches out to all our volunteers. We 

hope that the next committee will establish a system, which involves committee members to 

work together to complete the calling list. At the same way, we can gather volunteers’ 

attendance before the tuition session, so that the committee is able to make necessary 

arrangement for the volunteer-kid pair in advance. If the volunteers are not able to come with a 

reason, we can answer to the kid as well. 

 

3.3 Buddy System 

Adding on to point two, there was a suggestion that volunteers can be paired up to form a 

buddy system. When a buddy is not attending the session, he/she can inform the other buddy; 

then the buddy will inform the committee. Furthermore, committee can ensure that information 

or message will always be passed down successfully when buddies start looking out for each 

other. 

 

3.4 Enhanced Teamwork Between Volunteers and Committee 

Some members commented that they do know the committee well. They feel like they are just a 

follower obeying the committee’s instructions. They do not know what every committee 

members does for every session. Since there are no hard and fast rule indicating that the tasks 

of committee must kept as secret, we believed that future committee can get volunteers to be 

more involved in the planning process of every special event. In fact, volunteers can know the 

job scopes of every committee members. 

 

3.5 Safety Plan 

It is highly advisable that future committee should incorporate a safety plan in their proposal 

for special events, no matter how small scale the event is. This is to ensure everyone’s safety, 

including the volunteers and the children. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Through these new systems and as we engage in more events of CSL, we are seen as a reliable and 

responsible club to the Home. The Home entrusted us with more events in support to the Homes’ 

activities.  
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Reported by:  
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Chairpersons 

Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home Committee 08/09 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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STUDENTS’ CARE SERVICE (CLEMENTI) 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Chairperson     Lee Li Yang, Jason 

Vice-Chairperson    Siow Choon Guan 

Secretary    Lu Wai Yee, Fiona 

Treasurer     Lim Chai Sean 

Programme Planner    Yap Yew Sean, Calvin 

Publicity Representative   Lee Wei Ying 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

i. To provide social work and psychology services to students to allow them to reach their 

maximum potential. 

ii. To foster friendship, support and guidance among the NUS volunteers and the students 

involved in the programme. 

iii. To develop volunteerism amongst NUS undergraduates and inculcate such volunteering 

spirit towards our beneficiaries.  

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

Students’ Care Service (Clementi) is a voluntary social work organization aimed to provide direct 

social work and educational psychology services to students and their families. Our participating 

volunteers work together with a team of trained social workers to implement meaningful activities 

to help and guide students so that they can excel in their teenage years. Currently NUS volunteers 

are involved in programmes such as the Befriending Programme and the Read-with-Me Programme. 

Through these programmes, we hope to fulfil the objectives and mission of allowing students to 

maximize their potential. 
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Every year, Befriending programme has been one of the most popular programmes at Clementi SCS 

where volunteers will be attached one to one to a youth and volunteers will regularly providing 

friendship, support and guidance to their befriendees. Our volunteers will try to enforce a 

structured 2 hour session comprising an hour of tuition and an hour of interaction and games 

which also serves as a reward for completion of their work. Through giving tuition, most of our 

volunteers get to know more about their own befriendees better and this provides a platform to 

establish a closer friendship which helps the youths felt appreciated and respected as a responsible 

teenager. The main aim for this programme is to equip the youths to make good personal decisions 

on their own by picking and learning things from the volunteers weekly and be to eventually be 

able to take up higher responsibilities as a young adult in time to come. Volunteers will try their 

best to be a role model for them to look up to. Deep down, most of the youths know that whenever 

they have problems and need help, we will always be there to listen to them every Tuesday.  

 

The Read-with-Me programme deals with primary and pre-primary school children who display 

problems with reading abilities. The main aim is to help the children develop fluency and linguistic 

knowledge by having them to go through a series of books of different difficulty and all of us aim to 

help the children graduate from the programme and move on to the next programme - Reading 

Stars. Through Read-with-Me, volunteers not only help children in their reading skills, they also 

have interactive games where volunteers try to make it a fun-filled session for the children to enjoy 

and love reading. Currently the programme has only 2 NUS volunteers. Hence, we can focus on 

expanding its volunteer’ network and encourage greater community service involvement within 

NUS. 

 

There were several outings and activities which were held to celebrate various festivals and 

occasions and this had been the highlight of this year’s programme in breaking the monotony of 

regular visits. Sessions to bring the the befriendees out to the Garden Festival, bowling, and even a 

picnic planned by the befriendee was conducted as we hoped to inculcate various values and 

lessons to them. With the celebration of Mid Autumn Festival 中秋节, Halloween万圣节, Christmas 圣诞节 and our own reunion dinner during the Chinese New Year, these festive celebration not only 
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allowed the volunteers and youths to understand the story behind each festival better, it also 

fostered a closer bond between youths and volunteers and between volunteers themselves. This 

year, we also brought the youth down to CSC day for the first time. It is a breakthrough as it allowed 

the youth to become volunteers to other beneficiaries from the other RVPs. It is indeed an 

invaluable lesson for the youth to understand what volunteering is all about. 

 

A new SCS (Clementi) blog was launched and despite it being a relatively new thing, the idea was 

taken up and the blog has been updated at least once every 2 months. The updates are by both the 

Befriending and Read-with-Me programmes and includes both the programme activities as well as 

individual reflections by the volunteers. This is a good platform for other volunteers to share their 

views about interaction with the children and youths. 

 

This year, a new SCS (Clementi) shirt was designed and with a brand new shirt for all the 

volunteers. This will be a good opportunity for strengthening the bonds and establishing a stronger 

identity for the volunteers within Clementi SCS.  

 

Last but not least, there will be a new programme coming up known as the Drop in Café where NUS 

volunteers will learn how to run and manage the operation of the Café. Such collaboration was 

agreed upon to create an environment for the youths to gather and enjoy themselves instead of 

loitering around void decks and shopping centers. Volunteers will be in groups of 8-10 within a 

given time slot to help on the management of the Café and provide positive interaction with the 

youths coming into the centre. All of us hope that such a new program can retain volunteers who 

have failed to get into their desire programmes such as Befriending and Read-with-Me during the 

interview.  This programme thus provides another environment for NUS undergraduates to 

experience volunteerism and community service and can subsequently enrich their lives. 

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

A problem faced by the RVP this year is the small number of befrienders staying on for the new 

befriending year which begins in January. The volunteers who had officially continued are Jason 

and Choon Guan with Terence making occasional trips down and Wei Ying away for SEP. It would 
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be best if the next committee can persuade all if not most of the befrienders to continue for a 

second year since the pool of befrienders is already very small. This will allow better guidance for 

the new batch of befrienders and they can be assured that help is more readily available. 

 

The programme in the RVP has a timeline that is very unfriendly towards volunteer recruitment. 

Read-with-Me programme begins its first session in August with interviews held during July while 

Befriending programme commences in January with the interview and training held during 

November and December respectively. However the Club holds its Outreach in August as a follow 

up for the Matriculation Fair held 2 weeks earlier. This means that the volunteer recruitment comes 

either too late for the Read-with-Me programme or has a lull period of about 2 to 3 months for the 

Befriending Programme. This will result in volunteers being left dangling despite having interests. 

As such the following recommendations may be considered. 

 

i. Encourage current volunteers from Ethelontêr which is held in June/July to try and join the 

Read-with-Me programme. This arrangement can allow the interested students to sign up 

and attend the interview for Read-with-Me during July. 

 

ii. Having an earlier interview for Befriending programme to be held in September followed by 

incorporating the new volunteers into the programme as an ‘on the job trainee’. This will 

offer the volunteers a chance to enhance their ability in working with youths. It will also 

give them experience in handling the new intake of befriendees in the upcoming year.  

 

Befriending Programme require a one year long commitment which begins from January to 

December which many NUS students deem as an extremely long term commitment. With the 

uncertainty of their academic timetable for each semester, this caused them to think twice about 

taking up the programme. Given that the objective of the programme is to allow the befriending 

pair to forge a close and strong friendship. One year is a suitable timeline as friendship cannot be 

forged through a programme of a shorter lifespan. 
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This year the selection of the new befrienders was done with the experienced befrienders telling 

the social worker interviewing who are his or her friends. This should be avoided as it might cause 

the social worker to be biased during the interviews. 

 

Given the small number of volunteers involved in Clementi SCS , it is important that the group of 

volunteers enjoy a supportive environment such that the group can bond together despite the 

stress associated with the academic term and other club commitments. Hence, it is pertinent that 

the group of volunteers feel that they are an entity. This year, Clementi SCS has had instances of 

volunteers who had quit the Befriending programme. This can be damaging to the group’s morale 

and can result in manpower issues for the conducting of bigger scale events that have already been 

planned. Youths may also feel as if they have been given up upon given the initial camaraderie 

formed between them and the volunteers. Thus, it is important for the new committee to stress 

during interviews and the first couple of volunteering sessions that the commitment needed for the 

programme is high and applicants should consider carefully if they are able to juggle the RVP’s 

demands along with Management Committee demands and Special Project demands.  

 

The ideal end state should be the incorporation of Management Committee members into the RVP’s 

pool of volunteers as this serves to be mutually beneficial for both the MC and RVP as the two can 

better understand each other. However, it is disappointing when it is Clementi SCS that is 

eventually sacrificed when a choice needs to be made.  

 

With regular debriefing session at the end of each Befriending session, regular updates had been 

disseminated well to befrienders while Read-with-Me volunteers will receive the update via email. 

Despite the setting up of blogs and yahoo groups, both had been underutilized, as such, having a 

regular bonding session for both programmes’ volunteers will be better. Another recommendation 

is to encourage at least 2 volunteers to blog each week. This will allow both programmes’ 

volunteers to understand how the other programme is doing. 

 

Communication between the volunteers is generally quite good except for the Read-with-Me 

programme. With none of the volunteers from the programme in the committee, the programme is 
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sometimes neglected in the discussion of any new plans for the RVP. A good way to ensure both 

programmes’ volunteers are close and bonded is to get at least one of the Read-with-Me volunteers 

to be in the committee. 

 

Read-with-Me programme only has a volunteer strength of 2. This programme does have a 

potential for growth into a more NUS based programme thus expanding the CSC volunteer base in 

Clementi SCS. The new committee would have to ensure the distinct difference between the 

programme and Yishun Reading Stars as the former focuses purely on reading while the latter 

encompasses activities to equip the children with social skills. Rather than having programmes that 

are similar to the point that they are competitive, we would strive to differentiate our programme 

from that of Yishun SCS and let the main aim and purpose of the programme itself be to attract new 

volunteers to join. 
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Reported by:  
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NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
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STUDENTS’ CARE SERVICE (YISHUN) 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Chairperson    Lian Zijuan 

Vice-Chairperson  Koh Jun Seng 

Treasurer   Koh Jun Seng 

Secretary   Soh Wan Wei 

Programme Coordinators Lee Fan Yuan Gladys 

    Goh Koon Yiak 

Welfare Coordinators   Kang Xinyi 

    Ho May Yi 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

Our programme, Yishun Reading Stars (YRS) aims to: 

i. Encourage children to adopt a good habit of reading 

ii. Improve the children’s level of competence and grasp of English language 

iii. Provide children with a positive environment to interact and display positive behaviour 

iv. Enhance the child’s ability in interacting positively with their peers 

v. Reinforce the practice of positive behaviour among children 

vi. Help children develop self-esteem 

vii. Develop good rapport between the volunteer and the child 
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2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

Yishun Reading Stars (YRS) is a pilot Regular Volunteering Programme (RVP) which was put in 

place in July 2006. This programme is a modification of the former Wonder Kids Programme with 

an added academic element so as to enable the children to relate our programme to what they learn 

in school better. 

 

YRS is a 10-week programme which aims to improve the child’s proficiency in English. These 

children, ranging from 6 to 11 years old, are referred to the programme by educational 

psychologists from Students Care Services. They are usually weak in English or have little exposure 

to English in their home environment. YRS is a friendly programme which encourages positive 

interaction among the children, aids them in their social skills as well as helps them improve their 

reading ability in English. Positive behaviour is also inculcated and constantly reinforced through 

reminders by volunteers and specially designed reward systems. 

 

Each YRS session is 90 minutes long and divided into two distinct 45 minutes sections, namely 

Social Circle and Guided Reading. The last session is a Consolidation Party which summarises the 

topics covered in the weekly sessions. At the end of the year, a camp is also conducted to allow the 

children to experience independent living away from home. 

 

The below shows the themes which have been used for Social Circle for the past 2 semesters: 

 

i. I am Special 

ii. Eyes 

iii. Ears 

iv. Feelings I 

v. Feelings II 

vi. Friends 

vii. Family 

viii. Teamwork 
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The Social Circle section of YRS promotes social interaction and encourages who lack social skills 

and self-esteem to mingle and make friends with other children. A variety of activities is carried out 

during Social Circle, including art and crafts, role-playing, team-building games and competitive 

group games. The children would be guided during the Social Circle by the volunteers. Each week, 

there will be a theme which Social Circle activities will be based on. These themes aim to promote 

intrapersonal and interpersonal development in the children. For instance, the theme we would 

usually start with each season will be “I am Special” which allows the children to learn more about 

themselves as individuals and be proud of who they are. An example of a theme which focuses 

interpersonal development will be “Friends”. Through fun-filled games, this theme teaches the 

children the importance of teamwork and friendship. 

 

The themes are not fixed and the committee gathers feedback from the volunteers, facilitators and 

Ms Chen Yuanjuan, the Programme coordinator at Yishun SCS, and considers removing, modifying 

or introducing themes to YRS. At YRS, we try as much as possible to ensure the programmes are 

relevant and practical for the children. 

 

The Guided Reading part of YRS allows closer and personal interaction among the volunteers and 

the children. Volunteers would attach themselves to a child and guide the child in reading for the 

entire 10 sessions. The volunteers will play the role of a teacher and a friend to the children and 

guide them in their reading. The focus is on helping the child to improve his/her oral and reading 

comprehension of the story. The programme also hopes that the kid will develop a love for reading 

along the way. 

More often than not, the children have a reading proficiency which is lower than the expected 

reading ability of their age. Thus, the story books are specially designed to the child’s reading 

proficiency. The ultimate aim of Guided Reading is to help children with difficulties in reading and 

have little exposure to English to gain confidence and proficiency in reading. On some occasions, 

volunteers will also help the children with their schoolwork when time permits. 
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At the end of the 10 session, there will be a consolidation party in which the achievements by the 

children for the past 10 session will be celebrated and showcased to their parents who will be 

invited.  

 

An outing always follows the consolidation party and this year, we had the chance to go to Science 

Centre where the children were amazed by the intricacies of everyday science. 

There is also an annual 2-day-1-night camp held in December for the children of YRS. This aim of 

this camp is to allow the children to experience first-hand independent living away from the 

comfort of their homes. 

 

In December 2008, we held a camp themed “Jungle Mania” in the NUS Kent Ridge Campus. Staying 

in a hostel may not be a fresh idea for many of the undergraduate volunteers but for the children, 

who participated in the camp, it was a brand new experience as it was the first time some of them 

had lived away from home. The children were divided into four groups and were encouraged to 

work together as a team in all the activities and games carried out. Activities held during the camp 

include station games during the day, where the children had to overcome obstacles while passing 

through the “Jungle” set up by our facilitators. The highlight of the camp was however, the 

scavenger hunt at VivoCity followed by a mini-hike up Mount Faber to Henderson Waves where the 

children could really have a close-up experience Mother Nature. The camp was definitely an 

enjoyable one where both the volunteers and children had fun together as one big family. 

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

i. YRS programme enrols a healthy pool of 20-25 children per season. This number is subject 

to the Centre who does the recruiting. We also have a consistent strength of volunteers 

whom most are able to attend the sessions frequently. However, there are a few points to be 

highlighted: 

 

� Guided Reading requires at least a 1-to-1 volunteer to child ratio every week. The number 

of volunteers we have allows us to have 2-to-1 volunteer to child ratio instead. This may not 

necessarily be good as the children may feel overwhelmed by the large number of 
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volunteers. Volunteers may also feel redundant as there are too many volunteers around, 

resulting in exodus of volunteers. 

 

� The sessions are planned to start at 7.30 PM. Social Circle would take up the first 45 

minutes However, the children tend to take a longer time to settle down, thus taking up the 

time allocated for activities or the Guided Reading time. This reduces the amount of 

practical content that we can fit into each session. 

 

� It is recommended that the YRS sessions to be extended to 2 hours. It probably can start 

slightly earlier to allow the children to settle down so that it will not take up the time for 

Social Circle and end slightly later to accommodate the time for debrief and goodbye 

message. As it is already straining for volunteers to reach the centre by 7.30 PM should their 

lessons end late, we can allow them to reach slightly later. Debriefing for the volunteers 

have to be more precise, as there are many volunteers who live far from Yishun. It will be 

ideal if the sessions can be conducted on a weekend. 

 

� For the first semester, YRS sessions usually begin before the school semester commences. It 

begins in mid-July and ends late-September. Ending off the sessions early allows volunteers 

to have ample time to prepare for examinations and ensures that volunteer numbers do not 

fluctuate too much. However, there are a few considerations: 

 

� By starting YRS sessions early in the first semester, newly matriculated students and 

interested volunteers from the CSC Outreach would only be able to join YRS during the 5th 

or 6th session. This hinders the volunteers from fully integrating into the programme. 

 

� It is recommended to let all the volunteers especially the new first year volunteers who 

came in during the Outreach to have an idea of the running of the weekly activities. They 

could then familiarize themselves with the activities and help whenever needed. It would 

also be give them an easier transition from a volunteer to a committee member should they 

have the intention to become part of the committee. Experienced volunteers are encouraged 
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to pair up with a new volunteer to take care of a child, to ensure that the new volunteer 

does not feel out of place, despite late participation. 

 

ii. Planning of camp should start early, so as to be able to secure accommodation and recruit 

volunteers as the December vacation is a peak period for all. 

 

4. RVP COMMITTEE 

The committee for AY0809 consists of 7 people. Each role is crucial in the carrying out of the YRS 

sessions. The Chairperson serves as a bridge between the Managing Committee of CSC and Yishun 

SCS and the Vice-Chairperson’s role is to assist the Chairperson whenever possible. The Secretary 

has to ensure that meeting minutes are recorded accurately and the attendance of volunteers are 

taken and uploaded every week. The Treasurer takes charge of all financial affairs and claims of 

expenditure. The Programme I/Cs plan the programmes and designs any publicity materials 

required. The Welfare I/Cs takes care of the well-being of both children and volunteers, purchasing 

goodie bags items for the children during Consolidation Party and Outings. Every member of the 

committee takes turns to facilitate the Social Circle section of the YRS programme. 

 

5. VOLUNTEERS 

There are approximately 25 to 30 volunteers every session, with a proportionate share of seniors 

and freshmen. The welfare of volunteers is taken care of by the Welfare I/Cs. We would usually 

celebrate birthdays of volunteers by month and hold an outing for volunteers after the season of 

YRS has ended for the semester. 

 

6. BENEFICIARIES  

There are approximately 20 to 25 children attending YRS every season. At the end of every session, 

a short debrief is conducted where we review how the programme-of-the-week is helpful to the 

children and how effective the facilitators are. We also evaluate how the volunteers performed 

every week, if they have shown initiative to interact with the children or reinforce positive 

behaviour in the children. Besides that, we discuss the progress of two or three children every week 
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so as to let volunteers understand the needs of different children and thus hopefully, allow 

volunteers to have a better idea on how to help the children better. 

 

At the end of every season of YRS, the children and their parents will take separate surveys to 

indicate how well they think YRS has benefited them. From the positive results of the survey, it is 

evident that the children have enjoyed YRS and at the same time, learnt through fun and games. 
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Reported by:  
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HCA HOSPICE CARE (Formerly Hospice Care Association) 
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1. OBJECTIVES 

i. Help maintain a decent living environment for terminally-ill patients to increase their 

standards of living. 

ii. Provide a listening ear and be a source of emotional support for patients. 

iii. Inject life into the last days of patients so that they pass on with the knowledge that they 

were not alone. 

iv. Provide volunteers manpower when HCA reasonably requires. 

v. Educate volunteers on the concept of palliative care. 

vi. Educate and empower volunteers on the skills they need to care for patients/elderly in their 

own homes. 

vii. Establish friendship and bonds, especially between volunteers, to provide emotional 

support in the event of the loss of patients. 
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2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT  

2.1 Background of RVP  

HCA Hospice Care RVP is a weekly volunteering programme held in collaboration with HCA 

Hospice Care, a voluntary welfare organisation (VWO). Patients who have life-limiting illnesses 

such as cancer and end-stage kidney failure, are referred to us by the volunteer coordinator of 

HCA Hospice Care. As volunteers, we aim to improve the patients’ quality of life as much as we 

can, through our weekly visits to their flats. We have expanded in recent years to include both 

befriending and housekeeping as our main objectives of our visits. 

 

The introduction of befriending as part of our service to the patient was a new one as we have 

realised that other than just being a listening ear to the patients, there has been positive 

interactions between the patient and the volunteers, building strong bonds along the way.  

 

2.2 Summary and Review of Regular Visits 

Visits are conducted every Saturday morning from 10am to about 12.30pm. This year, some 

patients requested us to visit them at specific timings as they may sleep in later for example. 

However, the visits will start no later than 10.30am and end no later than 1.30pm.  

 

Upon arrival at the patient’s flat, the visiting group of volunteers simply divide the duties; part 

of the group will start off with cleaning, sweeping, checking of bills and fridge items, etc while 

the rest will engage the patient in conversation. When the housekeeping is done, the group will 

sit down together with the patient for an activity, be it watching television or chit-chatting. In 

2009, our activities have been expanded to meet our patient’s needs such as wheeling the 

wheelchair bound patients around their neighbourhood.  

 

Seeing that different patients have different needs, the RVP also tries to cater the visits 

according to the patient’s individual needs. E.g. if the patient is financially well-supported and 

he is still ambulant enough to do housekeeping himself, the entire focus will be on providing a 

good listening ear to the patient. For patients who are less ambulant, volunteers will strive their 

best to help modify the living environment for them to move around the house and do their 
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daily activities with more ease. For instance, the RVP has helped a patient and his spouse to 

temporarily move out of their flat when their flat was down for renovation and upgrading and 

to move back after their flat was refurbished. Hence, although these tasks are not within the 

“job scope” of a HCA volunteer, the volunteers aim to help in whichever they could. 

 

Volunteer strength has also steadily increased throughout the last year. Although the RVP is still 

a relatively small group of around 20 volunteers as compared to other RVPs, it is united and 

every volunteer has the chance to interact with one another and forge valuable friendships. The 

increase in strength has also brought in the possibility of reaching out to more HCA patients, 

with the group splitting into 3 teams every week. We have altogether 6 patients with us now, to 

visit every alternate week. 

 

There have been significantly fewer volunteers during the holidays as a result of volunteers 

holidaying or taking up a part-time job. Seasonal volunteers have helped to maintain our 

volunteer count during the school term. Their contributions are significant as those that have 

participated in our activities come with an open heart and they are able to commit themselves 

continuously for consecutive weeks and this allows us to plan our homes well ahead of time. 

There has also been bridging students from China who have shown interest in our activities and 

they have helped to bring in additional volunteers as well.  

 

Training was carried out at the HCA centre, to provide a background on how to handle and 

interact with patients, and grief management. Project Alive, a specially designed workshop on 

grief management modelled after “Tuesdays with Morrie”, was also conducted for freshmen last 

year, to prepare them with a better understanding of the grief management and to help them 

find their purpose as palliative care volunteers. Volunteers also had opportunities to participate 

in the Singapore palliative care conference at RELC international hotel courtesy of HCA hospice 

care as part of the training on understanding of Palliative care in Singapore.  
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2.3 Summary and Review of Special Events 

On top of the weekly visits, the RVP also arranged festive celebrations and outings for both HCA 

Day Care and Home Care patients for the past year. Examples are the HCA Christmas 

Celebration conducted annually at the HCA Day Care Centre and outings to Chinatown and 

Clarke Quay. These special events kindled the volunteers’ passion in volunteering and allowed 

them to see how hospice care patients, when given the chance to, can have an equally happy 

and good quality of life as the rest of the elderly out there. 

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. We had some commitment issues for our new group of volunteers whereby they were not 

participating regularly. The regular pool of volunteers consisted of the Year 2, Year 3, Year 4 

and graduated volunteers. As the new volunteers form a large proportion of the total 

number of volunteers in HCA, we will recommend engaging them further in HCA and CSC 

activities. Furthermore, we will continue to recruit more volunteers in upcoming 

recruitment activities.  

 

ii. There has always been the issue of matching volunteers to patient’s home each week. Due 

to our RVP’s nature of having weekly visits, volunteers may be reluctant to travel long 

distances to visit patients who stay far away from them. This has led to some volunteers 

being choosy over who they are visiting and when they want to visit due to the distance. 

This issue has always been present, it is suggested that volunteers be briefed about it from 

the start before they join and encouraged to venture out and learn that other patients also 

need them and not just those who lives near them. 

 

iii. Due to the nature of this RVP, visits and locations to go to every week sometimes tend to be 

unpredictable as the patient may not be available on that day even though he/she has 

agreed to us visiting a few days ago. Hence, it might be useful to have back-up plans for 

every weekly visit so that volunteers can make the best out of that day. It might be good for 

the chairperson to brief the leaders of each team (e.g. over email) of the things to expect 

from each home that week. 
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4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to first thank my dedicated team of volunteers, without whom this RVP would not have 

continued on as strongly. Their continued support and contributions have in many ways made 

every visit possible and every patient happy. Many heartfelt thanks to my vice-chairperson, Jasmine, 

for the immense help in most of the administrative work, bonding the volunteers and all the 

planning work that brought HCA RVP volunteering to new heights. I would also like to thank Max, 

Eileen and Jacqueline from HCA Hospice Care for their great assistance and coordination with us. A 

big thank you to the CSC family for the encouragement given throughout, and for answering our 

calls for help whenever needed, especially the ad-hoc activities that required their assistance and 

liaisement. Last but not least, many thanks to Wei JIan who has been so ever supportive towards 

HCA’s activities. All the best to the upcoming chairpersons, Hong Yu and Xiang Ling to continue to 

manage HCA RVP. 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Clarice Ng (Ms.) 

Chairperson 

HCA Hospice Care Committee 08/09 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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L-DERLY BEFRIENDERS 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Chairperson     Lu YuPei 

Vice-Chairperson    Wilson Tay 

Secretary/Treasurer    Geraldine Lee 

Program Planner    Png Jia Yan 

Program Planner    Chia Leng 

Publicity Representative   Cheung Tai On 

Welfare/Logistics    Eunice Yap 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives are: 

i. To provide a listening ear to elderly living alone. 

ii. To help the elderly run simple errands and to help them with household chores. 

iii. To organise celebrations/outings for the elderly during festive occasions. 

iv. To create an avenue for NUS students to do their part for the community, especially to the 

elderly who are often being neglected. 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

The L-Derly Befrienders regular volunteering program serves the elderly living in one-room flats in 

Jalan Bukit Merah. Most of these elderly live alone and many are also living on Public Assistance 

and other forms of social welfare. LB volunteers conduct home visits on alternate Saturday 

afternoons and also organize outings and celebrations during special festive occasions. Our motto: 

We Befriend, They Be Loved tells it all. LB believes that every older person is a valued member of 

society and deserves to age with grace and dignity.  
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LB volunteers would do regular visit to the elderly homes to check on their living conditions. We 

would report any abnormalities, like changes in the elderly’s mental and emotional status as well as 

changes to their living conditions to the chairperson who would then inform the coordinator at the 

Seniors Activity Centre. Other times, we help to carry out minor repairs in the elderly’s home when 

necessary. 

 

This year, we also had a mini “Paint a Home” for our elderly who had requested for a fresh coat of 

paint in their homes and we tap on the resources left over from the earlier concluded CSC PAH 

project. Some of our volunteers even exceeded their required duties by accompanying the elderly to 

hospitals for their checkups. Besides home visits, our volunteers also carried out hospital visits on 

occasions that our elderly met with an accident at home and requires hospitalisation.  

 

For the academic year of 2008/2009, LB organized trips to the zoo and to Chinatown. We also 

celebrated Mid Autumn Festival 08, LBFD 08, Christmas 08 and Chinese New Year 09 with the 

elderly, and these celebrations were held at the Thong Kheng Seniors Activity Centre (Queenstown), 

located at the void deck of block 3, Jalan Bukit Merah. Special mention to our Chinese new year 

celebration as we collaborated with Singapore Refining Company Pte Ltd  (SRC) for the first time to 

bring the celebration to a greater height. More than 20 volunteers from SRC and 40 volunteers from 

NUSCSC joined this celebration. A whopping 90 beneficiaries joined and we gave each elderly a red 

packet and goodie bag, all of which proudly sponsored by SRC. 

 

Besides planning activities for the elderly, many activities have also been organized to engage the 

new and current volunteers such as trips to board games café, BBQ session and several tea and 

chatting session before and after each visit. These activities have enabled LB to attract and retain 

more passionate and committed volunteers to serve the elderly. 
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2.1 Activities Conducted 

This year, a total of four celebrations and two outings were organised.  

 

2.1.1 LB Familiarization Day 08 

Familiarisation Day was a great success as we welcome 25 new volunteers. Many seniors 

came and it was like a reunion after the long semester break. We started the event off 

with our customary Bingo. This is followed by the Chopstick game where the elderly had 

to pass marbles around with chopsticks. It was a game that involves much concentration, 

coordination and teamwork. Scavenger hunt was next and many volunteers went the 

extra mile to make this simple activity enjoyable. The celebration ended with our lucky 

draw and all elderly went home happy with the goody bag we gave them. 

 

2.1.2 Mid-Autumn Festival 08 

The objectives of this year’s MAF were to let the elderly have something special and 

joyous to look forward to in addition to the regular home visits. We also aimed to foster 

interaction between elderly and volunteers and hoped to encourage bonding among 

volunteers. This year’s MAF started off with mooncake sampling. This is followed by a 

colour memory game which we had not played for a long time. The response was quite 

good though as the elderly got excited trying to guess which colours are pairs. Next up 

was the jigsaw puzzle game, charades and the singing performance by our volunteers. We 

even had elderly who volunteered to sing for the audience too! The celebration ended off 

with the passing of lantern game. Of course, everyone went off happy with a goody bag full 

of food rations.  

 

2.1.3 Christmas 08 

Since 2007, LB celebrated Christmas alongside with “Dong Zhi” every year. This year was 

no exceptional as well. In preparation of the celebration, we hand-made a pot of tang yuan 

and distributed to all the elderly present at the activity centre. Games such as scavenger 

hunt, Christmas hat making and Bingo was played. 
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2.1.4 Chinese New Year Celebration 09 

The celebration this year was held on 14th Feb 09, which coincidentally fell on Valentine’s 

Day too. As such, we designed the programs for the celebration to include both joyous 

occasions. This year, we had our first collaboration with an external organization which is 

Singapore Refining Company (SRC) to hold this event. Representatives from SRC and our 

LB committee had several discussions over how we can add more meaning to this annual 

celebration. SRC also took this opportunity to engage their employees in a donation drive 

of which $2,400 was collected later! This money allowed us to purchase items such as rice, 

biscuits and other food rations which we distributed to the elderly. A red packet of $12 

each was to be given to each elderly present as well. Everyone was looking forward to the 

celebration which was held at Thong Kheng Seniors Activity Centre!   

 

On that faithful day, more than 90 elderly residents gathered at the centre for the 

celebration, including some elderly who were not under LB.  We engaged the elderly in a 

variety of games which included Jigsaw puzzles, charades and the all time favorite game- 

Bingo. In addition, the elderly also got a chance to do a gift of “love” and they could 

exchange the gift they make and exchange with each other. There was also a sing-along 

session which the elderly actively participated in with the volunteers from CSC and SRC. 

Many small prizes were prepared so every resident had at least one present to bring 

home at the end of the day.  The elderly were also treated to a sumptuous lunch, and the 

highlight of the celebration was the visit of God of Wealth! This is the first time that the 

God of Wealth visited the Seniors Centre in so many years and everyone was exhilarated! 

Everyone rushed forward to touch and take photo with the “God of Wealth”! He was 

simply too adorable and really look like the God of Wealth we saw on posters and 

calendars. In the end, everyone was happy and satisfied and our presence had brought 

comfort and happiness to the elderly in this joyous festival.  
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2.2 Outings Conducted 

Besides having celebrations at the activity centre, LB volunteers will also find opportunities to 

bring those elderly directly under our care out. We had brought the elderly to Chinatown and 

the Mandai Zoo for the year of 2008/2009. We kept the group small as logistics was quite a 

limitation and that some of the elderly under our care were immobile. Nevertheless, the outings 

proved to be a great success as both the elderly and the volunteers had a great time. From our 

experience, the elderly would very much like to travel beyond their home, but they were being 

constrained by their mobility. With volunteers accompanying them, the elderly could enjoy 

themselves freely without any worries. This also served as a good bonding session for our 

volunteers as the group was small and everyone was keeping a lookout for one another.  

 

2.2.1 Outing to Chinatown 09 

It was a last minute decision to bring our LB elderly out to Chinatown; as such we only 

brought 2 elderly out for dinner at Chinatown. This mini outing was organised in 

conjunction with Hospice Care volunteers. Both the CSC RVPs volunteers bought their 

respective beneficiaries their favourite local dishes and the whole table we were sitting at 

were loaded with food in no time. After the sumptuous dinner, we took our elderly for a 

walk at the Chinatown street stalls. The streets were very crowded with masses 

purchasing Chinese New Year goodies. But nevertheless, the elderly enjoyed this joyous 

atmosphere and they were really excited as they mention it several times during our 

home visits. 

 

2.2.2 Outing to the Zoo 09  

During our home visits, some of our elderly we have been taking care of reflected to us 

that they haven’t been to the zoo before. Therefore one random day after our exams, we 

brought our 3 favourite elderly to the zoo! The elderly, especially Mr Yeo, enjoyed 

themselves very much and they proclaimed that it had been decades since they stepped 

into the zoo. As one of our elderly is blind, our volunteers took the effort to tell her which 

enclosure we were at, and from her smile, we could tell she enjoyed herself very much as 

well. However, after 1 hour, the elderly got tired and found every opportunity to sit down 
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if there were seats around.  At the end of the day, the elderly were tired out by this 

excursion and most of them dozed off on the bus. But we could tell that they enjoyed and 

appreciated our efforts in bringing them out. 

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. Several organizations besides us serve these few blocks of elderly and the LB committee 

needs to have alternative plans if the scheduled dates they planned to have activities 

overlap with the other organisations.  

 

ii. For instance, we planned to have the Chinese New Year celebration to be on 7th Feb, but 

another organization had already booked the date for their activity. In the end, we changed 

it to 14th Feb instead. Thus, to prevent an overlap of our visits/outings with that of other 

organisations, we recommend that we should always try to confirm the list of activities of 

the elderly with the Thong Kheng Seniors Activity Centre, or with the elderly themselves. 

However, there is a limit to the amount of checking we can do as occasionally, last minute 

changes might occur, disrupting our plans. We should thus confirm our activity dates early 

so as to prevent such occurrences.  

 

iii. Attendance for LB was quite irregular. This situation is the worse during school vacations 

where the bulk of our foreign volunteers will go back to their country. The problem also 

persists during mid-term tests and final exams. Hence, the elderly we could reach out to get 

restricted as well.  

 

iv. Several reasons for the attendance issues are stated as follows: 

� As many of our elderly speak only dialects, these posed a great challenge for those 

volunteers who don’t speak dialects at all. Therefore, their interest will fade away and 

don’t come for visits anymore.  

 

� During every visit, our volunteers will be split up into several dialects group and each 

group operates quite independently. Therefore, there was quite minimal interactions 
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between volunteers and volunteers might not feel close to one another. Thus, we 

introduced sub-committee positions for special events so that volunteers from different 

dialect have opportunities to interact with one another.  

 

� LB visits falls on every alternate Saturdays, this might not be sufficient and with CSC 

projects falling on Saturdays at times, we ended up with no visits for a stretch of 3 or 

more weeks. With such gap in between each visit, volunteers might not have a sense of 

belonging. Therefore, from year 09/10 onwards, we will be having weekly visits to the 

elderly, and we hope this will strengthen the bonds between each volunteer and the 

bonds between us and the elderly. 

 

v. Another problem that we encountered is that the elderly we planned to visit was not 

available. We had several instances in which the elderly were not were not in their homes 

when we went to visit them. This has led to volunteers having to join other groups and visit 

elderly whose dialects they do not understand.  

 

Recommendations: Before the next visit, volunteers should let the elderly know that 

they will be coming to visit them. In this way, if the elderly have a medical appointment 

that clashes with a visit, plans can be made.  

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

First and foremost, I would like to express my gratitude to all the dedicated LB volunteers. Thank 

you for taking time off your busy schedule to come down for visits. Quoting from Mark Twain, 

“Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.” The elderly do appreciate 

every little thing that you have done for them. 

 

Special thanks to my wonderful committee members: Wilson, my Vice-chairperson, who always 

help me share the workload and support me throughout. Thank you very very much; Geraldine, my 

secretary cum treasurer; Tai On, my publicity head, who did a great job updating the LB blog and 

taking nice photos. Thanks for always being there to help out; Jia Yan and Chia Leng, my 
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programmers, for always having creative ideas for the programmes that the elderly could enjoy and 

always being there; Eunice, my welfare head, for planning welfare activities for the volunteers. And 

to Joo Yee and Wei ling, who have been such wonderful group leaders. I am really grateful that I 

have all of you in my committee.  

 

I would also like to extend my gratitude to seniors who have already graduated but who have on 

their own continued to visit their elderly. I would like to thank the MC and CSC volunteers for all 

their help, to Wei Jian for his support, to Xi Qian, Victor and Sin en for their advice. And most 

importantly, to the elderly, who have taught me lessons about life that I never knew. 

 

Finally, I would like to wish Tai On, Wei Ling and the upcoming committee all the best.  

 

 No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted. ~Aesop 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Lu Yupei (Ms.) 

Chairperson 

L-derly Befrienders Committee 08/09 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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T.H.E. SENIORS 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Chairperson     Tan Wen Ting Jolene 

Vice-Chairperson    Ong Pinchuan 

Secretary    Liew Jia Hui 

Treasurer    Lin Xun 

Welfare I/C     Leow Pei Yee Amelia 

Welfare I/C    Ng Li Shan Margaret 

Publicity I/C    Han Yu 

Publicity I/C    Jiang Xin Yan 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

i. To befriend and to enrich the lives of several elderly registered with TOUCH Seniors Activity 

Centre (TSAC).  

ii. To assist TSAC in enriching the lives of the elderly in general.  

iii. Let our volunteers learn skills regarding to the needs of the elderly.  

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

TSAC is a drop-in activity center for the eldely living in the vicinity of Geylang Bahru. It is a service 

under TOUCH Community Services, a not-for-profit charitable organization registered under the 

National Council of Social Service.  

 

T.H.E. Seniors is a collaboration between CSC and TSAC. The acronym T.H.E. stands for Touch the 

Hearts of the Elderly, a name that reflects our hope that we’ll be able to really reach out to the 

elderly that need our help and touch their hearts. We befriend elderly living in one-room HDB 
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rented flats in Kallang Bahru. Visits are conducted fortnightly on Saturdays, with each visit lasting 

for about 3 hours, from 1030h to 1330h.  

 

On each visit, we befriend a number of elderly who had been identified by TSAC as needing special 

attention and who would be able to benefit from our visits. On a typical visit, we chat with the 

elderly, assist them with household chores if necessary, and help them with other miscellaneous 

chores which they may have difficulty doing. As at 26 August 2009, we had eleven elderly assigned 

to us by TSAC. For this term, we retained the practice (which started last year) of dividing the 

volunteers into groups according to dialect, although the volunteers were not restricted to joining 

the same group each time. We continued the practice of checking on the elderly before visits to 

confirm if they would be around that day. In September, TSAC conducted a workshop for new 

members on how to better deal with elderly, wheelchair management and simple conversational 

dialect.  

 

Throughout the year, we also had special visits in which we celebrated certain festive seasons with 

the elderly living around the area. The festivals celebrated were:  

 

� Mid-Autumn Festival 

� Christmas 

� Chinese New Year 

 

The celebrations were conducted at the void deck during normal visiting time outside TSAC, and all 

elderly around the area were invited to join us. At the celebrations, we played festival-themed 

games with the elderly. Prizes were given out for these games.  

 

Besides celebration visits, we also had a spring cleaning visit near Chinese New Year, in which we 

helped clean the homes of the elderly assigned to us. We also painted either the whole or part of the 

flats of several of our elderly during the spring cleaning visit. In June and July, at the request of 

TSAC, we also painted the homes of two other families (not under our charge).  
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The last major event of note for this term was the major outing that we planned to the new Changi 

Airport Terminal 3 in March. Held on the eighth week of Semester 2, the outing lasted for half a day 

and also served a second objective (the first being to give the elderly a chance to enjoy themselves) 

of giving the frailer elderly registered with TSAC a chance to take public transport.  

 

New initiatives taken for this year are listed below.  

i. A new initiative this year is the implementation of the visitation report, in which the 

volunteers would fill in a report on the conditions of the elderly and what was done during 

the visit. The report would then be made available for all members of the RVP, and serves to 

track how our elderly are faring.  

ii. An online photo album was started on Picasa Web Albums to better store and display the 

photographs taken for T.H.E. Seniors. This is useful for making our photographs available 

for all our members.  

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. The name change to T.H.E. Seniors is relatively new, and while most volunteers are aware of 

the new name, the “branding” of the RVP is still not very firm yet. Many volunteers, for 

example, do not know the words behind the acronym T.H.E. As such, it is recommended that 

future committees stress the meaning behind the name.  

ii. The T.H.E. Seniors logo was not developed during this term. Future committees may look 

into developing a meaningful logo for T.H.E. Seniors that can be used for the long term.  

iii. The volunteer count was a source of big worry for this term. While many volunteers came 

down for the orientation visits and for the subsequent few visits, volunteer count started to 

drop after a while. Especially worrying was that the volunteers who did stay were mostly 

seniors.  

iv. The visitation report was useful in tracking the progress of our elderly, as well as to track 

the frequency of visits for our elderly. However, it is recommended that the reports for each 

elderly are brought down every week so that the volunteers can see what was written the 

previous week on the spot.  
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v. The online blog is currently only using a generic background provided by the blog service 

provider. Future committees can look into improving this.  

vi. Birthday celebrations have become very hard to conduct because of irregular volunteer 

attendance. Furthermore, volunteers do not really appreciate eating birthday cakes before 

lunchtime. Future committees can look into whether such celebrations are really necessary, 

and if so in what way they can be improved.  

vii. It is becoming the trend that T.H.E. Seniors volunteers only want to volunteer at T.H.E. 

Seniors, as evidenced by the lack of support for Welfare events as well as CSC events in 

general. Future committees will need to promote these events more as well as take the 

chance to bond our volunteers.  
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4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

First and foremost, I would like to thank all T.H.E. Seniors volunteers for making the effort to come 

down every other Saturday morning to visit our elderly together and for supporting our events 

despite their busy schedule. Your effort in brightening up our elderly’s days have definitely not 

gone unnoticed. I would especially like to thank the graduated NUS volunteers who, despite their 

busier work schedule, still come down to visit the elderly. I would also like to thank the T.H.E. 

Seniors committee members this year, for all the help given in the smooth running of the RVP. 

Despite the long commitment period of one year, you stepped up to the task and contributed.  

 

Aside from T.H.E. Seniors volunteers, I would like to acknowledge Huey Ming, the coordinator at 

TSAC, who has provided much guidance and help in running of the RVP. I also thank all CSC 

members in general who have come down to support our events, especially all the volunteers who 

came down for the Changi Airport outing as well as for the painting and spring cleaning visits and 

celebrations. Special mention must be made to the 7th MC for giving us much support, and in 

particular, to Weijian for all the guidance and support throughout the year.  

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Ong Pinchuan (Mr.) 

Vice-Chairperson 

On behalf of Tan Wen Ting Jolene (Ms.)  

T.H.E Seniors Committee 08/09 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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BISHAN HOME FOR THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Chairperson     Ching Yung Lok  

Vice-Chairperson    Lim Xinyi 

Secretary/Treasurer    Lee Yen Ling  

Program Planner    Chia Jia Li Pauline 

Program Planner    Davin Mahardhika Wangsa  

Publicity Representative   Lu Huiping 

Publicity Representative   Toh Lui Jue Esther 

Marketing Officer    Lee Seng Yong 

Welfare/Logistics    Matias Donny Tirtaatmadja 

 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

i. To help the intellectually disabled develop adaptive skills and social capabilities to better 

integrate into society;  

ii. To educate and empower volunteers on the skills needed to interact with the intellectually 

disabled;  

iii. To promote social acceptance of the intellectually disabled.  

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled (BHID) provides both residential programme and day 

activity programme for a population of approximately 130. The residents had been involved in 

sport activities like soccer and basketball, motor activities like walking and running, and 

enrichment activities like art and craft ever since the establishment of our regular volunteering 
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programme in September 2007. Each activity was specifically designed to cater to the needs of the 

residents who have different levels of physical and intellectual functioning.  

 

Our programme was revamped in March 2009 to inject a dose of healthy diversity into 

environmental activities. Gardening is held in the first week of every month to care for the herbs 

and spices garden at BHID, as spearheaded by Mr. Hans Cheong from YMCA. Apart from that, the 

residents are taught to make handicrafts using recycled materials. They are also taught 

environmental topics such as recognising the objects to be thrown in the correct colour-coded 

recycle bins and differentiating trash from recyclables. Paper making was carried out for a month 

but it was discontinued after that. The process was tedious and time-consuming, hence it was 

deemed inappropriate to be carried on.  

 

In addition to the aforementioned routine activities, festive celebrations and outings are also held 

to enable the residents to enjoy the special occasions and the pleasures of life just like everyone 

else does. Thus far the residents had visited to Singapore Botanic Garden, Singapore Garden 

Festival and Singapore Chinese Garden.  

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Dwindling New Volunteer Base  

Attracting new volunteers has always been a challenge to us. In the past academic year, we 

managed to recruit three volunteers only. At present, we have about 15 regular volunteers to 

serve 30 residents. The current volunteer strength can support the weekly activities during 

term time, but we are usually in a tight spot during holidays when some of the volunteers 

return to their home country. It is important to note that two fifth of the regular volunteers 

have graduated. Although most of them still join us regularly, it is uncertain how long they will 

remain with us in view of their heavy work commitments.  

 

One of the main factors contributing to the dwindling new volunteer base could be due to the 

wrong perception of the intellectually disabled. People often misunderstand that the 

intellectually disabled are uncommunicative. In fact, most of the residents of BHID, if not all, are 
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able to convey their thoughts and feelings quite clearly.  It is imperative to clear this 

misunderstanding during the outreach and the orientation visit. Our blog is certainly an 

important means to show the potential volunteers how we usually interact with the residents. 

Hence, the blog should be updated from time to time. In addition, I suggest new volunteers to be 

given more chances to interact with the residents who have higher level of intellectual 

functioning. New volunteers are inexperienced, they may feel awkward when they do not know 

how to communicate with those residents who have lower level of intellectual functioning. 

 

Retaining current volunteers used to be a pressing issue, but this problem was alleviated in the 

past academic year. Majority of the regular volunteers achieved more than 70% attendance, and 

they were rewarded with a certificate of appreciation from BHID. I recommend the successors 

to continue with this form of encouragement to retain the current volunteers. Moreover, as long 

as time permits, volunteers’ outing should be held from time to time to strengthen the bond 

among the volunteers. The volunteers will feel more motivated to join us if we are seen as their 

friends whom they can hang out with after the weekly visit.  

 

3.2 Repetitive Rrogrammes  

In view of the residents who have different levels of physical and intellectual functioning, we 

need to evaluate the feasibility and suitability of the programmes very carefully. Very often the 

programmes that we think are appropriate for the residents are proven to be inappropriate 

after implementation. For example, some handicrafts that seem easy for the volunteers are 

found to be difficult for the residents. While the interest of the residents is our priority, it is 

important to keep the volunteers interested and motivated. Although the residents are more 

comfortable with easy and regular programmes, oversimplified and repetitive programmes will 

dampen the volunteers’ spirit in the long run. Sports activities had been carried out for 3 

consecutive semesters, and they were replaced by environmental activities after we saw a 

declining volunteer base. Thus, it is essential to strike a balance between caring for the needs of 

the residents and motivating the volunteers. 
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I suggest the successors to devise programmes that involve two-way communication. The 

current programmes involve one-way communication only, that is, the residents follow what 

we say without sharing with us how they feel. I strongly believe two-way communication would 

make the weekly visit more enjoyable for both the residents and the volunteers and assuage the 

boredom of the repetitive programmes, which are sometimes inevitable as the residents are 

more inclined to stick with routine programmes. More importantly, we can assess the 

effectiveness of our programmes if the residents tell us how they think about them.  

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to take the liberty to thank each of my fellow committees who had been working with 

me in the past academic year for making our regular volunteering programme a 

memorable experience. 

Xinyi, our caring vice-chairperson, thank you for your thoughtfulness. From you I learned that 

sincerity cannot be faked. I believe you, the incoming chairperson, and Donny, the incoming vice-

chairperson, will bring both the residents and the volunteers an even more enriching volunteer 

experience; 

Donny, our camera-shy logistics-cum-welfare officer, thank you for your efforts to bring us closer 

together. Kindly remind the incoming welfare officer to take good care of the female 

volunteers' welfare - we need more male volunteers; 

Yen Ling, our meticulous secretary-cum-treasurer, thank you for always posting the minutes and 

submitting the claims on time. I hope you will not get bullied by your students in school;   

Seng Yong, our friendly marketing officer turned programmer, thank you for preparing all the 

wonderful handicrafts. The journey from PGP to Bishan Home may be long and arduous, but the 

smile on the residents' face is worth going the extra mile;  

Pauline, our dedicated programmer, thank you for all your hard work and help in revamping the 

programmes. From you I learned how to put myself in others' shoes and care for their feelings;  

Davin, our happy-go-lucky programmer, thank you for your dedication despite your heavy 

schedule. I hope your spirit of volunteerism will inspire more volunteers to join us;  
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Esther, our artistic publicity officer, thank you for drawing the cutest recycle bins ever.  Those 

precious photos that you took during our weekly visit will certainly bring back all the fond 

memories when we reminisce our volunteer experience one day;   

Huiping, our diligent publicity officer, thank you for updating Xanga and Facebook regularly, 

together with Esther. It is surely not easy to collate photos and make videos amidst your busy 

studies. Both of you truly deserve the accolade of "the best publicity officers ever".  

Last but definitely not least, thank you to all the BHID coordinators and volunteers. Without 

you, our regular volunteering programme will not have as much flavours. 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Ching Yung Lok (Ms.) 

Chairperson 

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled Committee 08/09 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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MINDSVILLE@NAPIRI 

REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

COMMITTEE 08/09 

 

 

Committee Members 

Chairperson     Chen Yingyi 

Vice-Chairperson    Lim Yong Cheng 

Secretary/Treasurer    Soh Hui Ting 

Programmers    Harliany Hairon  

      Elicia Ho 

      Neo Sin Hui 

Publicity Coordinators    Koh Wei Chuan Elvin 

     Loong Li Ming 

Volunteer Coordinators   Chen Shang Teng Evelyn 

     See Soon Fang Stella 

Welfare/Logistics Coordinators Lim Shan Yan 

     Tang Mui Kee 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

i. Imparting simple life skills to and/or improving the motor skills of the residents we are 

servicing, so that they are able to lead as normal and independent a life as possible.  

ii. Providing friendship, warmth and ultimately a link to the mainstream society through our 

interactions with persons with intellectual disability (PWIDs) we are servicing. 

iii. Promoting community and public awareness and, in the long term, acceptance of PWIDs, by 

educating others about intellectual disability and increasing their public exposure by 

bringing the residents to public places for outings etc. 
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2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Background of MINDSville@Napiri 

2.1.1 Vision 

To be a leading service provider offering quality and excellent residential, training and 

rehabilitative services which promote quality of life and social integration for PWIDs. 

 

2.1.2 Mission 

MINDSville@Napiri is dedicated to provide excellent residential services and training for 

PWIDs. 

 

2.1.3 Philosophy 

Believe that all intellectually disabled persons deserve the opportunity to maximize their 

potential and have the right to take their place in society. Accept them as they are and 

help them to be the best that they can be. 

 

2.1.4 Objectives 

i. To help PWIDs live as independent a life as possible. 

ii. To take care of needy intellectually disabled persons who do not have family 

support. 

iii. To help families/care-givers by providing respite care during crisis situation. 

iv. To promote public and community awareness and acceptance of PWIDs. 

 

2.1.5 Goal 

To have as many of their clients as possible, live independently, accepted by the 

community and eventually joining mainstream society. 

 

2.2 Collaboration with MINDSville@Napiri 

In the past year, MINDSville@Napiri has continued to take on a more active role in our 

programme. 
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2.2.1 Dialogue session with volunteers 

MINDSville@Napiri held a dialogue session with all volunteers in May 2009. The purpose 

of the dialogue session was to provide volunteers an avenue to voice out and share about 

their problems and concerns that they might have regarding volunteering with PWIDs. 

Volunteers had the opportunity to interact with the psychologist, social worker, 

community facilitators and staff of MINDSville@Napiri. Through the session, 

MINDSville@Napiri could better understand the issues that volunteers faced and provide 

feedback and insights. 

 

2.3 Background of TerraHope (TH) of MINDS MYG 

2.3.1 Vision 

To be an established subsidiary under MINDS MYG to provide various services in order to 

develop the residents’ potential to the fullest. 

 

2.3.2 Mission  

i. To establish a platform for developing residents’ skills and abilities. 

ii. To be a supporting role to MINDSville. 

iii. To integrate the residents back to the mainstream society. 

iv. To form a support group for both the residents and their families. 

v. To become an avenue for the residents to interact and socialize with the 

volunteers through participating in different activities. 

 

2.3.3 Objectives 

i. To implement structured and enriching activities so as to improve the qualities of 

the residents’ life. 

ii. To build rapport between the volunteers and residents for a better understanding 

and closely-knitted relationship. 
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2.4 Collaboration with TH 

After years of collaboration with TH of MINDS MYG, volunteers from MINDSville RVP and TH 

have continued to work closely with one another to serve our residents better. This 

collaboration between the two volunteer bodies is what makes the MINDSville RVP different 

from other RVPs. Efforts have been made by the committees of both volunteer groups to pool 

our resources together and to work as one with increased volunteer base and budget. During 

the last academic year, several changes were implemented to the working structure and there 

was a change in emphasis of our programme objectives. 

 

2.4.1 Planning and conducting of normal programme 

In the past year, there was more collaboration between the programmers of MINDSville 

RVP and TH in planning and conducting of normal programme. From time to time, the 

chairpersons, vice-chairpersons and programmers of both volunteer groups came 

together to reflect on our past programme, discuss about our goals and objectives, and 

plan a series of activities in line with them. With such meetings, we hoped that the 

programme to be conducted during our weekly visits would cater to our residents better 

and ultimately, help them to develop simple life skills and motor skills.  

 

There were several changes to the structure of the programme within the past year. In the 

first half of the year, we continued with our usual system of four stations for Funfit 1 (45 

minutes) followed by mass games for Funfit 2 (45 minutes) but incorporated a 30-minute 

tea break in between the two sessions. The purpose of the tea break was to complement 

the food preparation station of Funfit 1, in which the residents at the station had to learn 

to serve food and drinks to other residents and volunteers. The structure of Funfit 1 was 

provided by the TH committee. Committee members and a few other volunteers of both 

volunteer groups were assigned to be station masters. The responsibilities of the station 

masters were to execute the specific activities and to make necessary changes to their 

stations along the way. The activities for Funfit 2 were planned by the programmers of 

MINDSville RVP every week. Overall, they were in charge of overseeing the execution of 

the normal programme. 
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Nearing the second half of the year, we saw a strain on the manpower available due to a 

drop in number of volunteers in both MINDSville RVP and TH. We realized that the initial 

structure of having four stations was not very feasible. To address this concern, we 

decided to replace the four stations with a ‘factory line’ idea for low support residents and 

a dance station for high support residents in Funfit 1. The ‘factory line’ idea was initiated 

with the goal of conditioning our residents to work in assembly line. As a result, there was 

a shift in emphasis on vocational training for Funfit 1 and more physical exercises were 

incorporated in Funfit 2. We experimented with the ‘factory line’ idea on food preparation 

initially, after which we changed to the folding of paper bags. A 10-week programme was 

initiated such that the residents were expected to repeat the steps of folding paper bags 

every week. During the 10-week programme, each resident was assessed using a checklist 

and his/her progress was recorded after the end of the entire programme. Following the 

folding of paper bags, another 10-week programme was carried out, during which the 

residents would create pieces of artwork and these pieces would be made into a 

scrapbook.  

 

Starting from August 2009, we will change the structure of our Funfit 1 to three stations. 

We hoped that the programmes planned will help our residents to develop to their 

potential to the fullest in areas that they are already good at. The three stations are as 

followed: 

i. Art & Craft: This is catered to residents who are better in Art & Craft. In addition, 

we are planning to arrange visits to Very Special Arts (VSA) for our more artistic 

residents, to see how elements of their programme could be incorporated into 

ours. 

ii. Food Preparation: We aim to help our residents live independently by teaching 

them the necessary skills to prepare food. 

iii. Social Skills: This new activity is catered to low support residents. We aim to 

help them communicate more effectively with the people around them and 

sharpen their observational skills, e.g., awareness of own body, attire and eye 

contact. 
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2.4.2 Exploring residents’ potential in community service involvement 

In the past year, the committees of both MINDSville RVP and TH realized that our 

residents have always been on the receiving end, to the extent that they might take things 

for granted. We hoped to help them to understand what it means to give and that they 

have the capability to lend a hand to the disadvantaged as well. With these goals in mind, 

there were efforts to get our residents to be involved in community service. One of them 

was during the annual TH Camp, in which residents were involved in a food donation 

drive for the needy within the neighbourhood. Apart from the food donation drive, a few 

of our residents were selected to play a part in Paint-A-Home X by helping to paint the 

walls of Pertapis Children’s Home. These initiatives served as a platform for us to explore 

the possibilities of involving our residents in community service. 

 

2.5 Activities conducted 

Apart from the aforementioned normal programme, other activities conducted at MINDSville 

are festive celebration, outings and camp. 

 

2.5.1 Festive celebrations 

On special occasions, celebrations were held at the home. Over the past year, some events 

and celebrations that have been held were the TH Anniversary, Christmas Party and 

Chinese New Year celebrations. 

 

2.5.2 Outings and camp 

Other than the normal programme and celebrations held at the home, we tried to bring 

our residents out as much as possible. Through outings, we hoped to raise public 

awareness of PWIDs and to provide opportunities for our residents to interact with the 

general public and to put daily living skills such as taking transport and handling money 

to use. The outings in the past year included amazing race-cum-fireworks outing, farm 

outing, movie outing and swimming outing at the Serangoon Swimming Complex. 
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Besides outings, TH camp was successfully held in February/March 2009, in which the 

theme of the camp was ‘Take Me Higher’. The objectives of the camp were as followed: 

i. Allow residents to realize greater potential (self-confidence, self-reliance, team 

spirit and leadership). 

ii. Forge stronger resident-volunteer and resident-resident relationships. 

iii. Create an opportunity for residents to play a meaningful role in the community 

via TerraHope Food Drive. 

iv. Create opportunities for public awareness of PWIDs. 

 

2.5.3 New initative 

A new initiative known as Lifeskills Development-cum-Befriending Programme is 

currently in the phase of looking for volunteers who are willing to commit to the 

programme. The objectives of the programme are as followed: 

i. Imparting useful lifeskills and knowledge to trainees such that they will be able 

to take care of themselves, adapt and integrate rapidly when they are placed in 

the outside world.  

ii. Befriending the residents and make lifelong friendship with them.  

iii. Discover and encourage them to take on new hobbies. 

iv. The frequency of the programme will depend on the schedule of both the 

trainees and volunteers and there will be a regular befrienders’ meeting (around 

once in four months) to share about the experiences and problems faced. 

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Disruptions to our Programme 

In the past year, the volunteering journey at MINDSville was not all smooth sailing. We were 

faced with various disruptions to our programme due to issues such as diarrhea outbreaks 

among our residents and the most recent H1N1 influenza. Our weekly sessions were suspended 

and we were unable to carry out our plans on a regular basis, which in turn had an adverse 

impact on the progress of our residents. Moreover, a few of our special events had to be 

cancelled or postponed. When faced with such disruptions, it was beyond our means to find a 
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solution as we could only wait for the relevant organizations to give the green light. 

Nonetheless, we realized the importance of teaching our residents to observe hygiene at all 

times. 

 

During the suspension of our programme, we anticipated a decline in interest among the 

volunteers. To address this concern, TH committee arranged visits to another project under 

MINDS MYG for volunteers. The purpose of such visits was to allow volunteers to see how the 

programme is conducted in other projects. In my opinion, this was a good idea in retaining our 

volunteers’ interest and at the same time, allows them to be more exposed to different 

intellectually disabled projects. I would recommend that when similar situation arises in the 

future, the MINDSville RVP committee can do likewise or plan visits to other RVPs as well such 

that our volunteers have an experience of what other RVPs are doing. 

 

3.2 Involvement of MINDSville RVP in Planning Special Events 

Even though there was more involvement in the planning of normal programme on the 

MINDSville RVP side, there was significantly less involvement in the planning of special events. 

It has been initially proposed to include MINDSville RVP volunteers alongside TH committee in 

the sub-committees for special events on the ground of the following: 

i. To provide a opportunities for MINDSville RVP volunteers to be more involved in 

activities at MINDSville 

ii. To give MINDSville RVP volunteers a sense of ownership to the programme at 

MINDSville. 

iii. To provide opportunities for MINDSville RVP volunteers to interact and collaborate 

with TH volunteers on a committee level 

iv. To learn about the capabilities of MINDSville RVP volunteers so as to help in the 

appointment of Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and other members of the next 

MINDSville RVP committee. 

v. However, plans of involving MINDSville RVP volunteers were not realized to a large 

extent, possibly due to reasons such as the various disruptions to our programme and 

the change in the TH committee make-up. This issue has been raised to the TH 
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committee and it has been decided that MINDSville RVP volunteers will be involved in 

the planning of the upcoming TH Anniversary and Mid-Autumn Festival celebrations. 

 

3.3 Balancing Practicality and Fun-factor of Programme 

The emphasis on vocational training for our normal programme brought about mixed feelings 

and reactions among the volunteers. Noticing that some of the residents have lost interest in the 

tasks which could be repetitive and mundane, there was a controversy on whether activities 

should be fun and entertaining so as to keep the interest of our residents or should be imparting 

skills that might be of use for them in the future. While I feel that it is important to keep the fun-

factor of the activities as volunteers are there partly to conduct recreational activities after all, 

we should not neglect our bigger role as mentors to our residents. Therefore, I would like to 

urge the incoming committee to further work with TH and the staff of MINDSville@Napiri to 

strike a balance between the two factors for our programme, such that our residents can learn 

something while enjoying themselves.  

 

3.4 Committee Make-up 

The MINDSville RVP committee saw a considerable increase in numbers, from 9 in the previous 

committee to 12 in the current committee, out of which 3 are freshmen. Even though a larger 

committee indicates that more volunteers can be given the opportunity to contribute to the RVP, 

there were various problems faced in having such a large committee: 

i. Greater difficulty in coordinating the committee, which makes working together 

slightly harder. 

ii. Some members may not have as many tasks to do as compared to other members. 

iii. Difficulty in distributing workload when there were double posts (e.g., 2 Volunteer 

Coordinators, 2 Welfare/Logistics Coordinators). 

iv. To tackle these problems, I would suggest the following for the make-up of the next 

committee: 

v. To downsize the committee to approximately 7 members. 

vi. To remove the post of Welfare/Logistics Coordinator as the Welfare/Logistics 

Coordinator does not have many duties. Instead, the Vice-Chairperson and the 
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Programmer shall be in charge of the welfare and logistics matters respectively, on 

top of their current duties. 

vii. To combine the posts of Secretary, Treasurer and Volunteer Coordinator, as the 

Secretary and Volunteer Coordinator do not have many duties. 

viii. The eventual size and posts of the committee, though, is left to the incoming 

committee’s Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson to decide. 

 

3.5 Volunteer Retention 

Recruiting volunteers is important, but retaining volunteers is all the more important, 

especially for RVPs. Throughout the past year, there was a dramatic decrease in volunteer 

strength especially among the freshmen volunteers. This proves to be problematic when it 

comes to manpower for both normal programme and special events. Hence, it might be overly 

taxing on regular volunteers because they have to assume more duties to compensate the lack 

of manpower. The lack of freshmen volunteers also presents a problem for future batches of 

volunteers when senior volunteers graduate. 

 

One might justify that the decline in volunteer strength is a general trend among all regular 

volunteering projects or that it arises from the lack of popularity among volunteering projects 

that serve PWIDs. I do not deny that there are such issues but personally, I feel that there is 

more that can be done to retain volunteers, at least on the RVP level. I have to admit that I have 

not put in enough effort in doing so for the past year. To address this concern, I would suggest 

the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of the incoming committee to make new volunteers feel 

valued and heard. For instance, the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson can make an effort to 

have a small talk with new volunteers after their first few visits to find out about the obstacles 

they faced in interacting with our residents and their opinions toward the programme at 

MINDSville. Another way of making new volunteers feel valued is by offering opportunities to 

be more involved in our programme. Other than new volunteers, senior volunteers should not 

be neglected as well. There is a need to make them feel appreciated through means like 

presenting them with tokens of appreciation for their contribution and commitment. Also, when 
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volunteers feel bonded to one another, it is much more likely for them to stay on. This can be 

done through welfare activities or CSC activities. 

 

3.5.1 More welfare activities for volunteers 

The Vice-Chairperson or Welfare cell of the incoming committee (depending on the make-

up of the committee) may want to consider organizing more activities to bond volunteers 

together, starting from MINDSville RVP volunteers before extending to TH volunteers. 

 

3.5.2 More involvement in CSC activities 

Other than welfare activities among volunteers, it is highly encouraged that the incoming 

committee makes an effort to get volunteers to be involved in CSC activities. By 

participating in CSC level Welfare events together or forming groups to volunteer at 

Special Projects, we will be bonding the volunteers within the RVP and also minimizing 

the risk of them feeling detached from CSC.   

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

My volunteering journey wouldn’t have been the same without the following wonderful people: 

 

My committee members: It has been my pleasure to work with all of you! Yong Cheng, my Vice-

Chairperson, for being always so willing to assist me in my duties and to share your perspectives on 

things. 辛苦你了 when I was away or busy with Love Export. Hui Ting, my dedicated 

Secretary/Treasurer and incoming Chairperson, for handling the money part which I’m not really 

good at and for being ever so enthusiastic to help out. I believe you will be able to bring MINDSville 

to greater heights! Harliany, my programmer, for your contribution despite your busy schedule. 

You add joy to our lives! Elicia, my another programmer, for being always so on in planning the 

programme. Don’t be too stressed out! Sin Hui, my another another programmer, for your undying 

commitment since the day you stepped into MINDSville and for your lessons on psychology 

theories. Elvin, my publicity coordinator and incoming Vice-Chairperson, for your adorable 

Outreach flyers and for being always so keen to help out. I believe you can help to lead the 

committee well! I admire your determination to overcome your obstacles. Li Ming, my other 
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publicity coordinator, for being always so enthusiastic to take photos and to update our blog. Your 

drawings are really cute and I will always remember your Mexican bunny! Evelyn, my volunteer 

coordinator, for helping to take volunteers’ attendance and for being ever ready to lend a hand. I 

will miss seeing you when you’re away for SEP! Stella See, my other volunteer coordinator, for 

helping to take attendance too and for making the effort to turn up regularly despite your very busy 

schedule. I hope volunteering at MINDSville has been enriching for you! Shan Yan, my 

welfare/logistics coordinator and incoming Programmer, for your unwavering support in our 

activities and for sharing your wonderful ideas. I am sure you’ll be able to come up with more 

interesting activities with your ideas! Mui Kee, my other welfare/logistics coordinator, for always 

taking the initiative to plan outings and stuff. Your laughter is contagious and brightens up our day! 

 

Samantha and Hui Qi, the chairpersons of TH, for your dedication in pushing for a change for the 

benefit of our residents and for your efforts in coordinating the volunteers from both MINDSville 

RVP and TH. Members of TH Committee, for your help and support. It has been an enjoyable 

experience working with all of you. Ken, for your invaluable advice and inspiring speeches. 

Mr. Ling Chong Beng, the head of hostel/group home of MINDSville@Napiri, Rozana, Bryan and all 

other staff, for your assistance and support. 

 

NUS CSC 7th MC: Weijian, for your patience and helpful advice on many things. The Treasurers, for 

processing the claim forms etc. The Publicity cell, for coming down occasionally to record down the 

memorable moments. The Volunteer Management cell, for referring interested parties to 

MINDSville. And all other cells who have helped in one way or another. Thank you! 

 

My seniors whom I look up to: Li Xian, Wei Chung, Pauline, Boon Song, Peixian, Terence, Shi Yun, for 

your advice and help. 

 

All other MINDSville RVP volunteers: Jun Cheng, Stella Quek, Ee Hiang, Dior, Kee Meng, Gee Hoe, for 

playing a part in bringing a smile on our residents’ faces! 

All other TH volunteers at MINDSville: We belong to different volunteer groups but we come 

together as one! 
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Not forgetting our dearest residents at MINDSville, who have taught me so much about life and to 

appreciate the little things. Here’s a big thank you from your jehjeh! 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Chen Yingyi (Ms.) 

Chairperson 

MINDSville@Napiri Committee 08/09 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 08/09  

GRANT A WISH 2008 

1 JUNE TO  31 NOVEMBER 2008 

 

 

Organizing Committee Members 

Project Director   Koh Li Min Janicia  

Assistant Project Director    Ong Bee Huai Jenny 

Assistant Project Director    He Yishan Germaine 

Secretary and Treasurer   Choo Hui Juan Michelle 

Marketing Manager/ Party Assistant   Chua Ying Jie Kevin 

Party Rockstar/ Marketing Manager  Lee Pui Yee 

Marketing Assistants/ Party Assistants Chang Tian Ju 

      Chew Xiao Hui Wendy  

Gan Yusheng Johnson 

Head Wish Fairy    Lai Mi Xue Michelle     

Assistant Wish Fairy    Lee Ke Cheng Calvin 

      Tan Li Juan 

      Tan Hui Hui Faith 

Publicity Head   Chan Chee Sing 

Publicity Assistant   Lor Jin Feng 

   Liew Yi Ling 

Logistics Head   Goh Chia Jin 

Logistics Assistant   Tan Puay Hoon  

Volunteer Management Head   Geraldine Victoria Lee 

Volunteer Management Assistant  Soh Chen Ping John 
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1. OBJECTIVES 

i. To fulfill the wishes of physically and intellectually disabled children who may not have the 

opportunity and financial means to obtain gifts which they desire for. 

ii. To inculcate a spirit of giving amongst the NUS population as well as the public and to instill 

in these people a passion to brighten up the days of those who are less fortunate. 

iii. To raise awareness of the disabled children in the society among the general public to aid 

their integration into the society.   

iv. To raise awareness on “Save the Earth” issues among the children. 

v. To culminate in a party in October where the children will revel in games and performances 

and receive their much desired presents and also, to provide an opportunity for volunteers 

and donors to interact with the children. 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

Grant A Wish 2008 was initiated to reach out to a different group of children beneficiaries, unlike 

previous years, by extending the reach to physically and intellectually disabled children from Grace 

Orchard School and the Singapore Association for the Deaf. Children from lower income and 

dysfunctional families under the Children’s Aid Society, Beyond Social Services and Child@St11 

were involved too. As such, a total of 409 wishes were collected.  

  

Prior to the internal drive, the organizing committee visited a few of the beneficiaries, namely 

Children’s Aid Society, Beyond Social Services and Grace Orchard Home, in July to collect wishes 

from the children and also carry out a day of simple games, fun to promote interaction between the 

organizing committee, volunteers, and the children. This activity aims to increase the awareness 

and understanding of the beneficiaries which the organizing committee will be assisting in Grant A 

Wish 2008.  

 

An external drive was not able to take place as planned due to the unavailability of a booth space at 

a shopping mall with no costs. Hence, only an internal drive was held. It was scheduled from 2nd 

September to 5th September at 3 different locations in NUS- outside Engineering LT 6, Arts 

Walkway, Science LT26. Volunteers were recruited to help out in the booth manning at these 
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donation drives by handling wish adoption procedures at the booths, distributing flyers and 

encouraging NUS students to adopt wishes. Besides encouraging the NUS population to adoption 

these wishes, the organizing committee also aimed to promote voluntary work at the beneficiaries 

during these drives. At the start of each booth manning session, volunteers were briefed on the 

background of the project as well as on the beneficiaries to help them understand who they are 

helping as well as the significance of this project. To take this project to a higher level, a theme for 

the project which says “Never too magical to be true” was set. At the same time, in order to 

encourage the masses to participate in environmental efforts, messages such as “Save the Earth” 

were spread as well as waste of publicity materials were reduced by consolidating gift vouchers 

and discount offers into a single general gift card applicable for use with some of the sponsors.  

 

This project culminates in a party where games will be played and the children will receive the gifts 

they wished for. To go hand in hand to promote environmental efforts, the activities played and 

performances put up at the parties resolved around the “Save the Earth” theme. In addition, this 

year, to cater to the different groups of children- the normal children, intellectually disabled 

children and deaf children, 3 parties were planned so that the games played and performances put 

up would be better suited for the children. The parties were held on 11th October, 17th October and 

8th November. The party on 11th October for the normal kids was carried out in a carnival-like 

manner where the children participated in a tele-match. The party on 17th October required less 

movement of the children where a skit and magic show were put up by the volunteers. Through the 

parties, we hope that the volunteers, donors, and organizing committee will have a chance to 

interact with these children, and better understand who they are reaching out to.  

 

At the end of the project, we hope that we have instilled a spirit of volunteerism through giving and 

sharing among the volunteers and donors and to reach out to the children of our beneficiaries by 

granting them a simple wish for Children’s Day. Through the planning of this project, the organizing 

committee will be able to gain valuable experience in event management as well as exposure to the 

community at large. Service Learning elements will be given great emphasis throughout the 

organizational process.  
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3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Problems Encountered 

The project was not executed without its limitations or problems. The major ones have been 

identified and solutions suggested below. 

 

i. At some point in time during the wish collection, the conduct of the organizing 

committee was faced with much disapproval from one of the beneficiaries as the 

volunteers had not observed certain rules set by the beneficiary when interacting with 

the children. As such, to avoid such things from happening in the future, it is necessary 

to encourage future projects to clarify all doubts with regards to ground rules when 

interacting with the beneficiaries to avoid conflicts.  

 

ii. Attractive booth designs are integral in attracting people to the booth. The 

Engineering booth was dimly lit, aggravated by the dull booth colours. As such, colour 

scheme should be taken into consideration. In addition, a comprehensive information 

board on all the beneficiaries should be displayed at the booths to give the donors a 

good idea of who they are helping for accountability and credibility. 

 

iii. Pertaining to the parties, preparations should be completed a few days before the 

party to ensure that the organizing committee receives sufficient rest before the 

actual event. Furthermore, it was difficult to design games that were suitable for all 

the children due to the wide age range. As such, children could be grouped according 

to age groups rather than by respective centres. In addition, the Wish cell could assist 

by emphasizing on the importance of attendance for the party to the respective 

beneficiaries.  

 

iv. different parties were held to cater to the different groups of beneficiaries. Planning 

for 3 different parties was tedious as it not only involved planning of games and 

activities but also coordinating with the beneficiaries and conducting site surveys. 

Hence, it is important that the organizing committee settles on a unanimous decision 
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at the start of the project whether or not to organize a party for all the beneficiaries to 

ensure that the committee is heading towards the same direction.  

v. Considering the problem faced in GAW 2008 whereby unregistered children turned 

up for the party requesting for a gift, the Wish Cell should relate such concerns and 

enforce strict rules when discussing plans with the beneficiaries to ensure that this 

problem does not occur in the future. This phenomenon defeats the purpose of GAW 

in granting the wishes of children. In any case, it is the quality and not quantity that 

matters. The Wish Cell should not be stressed out if they do not collect enough wishes 

for adoption.  
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3.2 Recommendations 

Through the experience of GAW 2008, the following recommendations might be taken to make 

the project more meaningful: 

 

i. The organizing committee realized that it was meaningful to set a teaching theme to 

educate the children involved on certain issues, eg GAW 08 conveyed messages on 

Saving the Earth. This way, the children would gain some values out of the project 

instead of merely receiving a gift for children’s day per se.  

 

ii. The decision to hold an external drive or not should be set upon by the OC as soon as 

possible and contacting of the shopping mall should be done immediately as spaces in 

the shopping mall are scarce as bookings are done way earlier then. Some malls may 

even require rental fees. OC should consider an external drive for the purpose of 

raising awareness for our beneficiaries.  

 

iii. The Marketing Cell could consider continuing the idea of the privilege card as it not 

only helps save resources, but also saves manpower as sponsored products would 

require manpower to collect.  

 

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The project would not have been possible without the efforts of many people. Hereby, I would like 

to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt gratitude to all those who have made this project 

possible.  

 

Firstly, many thanks to the National Youth Council and Hewlett Packard Pte Ltd for their continual 

support and generous financial grants which have allowed us to take on this project on a larger 

scale and bring it to a higher level.  
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Also, several thanks to our other kind sponsors for their sponsorship of items for the goodie bags 

and snacks for the party. 

 

To all donors, thank you all for your generosity and enthusiasm in adopting and granting the wishes, 

for giving hopes to the children. Thank you for your kind suggestions and continual support.  

 

To all volunteers who have put in tremendous amount of time and effort, helping out in collecting 

wishes, manning the booths and assisting the party, thank you very very much! We would not have 

been able to execute the project without their help. Thank you all once again for all the support! 

 

Last but definitely not least, I would like to thank all my committee members who have dedicated 

themselves to the fullest to GAW 2008 to ensure the smooth execution of the project. Each of you 

has played a significant part in making GAW 2008 happen! Thank you all for all the sacrifices, for 

pursuing on despite constraints of school work and time and setbacks. Thank you Germaine and 

Jenny for providing assistance every now and then and for sharing the faith and being so 

supportive throughout the course of the project! Thank you all for making GAW 2008 a success! 

May you all continue to have faith in the spirit of sharing and giving. 

 

I hope that Grant A Wish 2009 will grow in strength. I hereby wish Tian Ju and her team all the very 

best!!  

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Janicia Koh Li Min (Ms.) 

Project Director  

Grant A Wish 2008 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 08/09  

LOVE EXPORT 2008 

FEBRUARY 2008 TO FEBRUARY 2009  

 

 

Organizing Committee Members 

Team Leader    Koh Li Min Janicia 

Co-Team Leader     Phua Li Xian 

Secretary cum Treasurer   Huang Meiting 

Marketing Head    Ong Bee Huai Jenny 

Marketing Assistants    Low See Hong  

Teo Gee Hoe 

Chen Yingyi 

Harliany Bte Hairon 

Publicity Head     Xiao Yuzheng  

Publicity Assistants    Hu Weijian 

Wen Dequan 

Programme Head    Chong Wenbin 

Volunteer Management Assistants  Koh Shiyun 

Ng Soon Keat Ritchie 

Png Shao Wei 

Ye Jiancheng 

Tan Ching 

Logistics Head     Lye Li Jun Laura 

Logistics Assistants    Tan Liming 

Liauw Kee Meng  

Lin Jiayi 

See Soon Fang Stella 
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1. OBJECTIVES 

Love Export was a youth expedition project held by NUS CSC to spread our spirit of volunteerism 

abroad. On 12th to 30th December 2009, Love export embarked on an expedition to Prey Kla, a 

village in Prey Veng Province, Cambodia. The team refurbished a dilapidated primary school in the 

village which involved re-cementing of the worn out floors and painting of murals on the walls of 

the classrooms.  

 

Besides helping out to refurbish the school, the team had also actively interacted with the villagers 

and the school children so as to learn more about the culture and history of the local community 

and likewise, for the villagers to learn more about the Singaporean culture. The team had planned 

various special events, such as Christmas Party, Carnival, Christmas day eve Movie Screening with 

the villagers to facilitate a greater understanding and interaction between the villagers and the 

team members. Specialised lessons like English and Hygiene lessons were also conducted to equip 

the local primary school children with basic conversational English and proper hygiene practices 

respectively.   

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

Planning efforts for Love Export began in February 2008, starting with the formation of the 

Organizing Committee and subsequently organizing of special events to raise funds and make 

preparations for the trip, slated to occur in December. As part of our preparations, the team applied 

for National Youth Council (NYC) funding and also organized a NUS CSC bazaar whereby popcorn, 

snacks and t shirts were sold in order to raise funds to support the classrooms refurbishment 

efforts. In order to promote cultural exchange and service learning, a pre-trip t-shirt painting 

session was held with NUS High school students and a post-event amazing race with students of 

Association for Persons with Special Needs (APSN). The pre-trip activity aimed to allow NUS High 

school students portray their views on Singapore to the children in Cambodia through a t-shirt 

painting session. The painted t-shirts were then given to the Cambodia children as part of a 

Christmas gift to them. After the trip, a post-trip event was organized to allow APSN students 

experience the hardships we faced in Cambodia through interactive games. We were glad that the 
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Organizing Committee (OC) of Love Export had worked together amicably to overcome all obstacles, 

resulting in the successful execution of the project.  

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Pre-Trip  

3.1.1 Budget Planning 

It is critical to plan the budget conservatively for the trip way before the execution of any 

activity to determine the amount of marketing efforts to be spent on fund raising. This will 

help save a lot of effort and time.  

 

3.1.2 Participants’ health checkup  

The team should go for a medical health checkup as soon as the organizing committee is 

formed. This would ensure that everyone is fit for participation in overseas project.  

 

3.1.3 Marketing cell 

There were too many fund raising events conducted. The OC should focus more on fund 

raising and donations instead of sourcing for sponsorship, as the probability of securing a 

sponsorship was pretty low. Hence it was suggested that marketing cell concentrate on a 

major fund raising event to raise all required fund for the project.  

 

Pertaining to organizing a bazaar, the team should reserve the desired venue as early as 

possible to ensure availability of space.  

 

In addition, team should give duly considerations to handling backlog items in the case of 

selling items to raise funds. A proper system should be implemented to ensure 

accountability.  
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3.1.4 Sustainability 

Though subjective to individual teams, when deciding on the community development 

efforts to be carried out with the host village, team leaders should choose a project that is 

sustainable and can create a positive impact on the village through incremental efforts.  

 

3.2 Trip  

3.2.1 Publicity cell 

It was hard to find a power source to charge electronic device batteries. It was suggested 

that leaders check out the charging arrangement during their recce trip to prepare the 

publicity cell. 

 

3.2.2 Program cell 

The exact information of student statistics may change without prior knowledge due to 

some unforeseen circumstances. The plans drafted by programmers should inculcate 

flexibility in their planning to meet such challenges.  

 

3.2.3 General 

It is suggested that future OC be sensitive to the religion specification in the host country. 

This time, our mural theme of Egypt was rejected due to religious sensitivity. As such, 

team leaders should check with host coordinators every now and then to fully understand 

the country’s cultural sensitivities.  
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4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Love Export would like to thank Mr. Terence Siew Tuck Sing of NUS CSC, Mr. Alvin Lee of Office of 

Student Affair and all Love Cambodia staff for their continued support. 

 

Last but not least, kudos to each and every member of the Love Export team who has made this trip 

possible and enjoyable.  

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Janicia Koh Li Min (Ms.) 

Team Leader 

Love Export 2008 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 08/09  

CSC DAY V 

NOVEMBER 2008 TO JANUARY 2009 

 

 

Event Details 

Date: 17th January 2008 

Time: 10am – 5pm 

Venue: Central Forum 

 

Organizing Committee Members 

Project Director   Lor Jin Feng 

Assistant Project Director   Chua Ying Jie Kevin 

Secretary/ Treasurer   Leong Hui Ting 

Programme Head    Tan Lijuan 

Programme Assistant    Ng Li Shan Margaret 

Programme Assistant    Vanessa Ang Qianwen 

Programme Assistant    Chang Tianju 

Programme Assistant    Christabel Heng Man Wei 

Marketing Head    Wendy Chew Xiao Hui 

Marketing Assistant    Michelle Tan Minxuan 

Marketing Assistant    Goh Yan Zhu 

Internal Liaison Head    Muhammad Taha Bin Hussein Mattar 

Internal Liaison Assistant   Loo Shi Lei 

External Liaison Head    Tng Xin Yi Cindy 

External Liaison Assistant   Johnson Gan Yu Sheng 

Logistics Director    Zuraidah Bte. A. Hamid 
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1. OBJECTIVES 

i. To provide a platform for greater interaction between 3 main categories of people, 

promoting volunteer-volunteer, beneficiary-beneficiary and beneficiary-volunteer 

interactions. 

ii. To enhance the spirit of volunteerism within our own CSC volunteers and allowing our CSC 

beneficiaries to enjoy themselves through the series of games organized. 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

CSC Day provides a day of opportunity for beneficiaries and volunteers to enjoy themselves through 

games and interaction.  

 

The list of beneficiaries for CSC Day V is as follow:  

i. MINDSville@Napiri 

ii. L-derly Befrienders 

iii. Students Care Service (Yishun) 

iv. Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled 

v. St Vincent’s Home for the Aged 

 

This year, a total of 79 beneficiaries accepted our invitation to CSC Day V.  

 

A total no of 114 volunteers helped out for the event.   

 

Upon formation of the Organizing Committee, CSC Day V had its first meeting on the 17th November 

2008. Most of the organizing committee members were relatively new to CSC, of which most of 

them do not have a RVP. Hence, a proper introduction of the club was done through powerpoint 

presentation and a brief overview of CSC Day 08 was presented as well. During the meeting, it came 

to a consensus that CSC Day will involve the children, elderly and the intellectually disabled. The 

ratio between these groups was set at 4:2:3 respectively. This was to facilitate the programme cell 

in their planning for station games and also for the External Liaison to know the number of 
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beneficiaries required. The venue was decided to be at Central Forum due to the advantages that 

the place provided. 

 

Marketing cell started cold-calling one week before the exams. The job was split up between some 

of the OC members. The rest of the OC started their preparations once exams ended. Programme 

cell started off by preparing the primary logistics for their game trials which was conducted two 

weeks after the end of exams. 

 

During the RVP meeting, the chairpersons were informed of the event and that they will be 

approached by the External Liaison for follow ups. Advice to include befriendees from Students 

Care Service (Clementi) was sought and the chairpersons advised us to include them as volunteers 

rather than participants. 

 

Programme cell spent the rest of December preparing their props. A three-day work week was 

allocated initially but in view of the amount of props still needed to be done; it was extended to a 

five-day work week.  

 

Internal Liaison started sourcing for volunteers three weeks before the actual event. The response 

was well-received. The cell also got their volunteers through the help of RVP chairpersons. There 

was a mix of volunteers from different RVPs within a group. This was to ensure that there were at 

least some volunteers who knew how to handle the beneficiaries. This is also to promote greater 

interaction between volunteers of different RVPs and those who are new. Internal Liaison cell also 

made sure that each volunteer was paired up with a beneficiary to maximize the interaction 

between both of them and that enough attention was paid to the beneficiary as well.  

On the other hand, External Liaison cell was busy collating the names of the beneficiaries and at the 

same time getting quotations from bus companies. It was commendable that they managed to 

allocate groups to the beneficiaries beforehand so that the bus ICs could tag them with coloured 

stickers on the bus before arriving at NUS. This method helped to reduce the waiting time and 

better monitor the no of beneficiaries in each group.  
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Before the start of the actual event, a volunteer programme was held. This was to ensure that the 

volunteers have a feel of what the games were going to be like, to identify some of the difficulties 

that the beneficiaries might face and also to get them more involved as well. This also helped the 

station ICs to familiarize themselves with the briefing of instructions to the participants.  

 

Before the whole event came to a closure, both the beneficiaries and volunteers had a tea break 

session and food was provided. The whole event ended with a mass dance performance by the 

Organizing Committee and the beneficiaries were each given a goodie bag before boarding the bus. 

The above mentioned points were made possible by the following sponsors: 

 

S/N Product Sponsors Sponsored Item 
1 Seyu Cafe & Catering Delights Pte Ltd Food 

2 Ice3 Ice Cream 

3 ABC Engraving Service & Digital Printing 
Service 

Metal Spoons 

Wallets 

4 Attractive Gifts Children Calculators 

5 Pilot Pens, Mechanical Pencils 

6 Public Utilities Board (PUB) Newater 

7 Warburg Vending Biscuits 

8 Balloon Baron Specialties Balloons 

9 Grandluxe Notebooks 

 
Clearing up was conducted immediately following the end of the event.  
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3. REVIEWS, PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

3.1 Administrative 

3.1.1 Recruitment period 

The recruitment/ interview period was too short because the selection of Project 

Directors was too late. Hence the formation of the OC was delayed as well. This resulted in 

the Marketing Cell not able to start with their duties because it was already in the study 

week when CSC DAY V OC had its first meeting. This will only add on to the difficulty for 

marketing cell to secure sponsorship as they already have a tight timeline to start with.  

 

Recommendation: Start the recruitment for project directors earlier in order to allow 

adequate time for the selected PDAPD to meet up for the planning of their special project. 

 

3.2 External Liaison 

3.2.1 Souring of beneficiaries 

The number of elderly beneficiaries from the RVP fell short of the expected target. This is 

because T.H.E. Seniors was not able to provide us with their residents and with only 5 

residents coming from L-derly Befrienders. Hence, we approached St Vincent’s Home for 

the Aged, who provided us with additional 13 beneficiaries in the end. However, it should 

be noted that the elderly from St Vincent’s Home for the Aged are older and they require 

more support and attention.  

 

Recommendation: Since it is expected that the CSC Day will face a shortage of elderly 

beneficiaries, sourcing of elderly residents from external organizations can be done 

earlier concurrently with the sourcing process of the RVPs. The next project directors can 

also look into other external organizations for elderly participants whom CSC has helped 

for the previous special projects. However, our focus should still be on beneficiaries from 

our own Regular Volunteering Programmes.  
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3.2.2 Meeting time for the beneficiaries 

Due to the request of Students Care Service (Yishun) to end before 5pm, the programme 

timeline was pushed forward by half an hour and beneficiaries from MINDSville@Napiri, 

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled and St Vincent’s Home for the Aged found it 

too early for them to have lunch before coming  to NUS. In the end, MINDSville@Napiri, 

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled brought forward their lunch time while lunch 

was provided for the elderly from St Vincent’s Home for the Aged. 

 

Recommendation: This issue of the meet-up time/ bus pick-up time needs to be taken 

into consideration when approaching the beneficiaries at the start to ensure proper 

arrangements are carried out. The next project directors should take note of the budget 

required as well and plan for it in the budget proposal. 

 

3.2.3 Befriendees from Students Care Service (Clementi) 

In line with the effort to involve more of our Regular Volunteering Programmes, we 

invited befriendees from SCS (Clementi) to join us for CSC Day. Initially there were minor 

issues as to what roles that they will be given. Eventually with the help of the 

chairpersons, Jason and Choon Guan, they participated as volunteers.  

 

Recommendation: It is recommended to work with SCS Clementi again for the following 

year and invite them to come down as volunteers. However, it should be noted that their 

befriender should be grouped together in the same group.  

 

3.2.4 Beneficiaries arriving late 

The bus from MINDSville@Napiri and Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled came 

late. This induced a long waiting time and the probability of the programme running over 

time. Some games were being played to keep the beneficiaries who have already arrived 

occupied.  
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Recommendation: Proper communication between the bus IC and external liaison cell 

should be ensured. Short backup programmes should be planned to cope with the 

situation in case of late arrivals. 

 

3.3 Marketing 

3.3.1 Updating of sponsor lists 

The current list of contacts contains quite a handful of wrong numbers. The calling list 

provided contained many unwilling sponsors especially during the period of recession 

before CSC Day V. 

 

Recommendation: The list should be updated and the MC Business Cell should be 

notified so that they can update accordingly as well. The marketing cell should also focus 

more on getting new contacts via yellow pages and also sourcing for sponsors outside the 

provided list right from the start, by categories (i.e. someone will be in charge of finding 

food sponsors, another will be in charge of goodie bag) to increase their chances of getting 

a sponsorship in view of the economic situation.  

 

3.3.2 Outsourcing of cold-calling to OC members 

It was carried out this way this year due to the lack of time and we hope to finish calling 

as fast as we could. However, it resulted in some administrative difficulties as it was 

harder to track and follow-up. Therefore, it is not recommended for the next marketing 

cell. 

 

Recommendation: The formation of the OC should be done earlier.  

 

3.4 Internal Liaison 

3.4.1 Recruitment of volunteers 

There were feedbacks that chairpersons were not given enough time to inform and to ask 

their volunteers to participate in the event. Furthermore, some of the RVPs did not have 

any visits or meetings during that period of time.  
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There was suggestion to post the volunteer recruitment through IVLE. However, we did 

not require that large number of volunteers and there were concerns on the volunteer 

management issues. Thus the approach was not adopted.   

 

Recommendation: Start the recruitment period earlier. Proper follow-ups with the RVP 

Chairpersons should be ensured so that the cell will be able to answer and enquiries or 

doubts. This is also to monitor the number of volunteers recruited and to make any 

necessary plans if required. Posting the recruitment announcement on IVLE can be 

considered provided there is a pressing issue of lack of volunteers. 

 

3.4.2 Calling up of volunteers 

Some of the volunteers were not contactable which require more time in following up. 

 

Recommendation: Calling up of the volunteers can be done earlier than the usual one 

week grace. SMS can also help to remind the volunteers about the details of the event. 

 

3.4.3 Lack of identifiers 

There was a lack of identifiers for certain groups.  

 

Recommendation: The cell should be prepared for last minute sign-ups and last minute 

pull-offs from the volunteers, which requires their ability to make last min reallocation of 

volunteers to the various groups. The cell should prepare more identifiers beforehand. 

The identifiers should be easy to make and not time consuming.  

 

3.4.4 Volunteer booth 

It was crowded as the cell tried to mark the attendance and also to sell CSC T-shirts and 

badges. It was thus relatively confusing and messy, hence delaying the administrative 

procedures.  
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Recommendation: Proper demarcation and signs could be put up to ensure that the 

volunteers are aware of what is happening. 

 

3.5 Programme 

3.5.1 Space allocation for games 

Some of the areas designated are too small for games/ activities to be conducted 

comfortably, especially for ball games 

 

Recommendation: Adequate space allocation should be noted when the cell recees the 

Central Forum. The number of people in a group should be of utmost consideration.  

 

3.5.2  Station games logistics 

For the station “Let’s go fishing”, most of the sea creatures/ recycled materials are quite 

flimsy and sunk into the water after the first group left the station. The program cell 

overlooked that those items need to float on the water for 2 hours. One of the pool need to 

be pumped constantly, hence, there is a lot for the station ICs to handle – pumping, 

refilling water, “saving” the items etc. With the items standing upright, when the wind 

blows, the items will just topple.   

 

The fishing rods were painted into different colours to aid the beneficiaries in identifying 

their own rods. However, the paint came off when in contact with water - making the kids 

hands dirty. 

 

Some of the props were not able to withstand the wind and hence it posed problems in 

the ensuring that the games were smoothly carried out.  

 

Recommendation: Explore different ways of labelling the logistics, using tapes etc. Try 

not to involve too much props that cannot withstand the strong wind.  
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3.5.3 Mass dance 

Mass dance was incorporated into one of the station this year. However, we did not 

manage to involve all the beneficiaries to dance with us for the mass dance.  

 

Recommendation: Station ICs are required to prompt the volunteers to better engage the 

beneficiaries in learning the dance and dancing to it during the finale performance by the 

OC.  

 

3.5.4 Awarding system 

Scoring systems are not being implemented, because, CSC Day is about participation, 

involvement of beneficiaries and volunteers, instead of competition in playing the games.  

 

Recommendation: However, it is suggested that stickers can be given out to beneficiaries 

to imply that the beneficiaries have won something or completed a station.  

 

3.5.5 Transitions 

The “Gong” sound played using the PA system characterized transitions between stations. 

In addition, flags were being used to indicate to the station ICs the amount of time left for 

each station. This is useful in aiding the group leaders to know when to move on to the 

next station and it should be adopted.  

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

First and foremost, I would like to thank the top 3 of the 7th Management Committee, Tan Ching, 

Laura and Weijian, for giving me this opportunity to take up the role as a Project Director. Thank 

you for the guidance and support you have provided throughout the two months. 

 

Next, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to my Organizing Committee who has worked 

hard for this event. To Kevin, thank you for all your help and assistance rendered. To Lijuan, 

Margaret, Tianju, Vanessa and Christabel, thank you for the wonderful skit and games that made 

the beneficiaries really happy! To Wendy, Yanzhu and Michelle, your determination to get 
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sponsorships for CSC Day V is really commendable! To Taha and Shilei, thank you for working hard 

to get all the volunteers to help out and grouping them! Not easy but you guys did it! To Cindy and 

Johnson, both of you are really meticulous. Thank you for being such a great help in coordinating 

between all the different organizations! To Huiting, thank you for all the administrative work done 

and having to keep up with my speed during the meeting. To Zuraidah, thank you for injecting your 

bubbly-ness into the OC!  

 

I would also like to thank those who have rendered their help for this project along the way. To the 

RVP Chairpersons, thank you for all the help provided and for assisting with the liaising. ☺ To 

Terence, Russell and Huiting, thank you for helping us with the soccer table! It won the hearts of 

the kids! To Tiongwei, thank you for all your advice and for making an effort to drop by to help us 

despite your busy schedule, and together with Junhui, Jason, Jiancong, Gimhong and Wenbin, 

thank you for staying till wee hours to help us with the set up of the place! Thank you so much!  

 

To all the group leaders and station ICs, thank you for taking up these positions, making CSC Day 

V possible. Last but not least, I would also like to thank ALL the volunteers for coming down. I do 

hope that everyone enjoyed themselves and brought home with them a great sense of satisfaction. 

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR! (: 

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Lor Jin Feng (Ms.) 

Project Director  

CSC Day V 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 08/09 

SIGNATURE LOVE PROJECT VI 

9 DECEMBER 2008 – 21 FEBURARY 2009 

  

  

Organizing Committee Members 

Project Director   Cai Jiening 

Assistant Project Director   Ong Pinchuan 

Assistant Project Director  Siew Tuck Sing Terence 

Treasurer/Secretary   Ho May Yi 

Marketing Head   Thiang Xuefen Stephanie 

Marketing Assistant   Chantal Ong Chew Siang 

Marketing Assistant    Lee Li Yang Jason 

Programme Assistant   Lee Hui Qing 

Programme Assistant   Michelle Lai Mixue 

Publicity Head    Lim Yirong Doris 

Publicity Assistant   Ang Pei Yi Evelyn 

Publicity Assistant   Lim Shan Yan 

Volunteer Management Head  Soh Hui Ting 

Volunteer Management Assistant Su Zhiqiang Victor 

Volunteer Management Assistant Chung Zhen Hong Wilson 

Logistics Head    Siow Choon Guan 

Logistics Assistant   Kwok Yi Jun 

  

1. OBJECTIVES 

i. To raise funds and awareness for our beneficiary: Rochore Kongsi for the Aged 

ii. To expose OC to more opportunities for volunteer-beneficiary interactions with new charity 

organisations other than our own RVPs. 
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2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

SLP VI continues to work on the concept of “$2 for a signature” to raise funds.  The signing medium 

for SLP VI were gems and that donors got to paste the signed gems on two cardboard elderly 

figures, to signify sparkling up their lives. The publicity cell hopes to convey the message that 

elderly are just like precious gems to the society and that one should not forget the amount of effort 

they have put in building the society. Besides having 3 days of internal drive, SLP VI had also 

incorporated staff drive in hoping to raise more funds for our beneficiary. 4 departments had kindly 

allowed us to place a donation can and publicity materials in their department offices for a period 

of one week. 

 

Due to the recession faced this year, it had been challenging for SLP VI to raise funds for Rochore 

Kongsi for the Aged. Therefore the top3 hope to keep it as a pure and simple internal fundraising 

project and to focus more on the interaction with our beneficiary. 

 

The objectives have been set in hoping to engage and expose more opportunities for the OC and 

thereby spreading the spirit of volunteerism. With the intention of getting to know the beneficiary 

better, handicraft session, mini station games as well as bingo was carried out at the home during 

the first OC visit.  

 

On the second visit, an outing to Marina Barrage and Kent Ridge Park was planned for the elderly. 

Both places aim to allow the elderly to have some fun while bringing them to places which they 

have not been to before. At Marina Barrage, the elderly got a chance to use cameras to take pictures 

during Photohunt. At Kent Ridge Park, the ‘lao yusheng’ was the main highlight.  

 

On the finale visit to Rochore Kongsi for the aged, programmes included a sing-a-long cum KTV 

session to allow elderly to do what they like best, i.e. singing. Other activity for Organizing 

committee to interact with the elderly includes teaching elderly to fold straw hearts. Watching of 

SLP video montage was intended on letting the elderly reminisce on the photos taken during the 

previous two visits as well as to understand more about the events leading to the internal drive. 
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While presenting the cheque to the home, the elderly would also be given a photo frame with a 

collection of photos they had taken during the previous two outings. 

However, it was felt that this year round we could not engage CSC or NUS undergraduates to 

volunteerism. As Rochore Kongsi for the Aged has only 17 residents, therefore for all three visits 

organised for Rochore Kongsi for the Aged, we could not invite any volunteers down for interaction 

with the elderly. Future SLPs can take note of striking a balance between helping a small-scale 

home and the interaction of the volunteers with the beneficiary.  

 

Even though there were hiccups along the way, SLP VI had managed to raise $7800.00 for Rochore 

Kongsi for the Aged during the three-day internal drive. Everyone in the OC and the volunteers had 

worked hard to make a difference to the lives of the elderly in Rochore Kongsi for the Aged. 

 

3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Selection of Organizing Committee 

Most of the OC applicants this year had been relatively new to NUS Students' Community 

Service Club. The top 3 should have explained in more details the roles of the various cells, in 

particular for the publicity cell and the programme cell. The top 3 should also release the full 

job scope of each individual cell as soon as possible so that the cell can plan ahead and 

anticipate the workload. 

 

One change from the previous year in the number of posts was the combining of Secretary and 

Treasurer into one Secretary/Treasurer post. This was done as it was felt that the previous 

year's Secretary's workload was too little, and may feel less involved because of this. This is 

despite agreement that the role of Treasurer is very important and should be entrusted with 

someone more reliable, as advised by the previous PD Koh Shiyun, as we took care to select 

someone reliable for this post.  

 

However, one suggestion is that the position of the Secretary/Treasurer can be split up in which 

the Secretary can focus on the staff drive if the future SLP top3 have decided to go ahead with 

the staff drive. The secretary can be in charge of the collaboration with the various departments 
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then. Another suggestion was that having two treasurers in the OC, one to take care of the 

internal claiming of money, the other to solely take charge of the donations collected from the 

internal drive booth manning. 

 

Publicity cell for SLP VI was relatively new to CSC and the expectations from the publicity cell 

were relatively overwhelming. More guidance and help was given from the APD, Pinchuan. 

Pictures of past year SLP 2008 was relatively good reference for the Publicity cell this year as 

they can have an idea on how the project was being carried out last year. Lack of technical skills 

in the publicity cell resulted in significant problems in using software to design for the publicity 

materials. Recruitment of publicity cell should have at least one of the members having the 

relevant technical skills so as to facilitate the designing process. 

 

3.2 Selection of Beneficiary 

In looking for beneficiaries, the top3 relied heavily on Internet sources, especially from 

www.ncss.org.sg and www.nvpc.org.sg, and homes' websites. The problem with this is that the 

homes may not post updated information (including the latest financial reports) on the websites, 

and pictures may not be available. Ideally, top3 wanted to visit all three homes before asking the 

OC to vote, so that we can screen out unsuitable homes. However, the top3 had to rush the short 

listing of the beneficiaries in order to be in time for the first meeting. In comparison, SLP 2007 

was able to visit their beneficiaries before the exams, and thus they would have made a safer 

choice for beneficiaries. It will be a good compromise for the top3 to visit each of the shortlisted 

homes and take their own photos/recee. 

 

3.3 Internal Drive 

Overestimation of the potential donors, resulting in the wastage of resources and effort put in by 

the OC, as illustrated by the excess gems left behind after the internal drive. 

 

Posters and banner were not prominently displayed to elicit attention, resulting in insufficient 

publicity efforts to raise awareness of the beneficiary. The importance of educating the potential 

donors on the beneficiary will be relatively more important than presenting the publicity 
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gimmicks. Publicity cell has to strike a balance in using the publicity materials between 

publicising the project and presenting the beneficiary to the potential donors. 

 

It seemed that SLPs wish to convey the message to the potential donors about the concept “$2 

for a signature”, to differentiate SLP with a flag day. Suggestion is that the donation tins can be 

placed into boxes of the same sizes. Stickers or flyers can be pasted on the on the sides of the 

boxes to indicate our project and beneficiary. Alternatively, a cash box can be used instead. 

 

SLP VI top3 has strictly forbid canvassing from OC and volunteers for this year. This decision has 

taken into account the reputation of the club as a whole and for future SPs as well. The donation 

collected this year was, however, not affected.  

 

For the internal drive, moving of logistics has been quite smoothly. However, there has been 

some confusion in the person-in-charge of the liaising. For SLP VI, it was the top 3 who did the 

liaising of logistics space with the various clubs, thus upon delivering of the logistics stuff to the 

clubs, the logistics team was unsure of who to contact with. Future SLPs can allow the logistics 

team to do the liaising job to facilitate the communication with the various clubs.  

The logistics team has also come up with a logistics checklist for the booth manning. Future SLPs 

can consider the continuation of the usage of the checklist to monitor the number of items 

allocated to each of the booth. 

 

3.3.1 Wii’s approach 

For SLP VI’s internal drive booth manning, the OC has tried to incorporate the Wii to try to 

attract more crowd to donate. Previously the OC has decided to go ahead with another 2nd 

fundraiser event after the internal drive week to raise more funds for our beneficiary. The 

concern of taxing the OC too heavily was raised and thus it was decided on incorporating 

the Wii together with our internal drive.  

 

However, it was felt that the Wii approach was not pushed strong enough to the NUS 

population. Volunteers themselves do not know the existence of Wii too. In addition, 
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implementation of the Wii is also not linked to the publicity theme. Many of the donors do 

not have the time or are shy to stop and play the Wii. The Wii was not able to attract the 

passing crowd too. It was felt that games scenes should be featured to attract attention 

instead of a blank screen. Games which require lesser supervision should be played 

instead of “Raving Rabbits”. Implementation of the Wii can be at the end of the day instead 

of lunch hour. The poor response from the NUS population and the presence of Wii 

distracting our volunteers, the top3 has decided to scrap the use of Wii on the last day of 

internal drive so that the volunteers can concentrate on getting potential donors to 

donate. 

 

Future SLPs have to strike a balance and keeping in mind that SLP is a fundraising project 

and the meaning of SLP should be overshadowed by publicity gimmicks. However, future 

SLPs can take up the challenge of trying different ways to implement the fundraising 

factor into SLP other than just plain booth manning. 

 

3.4 Staff Drive 

In addition, this year SLP VI has conducted staff drive to appeal to the staff to donate as well. 

Donation tins and some publicity materials were proposed to put at the departments for their 

convenience. It was held for a period of one week. Emails were sent to 43 departments from 

FASS, Science, Engineering, School of Design and Environment, School of Computing and 

Business School. However, only 4 departments replied and had expressed interest in being 

involved in this project. The OC feels that it is not worth the effort in doing staff drive, and that 

they should have focused and put in more effort in the sole fundraising drive - Internal Drive. 

 

3.5 Beneficiary Interaction 

3.5.1 1st OC beneficiary visit 

During the first visit to Rochore Kongsi, icebreakers were largely left to the initiative of OC 

members. This resulted in some initial awkward moments where OC members found it 

hard to start a conversation with the residents. The location of the station games (i.e. at 

the void deck beside the home) could have been improved as the short span of time 
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involved in playing the games does not justify the need for the elderly to walk so far. The 

program activities like arts & craft, bingo and games were entirely focused on the 

residents and there was little opportunity for the residents to get to know our OC 

members better. 

 

Language barrier: There were some slight difficulties in engaging a few residents on the 

first session as they only spoke Cantonese. There was no one who could speak Cantonese 

during the first beneficiary visit. Since the beneficiary home was considerably small with 

about 20 residents, it might be useful to have the program cell to come up with a 

beneficiary list which includes photos, names, preferred language, hobbies, favourite food, 

etc before the first visit. These can be consolidated and then uploaded onto the yahoo 

groups or presented during the meeting so the OC can get well-acquainted with the 

resident’s needs.  

 

The beneficiary may not know that we are from SLP VI and that we are trying to do a 

fundraising for them for the upcoming months. It will be good to introduce to the 

beneficiary on our purpose of coming down to interact with them on the very first 

beneficiary visit. 

 

3.5.2 Beneficiary visit to Marina Barrage and Kent Ridge Park 

OC members did not have the relevant skills on how to take care of the elderly for 

example, holding them when boarding and alighting of the bus. OC members can be better 

educated on how to help the elderly if the OC decides to bring them out for an outing. In 

the event of future outings which include bus rides, it would be better to allocate a natural 

Mandarin-speaking tour guide so that it would be easier for residents to know what is 

going on or the next location that they would visit. Alternatively, prompters could be 

seated near the front of the bus so that they can assist the designated tour guide if he runs 

into trouble. In retrospect, the enthusiasm of the OC should be commended (e.g. laughing 

at jokes even though they are not very funny). 
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Not all elderly are receptive towards the idea of learning how to use a camera to take 

pictures. They are either afraid of spoiling the camera or they do not feel confident 

enough to operate the camera. The rationale of the outing was to let the residents 

experience of taking photos on their own, it would have been easier if there was one 

designated “Camera instructor” per group to actively engage residents to take their own 

photos. In addition, it would be a bonus if Polaroid cameras were used since these could 

print out photos instantly and residents could have these as outing mementoes.  

 

3.5.3 Finale visit 

Preparation of the mementos for the beneficiary were not ready till the actual day itself, 

resulting in the one hour delay of the program on the actual day. Production process of 

the mementos for the beneficiaries should have at least the same or greater priority over 

the hands-on session to prepare the appreciation gifts for donors. As such, it is 

recommended that if the OC decides to prepare mementos for the residents, the OC should 

have a second hands-on session during the term specifically for this. 

OC was merely briefed verbally of the rough outline of the programs. The full timeline 

programme should have been distributed to Organizing committee beforehand so that 

they would have a clearer idea of what would be happening. In addition, on the day of the 

program, clearer instructions and the list of the programmes lined up should have been 

told to the elderly at the start. 

 

Some of the songs selected for KTV session were too contemporary for the liking of the 

elderly, resulting in the lack of participation from the elderly. A mini-survey can be 

conducted by the program cell during their recce on all the residents at the home, so that 

preferred songs could be selected and informed to the OC.  

 

KTV session was let down by technical difficulties in connecting the laptop with the 

television. If there are hiccups in the midst of carrying out the program, the alternative 

programs can be conducted first. For example, the folding of straw hearts could have been 

carried out first so as to reduce the waiting time when setting up the KTV.  
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4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS   

Firstly, I want to thank my OC for the effort and time put in for the past 3 months.  

To my OC, I know SLP VI is the first SP for many of you, I hope you guys have really enjoyed 

yourself, and after SLP VI, you all will be willing to step forward to contribute even more to the club, 

to the society. It has been a really great experience working with you guys. I am so glad that I was 

willing to take up the challenge of being the PD for SLP VI, it was a learning experience for me 

personally, a wonderful journey that I learnt how to brush up my leading skills too.  Honestly 

speaking, the top3 was quite worried in the beginning after the OC was formed. The OC is really 

new but is you guys that made me realize all my worries are really nothing. Thanks for believing the 

top3, even though we have hiccups along the way. 

 

To my 2 Assistant PDs, Pinchuan and Terence, stop quarrelling in front of the OC!~ hahahax… 

really thanks for the assistance for the past 3 months. I know that you two must be the busiest APDs 

ever; nevertheless you two are still willing to take up the role as my APDs. 

To Pinchuan, all the best in your SEP! And attain more achievements in your life! 

To Terence, stop being so nice!~ You will get bullied at work de! Hope you will venture out to a 

new field and all the best to your further studies. 

To my Secretary/Treasurer, May Yi, thanks for joining us and be part of SLP VI OC, your 

extraordinary imagination really brought a lot of laughter to the OC. I really appreciate the effort 

being put in especially after the internal drive when we have to count so much donations, thanks 

for being so meticulous and careful. =) 

To my Programme cell, Hui Qing and Michelle, thanks for putting even more effort as programme 

cell was one man down halfway through. All the recee-ing and planning of activities, I hope you all 

have also enjoyed yourself along the way. 

To my Publicity cell, Doris, Shan Yan and Evelyn, I know it may be rather taxing for you guys, 

anyways you guys survived. I do hope that ten years down the road, when you all look back on what 

you have done during your university life, you will remember this tough journey that you guys have 

conquered. 

To my VM cell, Hui Ting, Wilson and Victor, I bet you guys really love the job as VM, just like me! I 

can really see the amount of initiative and drive exhibited by the VM cell. The top3 did not make a 
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wrong choice then as you guys are all holding a 2nd SP now. =) Thanks for all the efforts put in 

managing the volunteers. 

To my Marketing cell, Stephanie, Jason and Chantal, hope the milo truck did not demoralise you 

guys, thanks for all the efforts being put in for the cold-calling and hope it has been a fulfilling 

experience for you guys as well. 

To my Logistics cell! Choon Guan and Yijun you guys are not forgotten! Hope you guys felt 

involved and enjoyed yourselves during the process as well. Thanks for taking the initiative to offer 

help at times too. 

 

To past years SLP PDs and APDs,  

Shiyun, SLP 2008 PD then, thanks for all the guidance and support given. I really appreciate it! 

After completing the SLP VI, I can now understand why SLP means so much to some people. I also 

want to thank you for Organizing the SLP PDs & APDs dinner for SLP VI top3, it really motivate me 

to want to make SLP VI a fulfilling experience not just to the beneficiary but also to the OC.  

Thanks for coming down for our beneficiary outing too! 

Denise and Yuncai! Thanks Denise for being SLP VI mentor. Thanks for spending your time and 

coming down for our meeting which guided us how to start off SLP VI. Yuncai, though I did not get 

a chance to work with you, but I really think you are very helpful, encouraging us to clear our 

worries and doubts about SLP during the dinner. 

Fred! I guess I did improve in my speech from conducting all the meetings. =) I can really feel the 

passion and drive from you when you lead SLP then. Thanks for offering help now and then, even 

offered to borrow us logistics space if we could not get one in time for internal drive. Also, thanks 

for coming down for our beneficiary outing. 

Calvin! thanks for coming down for the dinner too and offer to come and volunteer if SLP VI needs 

help. 

Florence! thanks for coming down to our beneficiary outing! 

I believe we can really learn alot from seniors' experience in Organizing and managing the 

beneficiary. It was really a rare chance that 3 years of SLP top3 can come together and share the 

joys and worries had when leading SLP OC.  Thank you so much!! 
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To Samanntha, thanks for the assistance given in designing SLP VI logo and cardboard figures! 

Really appreciate it! 

 

To Laura! Our VPSP! Having to read the entire report till this part..hahahax.. Thanks for all the help 

given thus far, thanks for pointing out some views that the top3 may failed to see. I apologize if SLP 

VI has caused you trouble and stress.  Thanks for encouraging me to take up the PD role, I really 

think I have grown up and get to see things in different perspectives. Thanks for all the support 

given. I believe one can learn and grow from every Special Project, so hope you have also seen SLP 

VI in a different way as compared to past years SLPs. 

 

To my dearest! Thanks for being by my side and giving me your utmost support over these 3 

months! Sorry for all the grumbles! =X 

To all the volunteers! Thanks for all the help given during booth manning! 

To all the donors! Thanks for the kind donations at such bad times like this! 

 

On behalf of SLP VI and Rochore Kongsi for the Aged, 

A big THANK YOU to everyone who has given help to SLP VI in one way or another!  

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Cai Jiening (Ms.) 

Project Director  

Signature Love Project VI 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 08/09 

PAINT-A-HOME X 

FEBRUARY TO JULY 2009 

 

 

Organizing Committee Members 

Project Director   Liauw Kee Meng 

Assistant Project Director   Teo Gee Hoe 

     Lai Mixue Michelle 

Secretary cum Treasurer   Goh Suat Lynn 

Marketing Head    Evelyn Ang Pei Yi 

Marketing Assistants    Soh Hui Ting 

Leow Suhui  

Publicity Head     Tan Ee Hiang 

Publicity Assistants    Leong Hui Ting 

Chia Bing Cheng Frankie  

Volunteer Management Head   Zoe Ang 

Volunteer Management Assistants  Leow Hwee Leng 

Lim Xinyi  

Logistics Head     Lin Jiansheng 

Logistics Assistants    Chong Gim Hong 

Johnson Gan  

Victor Su Zhiqiang 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

In view of the completion of the project, we are glad to be able to fulfill and meet all the 

objectives of PAH X, making a difference to Canossaville Children’s Home (CCH), Pertapis Children’s 

Home (PCH) and 9 homes under the Public Assistance Scheme (PAS). 
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The objectives of PAH X are threefold. We focus on: 

i. Community Improvement 

ii. Volunteerism 

iii. Leadership Development 

 

1.1 Community Improvement 

The primary objective of PAH is to enhance the aesthetic quality of welfare homes. By 

refurbishing and repainting Canossaville Children’s Home and Pertapis Children’s Home, 

we hope to liven up the homes and create a more vibrant and cheerful environment. In this way, 

we can lift the spirits of the young residents residing in the home through a myriad of colours 

and imagery. Besides improving the living conditions of the beneficiary, marketing efforts will 

also be directed at getting maintenance for the homes and acquiring equipment for the 

beneficiary. In addition to welfare homes, 9 additional rental units under the Public Assistance 

Scheme, sourced with the assistance of South-West Community Development Council, were 

repainted.  

 

1.2 Volunteerism 

The secondary objectives of PAH would be to provide students the opportunity to contribute to 

the society and experience volunteerism through the painting works and interaction with the 

beneficiary. As we hope to promote volunteerism to a larger community, this project will reach 

out not only to the predominant NUS student population, students from various Junior Colleges 

around Singapore joined our event too. In addition, trainees from MINDSville and PODZ Youth 

Mentoring also dropped by the welfare homes to lend their helping hands for our community. 

 

Volunteers were grouped into several teams led by the committee members to carry out the 

painting works. We managed to complete the painting scheduled for each areas over the period 

of two weekends.  
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1.3 Leadership Development 

The PAH Organizing Committee (OC) is composed of five different Cell Groups, consisting of 17 

members from different faculties after short-listing and interviewing a pool of students from 

different faculties. As a part of the OC, student volunteers will take on a challenging role and be 

involved in the planning and the execution of the project. They will also be exposed to the 

workings and preparations of the event management of Special Projects and gain 

understanding of the running of such events. In the process, committee members will learn 

invaluable skills such as negotiation, graphic design, programmes planning and manpower 

allocation in their various appointments. Even though each committee members belongs to one 

of the five Cell Groups, committee members are expected to explore other areas outside their 

field of responsibility and to assist other Cell Groups when needed. During the execution of the 

project, all committee members would be appointed as team leaders or administrators to 

manage and lead the volunteers to ensure the smooth running of the project. 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

A fundraising cum publicity drive was held in NUS to raise funds for this year’s PAH during March. 

On 3rd June 09, we painted 2 murals, repainted 1 stretch of wall, and a number of items in the 

playground of Canossaville Children’s Home.  

 

For the three days, 6th, 7th and 13th, we managed to complete repainting the corridors of the girls’ 

block and a total of nine dormitories and most of the doors at Pertapis Children’s Home. Murals 

were also painted at 3 areas, namely outside the sick bay, outside the girl’s dormitories and 

entrance of the girl’s block.  

 

On the 14th, we managed to finish repainting eight out of the nine scheduled rental apartment 

under the Public Assistance Scheme. On the 16th of July,we conducted and accomplished the 

reparation works at the last PAS rental unit, thus concluding PAHX. 
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3. PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Marketing  

3.1.1 Rival companies 

Point to note, if we are looking for Nippon as sponsor next year, we must not look for 

competitors/rival companies as co-sponsors. We have overlooked this point initially as 

we did not know that Akzo Nobel Paint was actually the company behind ICI Dulux. In 

general, do let the company, especially paint suppliers know that we will be looking for 

sponsorship from other paint suppliers too. This is because a single sponsor often cannot 

supply all the needed colors. 

 

3.1.2 Volunteer management 

i. Large number of volunteers sign-up 

There were a large number of volunteers who signed up for PAHX this year and got 

rejected due to the overwhelming respond. 

The number of sign-up could have been monitored more closely and close when 

there are sufficient sign-ups. In addition, the number of volunteers that we needed 

could not be confirmed soon enough because the number of units and areas to be 

painted wasn’t confirmed. Perhaps the next PAH committee should set an early 

deadline on the confirmation on the areas to be painted. 

 

ii. Drop out  

There was a significant percentage of last minute drop out on the first day, 20% for 

volunteers who signed up and more than 50% from JC volunteers.  

Immediate action was taken to redistribute some of the volunteers to even the empty 

slots caused  by last mindrop-outs. Efforts were made to call up more volunteers for 

the next few days. Most of these called-up volunteers came from CSC’s pool of 

volunteers. 

It would be advisable for future PAH to plan in excess and to give volunteers 

sufficient reminder of the coming events. 
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3.1.3 Logistics 

i. Late Lunch 

Due to the errors in the addresses given for food collection, there was a large delay in 

the collection and delivery of food to the participants on the first day, 6th of June. This 

is because the collection outlet and their main outlet were at different locations but it 

was not reflected early. The same occurred for the finger food collection. 

The locations of the food collection should be confirmed a few days before the start of 

the actual project, and the route to be taken should be planned before the actual day 

to minimise problems and delays in the collection. On the 6th, to reduce the waiting 

time, the logistic team took the initiative to return straight after collecting lunch for 

the famish volunteers before continuing with their finger food collection. 

 

ii. Inadequate paint 

For this year, even though there was more paint collected than last year, most of the 

paint did not satisfy the colour scheme that was planned for the project. In addition, 

there was a lack of pure white paint. The insufficient white paint was only discovered 

on the first day of painting, largely due to a combination of altered colour scheme and 

contamination of paint. 

For the issue over the white paint, all of it was purchased during the project. However, 

it would be better if we could get sponsorship for white paint and secure some 

primary colours during the early phase of the project. Publicity and marketing cell 

should meet the sponsors face-to-face rather than through email when requesting for 

colours. No matter how good catalogue are, it will be better to test out the paint. 

 

3.1.4 PAS  

i. Overview 

For the PAS side, it was difficult to find a suitable home to paint and not a lot of 

tenants wanted their rooms to be painted. They found it troublesome for us to move 

their things around and some were afraid that we were not able to complete the 

painting within one day. Most of the PA recipients are scattered all over the region. 
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Those who needed the painting came from Clementi, Dover, Teban Gardens and 

Telok Blangah. 

 

Additional planning and preparation were done to ensure that the painting of PAS 

homes could be carried out successfully. Namely, organizing committee members 

were distributed evenly across the four regions. Secondly, each of the organizing 

committee member was given an orientation of the rental units they were in charge of 

prior the actual day painting. Thirdly, the painting was scheduled on the last day of 

the weekend in order to allow the OC to gain sufficient experience from the previous 

few painting sessions.  

 

ii. Peeling Paint 

Two of the rental units had wall with really old paint. Even though the old paint was 

emulsion, painting new layers of emulsion paint on it only resulted in the new layers 

peeling off easily. 

 

Most of the volunteers at the two unfortunate rental units were given the additional 

task of scraping off the old paint. However, this resulted in one of the groups having 

insufficient time to perfect the task. Thus another day was schedule to repaint the 

whole unit. 

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

This project could happen only because of many individuals who have taken time off from their 

busy schedule to participate and bring joy to the beneficiary of PAH X. I would like to take this 

moment to show my gratitude to the following people who have helped me one way or another.  

 

Firstly, the 7th Management Committee of Community Service Club who have assisted the 

project with all their efforts. Top three, Tan Ching, Laura and Wei Jian for giving me this 

opportunity to head PAH this year. Special thanks to Laura for guiding us three along the way. I 
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also want to thank them to their advice and feedback as well as the guidance they gave to me. 

Publicity, Jin Feng and Gim Hong and also Ex MC Publicity – Zhen Qin, Shiyun and Tan Ching, for 

taking lots of wonderful pictures during our events. The memories captured within these moments 

have brought joy to every one of us. Treasurers Wen Bin and Lijuan for advising me on treasury 

matters. Volunteer Management’s Chantal and Cindy for helping us send our mailers with such 

efficiency. Secretary Yiling and Yan Zhu for compiling this AGM. Business Pin Chuan and Qin Wen 

for your assistance with sponsorships. Logistic Johnson for helping us liaise with the dungeon 

keeper. 

 

My pre-successors Pauline, Huimin and Laura, for their advice. The three of them were great role 

models as leaders and as a great example of a team. I have always looked up to them when in doubt. 

To all the OC members of, PAH 08 my experience there was one of a kind. The atmosphere created 

by you all was extraordinary and it is that which made me come back for PAHX. To PAH 08 and 

PAH 07, thank you for turning up to commemorate Paint-A-Home.  

And to the people who have encouraged me to take up this position, Ong Pin Chuan, Shiyun, Jian 

Sheng, Pauline, Laura, Huimin and many others, I have learned a number of things that I doubt I 

have a chance to pick up if it wasn’t for this chance.  

 

All of the club’s volunteers as well as NUS volunteers and other external volunteers for their 

time and efforts made during the organizing and execution phase of PAH X. Gilbert and all the staff 

and Sisters of Canossaville Children’s Home for helping us coordinate event over there. 

Zubaidah, Mdm Norbaiyah and all the staff of Pertapis Children’s Home for their patience and 

the support they gave for this project. Mr Ang and Ms Irene Chong from South West CDC for their 

assistance and advices with relation to PAS. All the recipients of the PA Scheme for listening to us 

and giving us the opportunity to help them. We have no doubt disturbed you for more than a day, 

but I hope you like the new paint. 

 

Special thanks to the following people who had scrap wall scrap floor paint door and stayed over till 

very late. Jin Feng, Laura, Lijuan, Tan Ching, Wei Jian. Yes, you all did the most tiring part of the 

project, without you, we would have to stay over at PCH.  
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To Kit, Huimin and Laura, thanks for helping us sell popcorn during the fundraising and thanks to 

Kit, her friends, mentors and professors for buying popcorns. Thanks to all who have helped us 

man booth during fund-raising. Donors who have support this project in another way. Without 

your support, this project couldn’t have assisted as many beneficiaries as it did. 

 

The coordinators for the volunteers from MINDSville, Ying Yi and PODZ, Fred. Thanks for 

organizing and giving your trainee the opportunity to come for PAH. Without your group’s help, we 

might not have finish on time. To Singapore’s Refinery’s coordinators Yong Chuan, Chi Qing, Xi 

Qian and all the staff that participated in the painting of PAS. Thank you for coming down to paint 

and accommodating to us on some unexpected changes.  

 

To the Super-Loggies who have helped us with all the “sai kang”, Choon Guan, Yan Zhu, Wilson,. 

Without you lunch would never have made it on time and we would have die before the end of the 

project. Wen Jin, thanks for your assistance with murals. It was amusing to hear from Chee Sing 

about the painting process. Yi Jun, thanks for helping us numerous times during fund-raising. Quek 

for coming down on so many occasions. Despite your busy schedule, you have come to assist and 

advise us.  

 

Lastly, to my fellow OC of PAHX. My two dependable APDs Gee Hoe and Michelle, without them, 

this project would no doubt be much messier. Their presence gave me assurance and support 

during troubled times, especially with the paperwork are due. Secretary Treasurer Suat Lynn, who 

had diligently keep track on the accounts for this project and definitely made life a lot easier for me. 

I don’t want to think what will happen without her efforts.  

 

Marketing Head Evelyn with her two assistants Soh Hui Ting and Suhui, who never ceased to 

surprise me with the sponsorship that they gotten. For this year, we were showered with food and 

candies and also paint of extraordinary quantities. In particular, I’m still amazed with their 

efficiency in all expects of life.  
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Volunteer Management head Zoe and her two assistants Hwee Leng and Xinyi with their ever 

meticulous coordination with the volunteers. They had often worked till the point of exhaustions 

but yet persist on. In addition, their hard-working attitude often motivates me to push further to 

jump over obstacles along the way. 

Publicity Head Ee Hiang, who have led the pub team well, was useful and should sleep more. 

Thanks for coordinating with RH to keep all the paint and paint equipment. Her assistant Leong 

Hui Ting and Frankie who tries their hardest in the cell despite the challenges put forth. There was 

a number of times they had to redo their work they didn’t give up. Ad-Hoc Pub Chee Sing for 

helping me with numerous requests and a handful of last minute demands. Thanks for helping me, 

you have been a great buddy.  

 

The four guardian of PAHX, Logistic Head Jian Sheng with his assistants Johnson, Gim Hong and 

Victor who will always try to ensure that everything runs as smoothly as possible behind the scene. 

Despite them being loggie, they have always tried their best to turn up for every event. It’s been fun 

working with you all, I miss being a loggie.  

 

Although majority of them are new to CSC and SPs, each and every one of them have exhibited, in 

their own ways, a passion to serve our community. Thank you for being such nice people, it was my 

honor to work with you all. 

 

To those that I didn’t mention, I thank you. Do forgive me, my age is catching up with me.  

 

 

Reported by:  

 

Liauw Kee Meng (Mr.) 

Project Director  

Paint-A-Home X 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 08/09 

ETHELONTÊR VI 

29 JUNE – 4 JULY 2009 

 

 

Organizing Committee Members 

Project Director   Koh Jun Seng 

Assist. Project Director (Prog.)  Joachim Au Yong Wei Wen 

Assist. Project Director (Admin.) Chantal Ong Chew Siang 

Secretary / Treasurer   Soh Hui Ting 

Councillor ICs    He Yishan Germaine 

     Xiao Yuzheng 

Logistics Director   Chan Jin Hui Sherlynn 

Logistics Assistant   Kwok Yi Jun 

     Tan Ter Yong 

     Loh Sze Jye Issac 

     Soh Shi Qin Chris 

Marketing Director   Yap Yuling Eunice 

Marketing Assistant   Teng Wei Ling 

     Xie Renmin 

Publicity Director   Tan Kiat Li 

Publicity Assistant   Chai Bing Cheng Frankie 

     Wong Kin Chew Esmond 

Internal Hunt IC   Christabel Heng Man Wei 

Internal Hunt Assistant  Zuraidah A. Hamid 

Mysterious Journey IC   Koh Qin Wen 

Mysterious Journey Assistant  Tay Hui Yi 

External Hunt IC   Lai Mixue Michelle 

External Hunt Assistant  Ng Shao Zhi 

Variety Night IC   Yeoh Hui Xin 
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Variety Night Assistant   Stephanie Thiang Xue Fen 

     Priscilla Wong Chui Hong 

Mass Game IC    Chan Su Ying 

Mass Game Assistant   Evelyn Yeo Sze Yee 

Cluedo Night IC   Chai Jorene 

Cluedo Night Assistant   Yap Soon Ghee Denis 

Sentosa Games IC   Su Zhi Qiang Victor 

Sentosa Games Assistant  Leong Hui Ting 

Talentime IC    Eng Pei Ru Fiona 

Talentime Assistant   Germaine Lee Sze Wei 

Special Pal IC    Goh Yan Zhu 

Special Pal Assistant   Tan Kah Guat Germaine Inez 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ethelontêr is an important special project organised annually by the NUS Students’ Community 

Service Club. It aims to induct new students into the university environment, as well as to introduce 

them to our club. The project has garnered a strong following since its debut in June 2004, exposing 

many freshmen to the activities of CSC, with many of them taking up pivotal roles in the other 

community projects of our club. This year’s project is the sixth edition of Ethelontêr. 

 

2. OBJECTIVES 

i. To get more undergraduates, both from the incoming freshmen and the current school 

population, to get involved in volunteering with CSC. 

ii. To bond every member of Ethelontêr 

iii. To develop each OC member further towards their potential so other SPs may benefit from 

their experience. 

iv. To have ridiculous amount of fun 

v. To be clean and green 
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3. OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

The name of the camp, Ethelontêr, has been retained since 2005 due primarily to CSC being a 

family-oriented club, and by preserving its name, we hope to forge a sense of solidarity amongst all 

members both old and new. Ethelontêr stands for “the spirit of volunteerism” in Greek, and is hence 

highly appropriate for a camp which aims to foster volunteerism amongst its participants. 

Ethelontêr VI is the sixth edition of CSC annual freshmen induction camp. 

 

Planning of Ethelontêr VI started way back in December 2008 after the project directors, Chantal, 

Joachim and myself were appointed. Our first tasks were simply to recruit the men and women for 

the Organizing Committee for this half a year long project. The myriad of internships, summer 

programmes, special semesters and other commitments has competed with us for the men and 

women needed for the Organizing Committee, resulting in a somewhat challenging task for us. 

Indeed at times, we have to persuade people to take up some of the unoccupied roles in the 

Organizing Committee. 

 

Despite the challenge, the recruitment of the Organizing Committee was done and completed by the 

end of January. In line with the aim of getting current undergraduates involved, quite a number of 

the members of the Organizing Committee have no past Ethelontêr or CSC experience. That 

however did not mean that the quality of the Organizing Committee was compromised. In fact, we 

were glad that it was a very capable Organizing Committee under our charge. 

 

With the Organizing Committee formed, it was down to getting started with work. 

In-school accommodation was sought and with some deliberation, we decided to book Temasek 

Hall for our accommodation. The availability of the halls, favourable location and the good working 

relations were key factors in deciding to use Temasek Hall as our accommodation. 

 

We also looked for outside accommodation for the last night of the camp. The search occupied  

many of our weekends, as we strived to find the cheapest accommodation with the ideal talentime 

venue. After much effort, the chalets at Aloha Changi were found to have fulfil the stringent criteria 

we have and thus we booked the chalets. 
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While the booking of accommodation was being settled, the various cells also went about doing 

their part of the project. The Marketing Cell, despite the hectic school hours, managed to call the 

enormous amount of contacts thrusted to them, in order to get sponsorships for the project. In spite 

of the unfavourable economic climate which made a lot of companies hesitant about sponsoring, 

about 15 sponsorships were obtained, no less with the efforts from the Marketing Cell. Meanwhile, 

the Publicity Cell started designing the camp’s various publicity materials, including the pamplets 

for Open House, the impressive group logos and the well received Camp T-shirt. Councillors ICs, on 

the other hand, started their efforts in recruiting firstly, the councillors for the camp, and then the 

freshmen that were so critical to the camp.  

 

 Also busy in action were the different Program Cells, together with the Logistics Cell, who were 

planning for the programmes in the camp. They came up with programme proposals, edit and redit 

and also did presentations , all to make sure the programmes are as workable as possible. The 

programmes were the same as the previous editions of the camp, save for Fright Night. Due to the 

ban on Fright Night with strict enforcement from the school, the decision was taken to drop Fright 

Night and replace it with a new programme, Variety Night. 

 

Councillors’ Briefing marks the first official moment when everyone involved in the camp, be it the 

Organizing committee or the councillors gathered. Through a series of games and laughter, vital 

information regarding the camp was disseminated to the councillors. It was also the time when the 

groups were no longer labelled by numerals but rather by their Greek names: Thallo, Elpis, Hecate, 

Charis, Xarpho, Auxo! 

 

Right after Councillors’ Briefing was a whole series of Program Trials. The aim of these trials was to 

test run the programmes to iron out any problems before the actual camp itself. This was especially 

crucial to the programmes where new, untested ideas have been injected. The trials were also the 

time when the various groups started to develop bonds within them. With friendships formed in 

each group, outings arose naturally. Also held during this period was Banner Painting Day where 

groups came together to paint their group banners. The majestic symbols of each group were 

slowly crafted out from the enormous efforts put  It was heartening to see that the group members 
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were enjoying themselves and forming bonds in the group during these pre-camp preparation 

events. Everyone could not wait for the camp to start! 

 

On the Organizing Committee side, despite the impossible task of trying to coordinate everyone’s 

schedule, we managed to have dance practices in preparation for the OC item to be held during 

Talentime. 

 

However, things were not as rosy as it seemed. Due to the H1N1 pandemic, our chalets at Aloha was 

cancelled as it was being used as a quarantine centre. This sudden cancellation of the chalets in June 

caused us to scramble to find alternatives. Cancellation meant that we need to find a new venue 

which can accommodate us on the last night and provide a place for talentime. This was a difficult 

task, with chalets in short supply and a restained budget to work with. However, we managed to get 

the People Association (PA) chalets at Pasir Ris Park for accommodation, with the talentime venue 

nearby at D’Space, a outdoor venue in Pasir Ris Park. 

 

Unfortunately, the PA chalets were cancelled again for usage as a quarantine centre, just 1 week 

before the start of the camp. Morever, the rapidly spreading H1N1 flu has caused premature 

breaking of camp in some of the orientation camps in the school, throwing uncertainty into whether 

our camp will go on. The low number of freshmen who registered to join the camp was also a worry 

that was occupying our minds. 

 

As the Chinese saying goes, 船到桥头自然直, any problem will have its solution. A few days before, 

the school allowed the carrying on of all camps in school, albeit with pre-cautionary measures being 

taken. The chalet problem was also solved with the booking of Costa Sands (Downtown East) 

chalets. 

 

Finally, we were ready to start the camp! 
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3.1 Day 0 

The organizing committee were gathered in the Student Lounge for a final meeting in the 

morning. This was followed by the shifting of logistics items to Temasek Hall, and the allocation 

of rooms. There was a problem with the room allocation though, as Temasek Hall failed to 

provide the correct rooms which was agreed upon when the booking was made. Hence, there 

were some chaotic moments as we try to redistribute the different rooms for each group.  

The afternoon was spent practising the OC item, with everyone getting confident of their dance 

moves. In the evening, the Key Councilors (KCs) and the councillors arrived, ready to start the 

camp. The night programme involved the councillors in the Special Pal dance, with the KCs 

being pulled halfway to view the final rehearsal of the Cluedo Final Act. It was supposed to be 

an early night for everyone as we geared up for the arrival of the freshmen the next day. 

However, one of the Organizing Committee started to feel feverish and had a sore throat. A 

mandatory check of temperature later also found another 3 councillors with fever. Due to the 

H1N1 crisis that was present then, a decision was taken to defer the arrival of the freshmen by 1 

day, while the 4 feverish councillors were sent to hospital for checks of H1N1. 

 

3.2 Day 1 

The councillors were confined to their rooms for the entire day while we waited for the results 

of those sent to the hospital. Most, if not all the groups, took the opportunity to either rest and 

relax or get to know each other better. Some groups could be heard singing songs out loud or 

playing games! 

 

The results came in the afternoon and we were glad no one contacted H1N1 and we prepared 

ourselves, ready for the arrival of the freshmen. 

 

3.3 Day 2 

Some councillors left early in the morning to fetch the freshmen to Temasek Hall. The tradition 

of leaving the goodie bag, camp T-shirt and camp booklet was continued for the same reasons 

as previous years – to make the freshmen feel a sense of welcome into the CSC family. Upon 
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arriving at Temasek Halls and settling of administrative stuff, the groups broke off to do their 

own ice-breaker. 

 

The first programme to kick-off was Internal Hunt which aimed to introduce freshmen to the 

various locations within the campus. The amazing race style was fun but some freshmen 

feedbacked that the quick pace of the programme drained their energy and did not provide 

ample opportunities for orientation.  

 

Next up was Special Pal, during which the freshmen were allocated to a friend to whom they 

chatted with. In general, the programme was smooth and without much hiccups. However, a 

thing has to be noted in that future SP programmers should make sure councillors fulfil their 

roles as facilitators and not as “disturbers”. 

 

Mysterious Journey (MJ) was the final programme of the day, and it was to let the freshmen 

bond with each other through the arduous journey filled with absolutely unexpected surprises 

which they had to endure through. One thing noted was that the freshmen and some of the 

councillors weren’t as enthusiastic as during the day. As mentioned earlier, the apparent 

strenuous Internal Hunt sapped away their energy and they were feeling tired during MJ. The 

diluted starch also contributed to the somewhat less enthusiastic atmosphere. Nevertheless, the 

organisation of MJ was excellent, with clearing up (a major headache) done in a quick and 

efficient manner. 

 

3.4 Day 3 

Due to the unforeseen delay because of the fiasco on Day 0, the camp’s programme was 

modified. As such, instead of the usual External Hunt in which the camp participants visit CSC’s 

various regular volunteering programmes (RVP) for a great understanding, we now have 

Cluedo. This decision was made with the consideration to the entire programme and concern 

about contact with the beneficiaries amidst the H1N1 cloud. The other programme that was 

cancelled was Mass Games (also a Day Programme that was supposed to be outdoor). 
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Cluedo, always a night programme, was now a day programme. Nevertheless, the programme 

went well, with excellent, if not Academy Award style performances. Freshmen, in particular, 

enjoyed this refreshing programme that was unique to Ethelontêr. The only blemish was 

perhaps the hot sunny weather that resulted in beads of sweat glistering on everyone as they 

tried to investigate the case. 

 

The next activity was lunch cum faculty talk. It was time where the councillors, being the 

seniors in the camp, shared their experiences of the academic part of university life. It was great 

to see participants from all the different faculties, from medicine to engineering. This shows 

that volunteerism is everywhere, not segregated by faculties. 

 

Next up was CSC Talk in which the Management Committee formally introduced and briefed the 

nuts and bolts of CSC to the participants. 

Special Pal II was next and the freshmen sat down having their final chats blindfolded, before 

revelation later. This was followed by the SP Dance Practice where the freshmen found it 

interesting. After that, the freshmen were asked to return to their rooms and prepared for 

revelation. Something new to this year was the way the revelation would be conducted. The 

girls were told to stay in their rooms and wait for their special pal to turn out. The guys 

collected flower, together with the gift they brought to the camp, and went to the rooms where 

their special pal was. The general perception was that this was a refreshing approach to 

revelation and with a few details to be ironed, it could well be used in subsequent Ethelontêrs. 

The usual night slot for the 3rd day of the camp was occupied by Fright Night. Unfortunately, as 

mentioned earlier, circumstances forced us to ditch the Fright Night and come up with another 

programme. This was Variety Night. So following the romantic dinner after revelation, the SP 

couples were led to the Central Forum for Variety Night. It was a programme in which many 

games found on TV variety shows were played in front of the audience. The atmosphere was led 

to a high by both the hosts and the 3 “guests” entertaining. Indeed, a previously uncertain 

programme turned out to be a very successful one. Feedback indicated that the programme was 

refreshing, though the Finale was a somewhat redundant. While overall feedback seems to 

indicate a successful programme, future project directors should note that the success of 
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Variety Night was partly due to circumstantial reasons and the concept behind the programme 

may not have the refreshness to be repeatedly used in future Ethelontêrs. 

 

3.5 Day 4 

The entire camp checked out from Temasek Hall and arrived at Sentosa after a quick breakfast. 

The camp was lucky this year to have been greeted by wonderful weather (perhaps a bit too 

sunny) and the station games and finale went well and the timing was just right. In fact, the 

participants bathed faster than expected, leading to a more relaxed timeline.  

 

The camp then moved to D’Space where Talentime was held. The plan was for the luggage of the 

camp participants to be sent to the chalets by the Logistics Cell while the participants adjourned 

to D’Space for a sumptuous buffet dinner.  However, underestimation of the movement of the 

luggage and the inaccessibility of the chalets coupled to delay the start of the Talentime. 

Eventually Talentime started, though with some portions of the programme modified or 

removed. With the end of the Talentime, the participants then walked back to their chalets and 

spent the rest of the night interacting whereas the Top 3 returned most of the bulky items to the 

clubroom.  

 

3.6 Day 5 

Day 5 was Break Camp Day! 

 

There was the prize presentation which involved giving out prizes for the Best Group and the 

Best Freshman of each group. The camp then ended on a high note with the groups cheering 

and photos taken like there’s no tomorrow.  

 

4. PROBLEMS, SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

4.1 General 

4.1.1 Size of Organizing Committee 

The composition of the OC member from Ethelontêr changes slightly with a reduction of 1 

Publicity Assistant and an increase of 1 Logistics Assistant. This was in view of the 
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thinking that Logistics Cell’s workload will be eased with the increase in manpower, 

allowing them more time for interaction with their groups (one of the objectives of the 

camp) The reduction of Publicity Cell, on the other hand, did not affect their effectiveness 

and hence the adjustment seemed appropriate. 

 

Overall, the number of positions is adequate and it will be advised against for any future 

PDs to further increase the number of OC positions, namely because the current number 

is sufficient for a camp of this size and a larger OC would be hard to manage. 

 

4.1.2 Recruitment of Organizing Committee 

The poor response for OC positions was a problem this year, so much so that people have 

to be persuaded to join the OC. There is a myriad of reasons for the poor response, chiefly 

because of the increasing opportunities of summer programmes, internships, other 

academic programmes that compete with Ethelontêr for time during the school break. 

The potential long and heavy commitment of Ethelontêr also deters many from joining. 

One potential solution is to reduce the number of OC positions, to cater to the smaller pool 

of applicants. However, the implications of this are that each OC members would face a 

heavier workload and there will be issues on which OC positions to be 

removed/combined. Unfortunately, this solution will not solve the fundamental problem 

of decreasing number of people available for OC positions. Future MC/PDs will have to 

think of ways to make joining Ethelontêr attractive.  

 

The OC recruitment mailer sent out this year was found to be lacking in certain details: 

the availability of Programme Assistants and brief descriptions of the different cells. 

Future mailers should include these details to provide more information for potential 

applicants so that they can make a more informed choice on joining the OC. 

 

4.1.3 Lack of freshmen in the camp 

The clash of faculty camps with Ethelontêr was a factor in the low freshmen count this 

year. 
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While the school scheduled such that all faculty camps are in mid June while clubs will be 

in first week of July, Arts Camp did not follow its allocated period and instead scheduled 

its camp such that it clashed with our camp. 

 

The advertising materials sent out to the freshmen could be clearer as feedback has 

indicated that pamphlets sent out to freshmen missed out the words “community service” 

which caused some to miss out on the presence of this camp. 

 

There was also an apparent lack of persistence in persuading the freshmen to join the 

camp. Future project directors should make considerable efforts to make the councillors 

more persistence and persuasive in asking freshmen to join the camp. 

 

Despite UHWC’s move to a new premise, medical check-up recruitment remains viable 

and future project directors should check the UHWC website for an indication on the 

freshmen flow on any day. 

 

4.1.4 Trials & banner painting 

The issue of councillors arriving late was also a problem this year, compounded by the 

programmers not ready by the original specific time. This resulted in a lot of waiting 

which was undesirable. Future project directors should emphasis on punctuality on the 

part of the trial participants and preparedness on the part of the programmers. 

 

The idea of having a precamp was proposed. However given the logistical, financial and 

accommodation issues to contend with, it is not feasible to organise a pre-camp for 

Ethelontêr. 

Christabel also stated that a precamp is too rushed for the programmes. 

 

Banner painting was in general good, except perhaps the issue of the poles. The poles 

used for this year’s banner was found to be very long and un-saw-able. This problem will 

be mitigated with better communication with the MC Logistics to secure shorter poles. 
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4.2 Administrative 

4.2.1 Marketing 

From the cold-calling, it was realized that the list of potential companies that the MC gave 

us was rather unresponsive. Perhaps, it was due to the economic crisis that hit everyone 

lately; we did encounter cases when companies who used to sponsor decided not to 

because of a lack in budget. Furthermore, there were some companies who expressed 

disinterest as freshmen orientation camps are not charitable in nature though we aim to 

promote volunteerism among the freshmen. So if the necessity arises, we can always turn 

to Yellow Pages. 

 

Doing cold-calling during the school term can be rather challenging, due to the various 

combinations of lesson timings we all had. For example, we could have been in lessons 

during prime calling periods, leaving only time to call near lunch time and late evenings 

when employees might have left work. We believe that this problem could be alleviated to 

some extent if we set aside specific times a week for calling, hopefully if we do not have 

such problems every single day. In addition, other problems were met manifesting from 

the same issue, such as the contact person from the company calling during tutorials or 

lectures. Perhaps, we can help to inform the contact person (when we send the proposal 

via email) that we might not be able to answer their calls at times due to lessons, together 

with a promise that we will get back to them.  

 

A useful feedback that we can pass on is to follow up on the companies, especially in an 

absence of reply after sending the proposals. This is because sometimes the company may 

be interested to sponsor but the personnel is simply too busy at the moment when the 

email was received. 

 

Collection of sponsorship items was alright for us in general. However, we have noted that 

during collection, accounting for all the items and double checking the expiry date of the 

vouchers before leaving the collection venue are necessary. 
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4.2.2 Publicity 

Feedback from the participants of the camp indicated that the colour-coding of the T-

shirts was well received, though problem of trying to get the correct sizing amidst the 

continuous shifting of freshies among the groups persisted.  

Posting on FunkyGrad website of our camp details was too late and did not have much 

impact. Hence, it would be advisable for publicity materials to be out to the targeted 

audience as soon as possible for it to achieve its effectiveness. 

 

4.2.3 Logistics 

The Logistic Cell found it hard to manage for some programmes as the programmes have 

quite a number of last minute requests. Hence the logistics list for the programmes should 

be confirmed as early as possible and there should be measures (e.g. deadlines) taken to 

avoid last minute request. 

 

4.3 Programmes 

4.3.1 Internal Hunt 

This year’s Internal Hunt adopted an amazing race-like style where groups had to 

complete all checkpoints and gather as many tokens in the shortest time possible. This 

saw some difficulties when two or more groups would arrive at a certain checkpoint and 

needed to ‘queue up’ to have their go. This problem was initially planned to be mitigated 

by allowing groups to strategize their own route around school after a starting mass game. 

A lot of running was involved and feedback has shown that it wasn’t easy to sight see and 

play tour guide as per instruction to all councilors. The constant running also sapped 

away energy from the participants, resulting in tired bodies for the rest of the day’s 

programmes. Nevertheless, it was in general a successful programme. 

 

4.3.2 Mysterious Journey 

In general, this was a well done programme. The ICs of the slide station are to be 

commended on the quick setup, tearing down and the zero casualty rate of their station. 

Random walk-a rounds also showed due diligence to safety; ICs kept their floors dry, 
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councilors lead freshmen carefully. Mysterious Journey ended on time and it’s clean up 

done quickly and efficiently. The only blemish was perhaps the watered down starch (due 

to insufficient tapioca flour) which dampened the whole atmosphere. 

 

4.3.3 Cluedo 

Cluedo this year was carried out by two ICs new to Ethelonter. Although there were 

seniors willing to take up the roles of Cluedo IC upon hearing it was being given to the 

inexperienced, we decided to give them a chance to prove themselves. This is in line with 

our objectives of growing our campers and we are proud to report that a Cluedo IC has 

stated his/her willingness to participate in further SPs. The Cluedo team attempted to 

write a script around the provided Greek theme but concern was raised as to the ability of 

anyone to pronounce character’s names and the lack of funny, dual-meaning, hokkien 

named personalities. They reworked the script with attention paid to feedback by OC 

members; all the while having to juggle other commitments such as sports training, other 

club camps and even reservist call-ups. The final obstacle was when an entire day was 

cancelled due to the flu scare and a cast member was unable to make it for the newly 

arranged morning timeslot. Nevertheless, Cluedo was a success with a robust script and 

strong cast and feedback has indicated that it was well received by the freshmen. 

 

4.3.4 Variety Night 

New idea, unique programme, this was what Variety Night is all about. The only concern 

was the moments of risqué creativity and the relatively boring Finale. Future 

programmers and project directors should be mindful of the risqué factor and its 

consequences and dish out appropriate content. Nevertheless, many freshmen found the 

program entertaining fulfilling its purpose and cementing it as a success. 

 

4.3.5 Sentosa 

A mainstay of many a Sentosa program, Wrestlemania, was cancelled owing to new beach 

rules and was replaced by Sumomania. Safety was among the main points covered when 

briefing station ICs, a responsibility they took seriously asking all groups who passed 
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them by to drink up or if they were feeling unwell. Future Sentosa ICs should continue the 

emphasis on safety as it is a programme under torturing weather and with many elements 

uncertain and not in control. Timings for Sentosa were pushed back several times but still 

managed to be completed within their allocated time frame allowing campers to board the 

bus on time. 

 

4.3.6 Talentime 

Talentime this year promised to incorporate a romantic evening dance under the stars for 

the freshmen. Unfortunately delays let to the scrapping of that potentially magical 

element. Also because of the above mentioned delay, campers seemed rather restless 

during the program proper. We believe this to serve as a reminder that adherence to 

timings are absolutely essential during Ethelonter. 

The venue was booked via the National Parks Website, after advice was sought from the 

Pasir Ris Park Ranger (during recee). The decision to use the venue was unfortunately 

restrained by the unavailability of other venues i.e. function rooms, fields of cancelled 

chalets. The lack of vending machines & water points (other than toilets) meant that 

participants were feeling thirsty by the end of the programme. The venue was in full view 

of the public and as such may not be suitable as a Talentime venue, especially with 

potential undesirable (i.e. risqué) elements present in the programme. 

 

4.3.7 Special Pal 

The age old problem of councilors ‘disturbing’ freshmen was readily apparent. This 

phenomenon also meant that the quieter pairs were all but ignored. Future SP ICs should 

keep that in mind and try to ensure the councillors fulfil their roles as facilitators. Station 

games were executed well with game ICs knowing their job and waiting times kept to a 

minimal. Revelation saw an awesome idea in which guys would visit their SP partner’s 

room with flowers and bring them to the dining area for dinner. All in, feedbacks from 

freshmen show a good impression of their partner and an enjoyment of the program. 

Special Pals was a resounding success. 
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4.4 Others 

There was a perceived lack of manpower, due to the programmes needing more people this 

year. Future project directors should ensure that programmers plan with the consideration for 

a limited manpower strength. 

 

Feedback this year indicated that the food was undesirable, with uncertainty in both the quality 

and quantity of the food. While we can always choose not to use the caterer if we found that the 

food’s not good, it is impossible for one to find out if the catered food is going to be bad until it 

was consumed. Hence, this fact should be communicated to the participants for their 

understanding. 

 

5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to firstly thank Ching, Laura and Weijian for trusting in my ability and handed me the 

task of directing Ethelontêr VI. Special thanks go to Ching for advices, especially during the flu scare 

on Day 0, and Laura who is ever present for advice even though she was interning and handling 

other projects. The success of Ethelontêr will not be achieved without the efforts of Laura guiding 

us. I would also like to thank Kit, Tiong Wei, Weijian and Gee Hoe for their assistance and advice. 

 

With me alone directing the project, it would not have succeeded. Luckily, I have 2 of the best 

assistants around in Chantal and Joachim. They were tremendous and instrumental in the success 

of the project. Joachim was ever so helpful in doing everything and his insight into issues allowed 

me to make more informed decisions in Ethelontêr VI. Not forgetting, Joachim’s brand of humour 

cheered us up in the darkest of periods. The ever meticulous Chantal covered my flaws in missing 

the small details, ranging from spotting minute mistakes in the pamphlets to budgeting the bolts 

and nuts of the project. Thus it is only with their help that I can overcome all the problems faced in 

Ethelontêr VI. 

 

My OC members were certainly supportive and patient with the top 3. I have to first thank 

Germaine  and Yuzheng for their splendid efforts  in recruiting the KCs, councillors and freshmen. 

They certainly did a great job despite other commitments like internship and in-camp training. In 
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particular, I would like to thank Yuzheng for staying out through the camp, handling all the 

administrative stuff and providing excellent advices, thus freeing us up for other stuff. I would like 

to thank Sherlynn for bravely being the first female in Ethelontêr to take up the role of Logistics 

Director. Her dedication and meticulous working style certainly ensure logistics were least of a 

problem to me. Assisting her were the 4 amazing Logistics Assistants, Yijun, Ter Yong, Chris & 

Issac. They were tremendous in their roles as assistants, always ensuring that logistical items were 

present for the programmers. In particular, I thank Yijun for his effort in being the van driver, 

driving it in all sort of conditions, even when he was dead tired.  Chris deserved mention for his 

dedication, especially when he felt feverish during the camp and still requested to come back when 

he recovered. 

 

I would have to thank my wonderful secretary/treasurer Hui Ting who was contantly smsing cell 

heads and patiently tallying their replies and settling claims way after the camp was over. I was also 

very thankful to the Publicity Cell for generating excellent publicity materials. Kiat Li’s organisation 

skills as the Publicity Director was excellent; Frankie’s numerous contacts and persistence ensured 

we have our publicity materials on time; Esmond’s creativity and fantastic artwork resulted in top 

quality T-shirt designs and group logos. The Marketing cell was excellent too as Eunice together 

with Wei Ling managed to clinch 15 sponsorship deals despite the unfavourable economic climate.  

 

The Programmers certainly deserved appreciation for putting so much effort into the planning of 

the camp. I would have to thank Christabel and Zuraidah for having taken up Internal Hunt 

despite being new to Ethelontêr. I would also like to thank Qinwen and Huiyi who took up 

Mysterious Journey without knowing much about it. Many thanks too to Michelle, Shaozhi, Su Yin 

and Evelyn who put in the efforts in planning their programmes which in the end were cancelled. 

My thanks to Jorene and Denis who have took on the task of planning Cluedo despite other 

commitments and zero knowledge of it . Also, I would have to thank Huixin, Stephanie and 

Priscilla for their wonderful effort in coming up with a new programme, Variety Night, despite 

joining initially for Fright Night. My Sentosa Games Programmers, Victor and Hui Ting, were 

brilliant in their every effort to ensure a successful Sentosa Games. It is also crucial that I thank 

Yanzhu and Germaine for putting up an excellent programme with refreshing ideas injected. The 
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dance in which they choreographed was excellent (and yielded at least 1 couple ;)) Last but not 

least, I would like to thank Fiona and Germaine for having taken up Talentime, for Organizing the 

OC dance and making it one of the better dances in recent Ethelontêrs. 

 

Another important group of people whom I would like to thank would be the KCs who have made 

everything possible: Tianju, Yongfeng, Wendy, Wilson, Huiling, Yaokun, Zhenxiu, Terence, 

Aiysha, Joel, Xinyi and Johnson. I really appreciate all that you’ve done – all the input during the 

trials, your leadership during the camp, and all your love to your councillors and freshmen. A big 

thank-you also to the seniors who came back – Zhen Qin for agreeing to be part of the Cluedo cast, 

Pinchuan, Christine, Lejun, Junhui and many others whom I forgot to mention. I thank Jinfeng, 

Lijuan and Jianchong for doing an excellent coverage of the whole camp. The councillors who 

attended the camp as well, a big thank you for all your help and understanding for everything in the 

camp and the freshmen of course, for whom the camp was organized, thank you for attending and I 

really hope you made great friends and learnt more about CSC and even more importantly, that all 

camp participants, who have experienced Ethelontêr, will continue to take part in other CSC 

activities and to help the club grow from strength to strength. 
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NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
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1. OBJECTIVES 

i. To provide material relief to the elderly and needy via canned or dried food donations 

ii. To instill the spirit of giving amongst the general public in the form of donations 

iii. To cultivate compassion and create awareness of the needs of the poor among project 

C.A.N. youth volunteers 

iv. To enhance the quality of volunteering within C.A.N. volunteers 

v. To integrate donors and beneficiaries within a community 

 

2. PROJECT DETAILS 

i. Campus Drive  

Date: 1-3 April 2009 [Wednesday – Friday] 

Time: 10am – 6pm  

Venue: Arts - Bench 1 along Central Library Walkway [1 April], Engine- LT 6 [2 April], 

Science - LT 26 [3 April]  

 

ii. Beneficiary Visit  
Date: 20 June 2009 (Saturday) 

Time: 11am – 3pm   

Venue: PA Recipients Home   

 

iii. Publicity Drive  
Date: 11 July 2009 (Saturday) 

Time: 10am – 10pm  

Venue: 35,000 HDB units in Woodlands, Sembawang, Admiralty and Canberra 

 

iv. C.A.N. Collect  
Date: 18 July 2009 (Saturday) 

Time: 10am – 6pm  

Venue: 35,000 HDB units in Woodlands, Sembawang, Admiralty and Canberra 

 

v. C.A.N. Sort (I) 
Date: 18 July 2009 (Saturday) 

Time: 1pm – 10pm  

Venue: Pavilion at Blk 358B, Woodlands Ave 5 
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vi. C.A.N. Challenge 
Date: 25 July 2009 (Saturday) 

Time: 9am – 8pm  

Venue: MCP supermarket in Blk 731, Yishun St 72 and Blk 291, Yishun St 22 

vii. C.A.N. Sort (II) 
Date: 25 July 2009 (Saturday) 

Time: 1pm – 8.30pm 

Venue: Blk 296A Yishun St 20  

 

viii. C.A.N. Distribute (I) – PA recipients  
Date: 29 July 2009 (Wednesday) 

Timeline: 10am – 3pm 

Venue: PA recipients Home and Joy Centre Neighbourhood Link 

 

ix. C.A.N. Distribute (II) – Welfare Homes  
Date: 30 July 2009 (Thursday) 

Time: 11am – 7pm 

Venue: School, Welfare homes   

 

3. PROBLEMS, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 The Organizing Committee 

 

3.1.1 Formation of the Organizing Committee 

The selection of the Project Directors delayed, some of the areas affected include:  

I. Project details cannot be confirmed until the 2nd or 3rd meeting as the first meeting 

with the CDC was held on the day of the 2nd OC meeting.  

II. Shorter recruitment period and delay in the formation of the OC.  

III. Hence, it’s more challenging to the Publicity cell because internal drive will be 

held 2 weeks after the first OC meeting.  

IV. This will also add on to the difficulty for marketing cell to secure sponsorship as 

they already have a tight timeline to start with.  
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Overall, the number of positions available was adequate.   

Recommendations: Recruitment of PD/APD earlier. 

 

3.1.2 The Marketing Cell 

The PDs intended to have 1 Marketing Head and 1 Marketing Assistant. After considering 

their personal commitments, we have decided to recruit another member to assist. In 

addition, the 2 individuals who were selected are experienced and we hope that they can 

help to guide the third member, who is relatively new to SP.  It is essential to let the 

marketing cell know the roles and importance of both marketing and sorting at the 

interview.  

We are glad that we had cross-cell co-operations, out of their roles and responsibilities, to 

help each cells up whenever they are in need: 

I. Secretary and Logistic cells helped Marketing cell to conduct cold calling to seek for 

sponsors.  

II. Secretary helping Marketing cell in Sorting phases.  

 

Recommendation: To have two respective heads for sorting and marketing can be 

considered in the same cell [similar to Grant A Wish]. 

 

3.2 NorthWest CDC 

Project C.A.N. VI has continued reaching out to other areas in Singapore with the collaboration 

with NorthWest CDC. Through the collaboration, we hope that we can have monetary support, 

assistance in applying various police permit, identifying beneficiaries, identifying C.A.N. Collect 

areas, and providing us with venues like volunteers’ assembly area, sorting area and storage 

area. 

 

However, NorthWest CDC could not support us monetarily despite several attempts, and they 

could not get volunteers’ assembly area from schools due to schools’ concerns on the H1N1 

virus, and could not get sorting/storage area after asking several Community Clubs/Centres. 
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They also took up the initiative by approaching and proposed to MCP Supermarket on 

collaborating with us for C.A.N. Challenge. However, it was done without our consent.  

 

We also understand that NorthWest CDC has numerous events to handle at any one time. They 

may tend to forget things earlier discussed. As a result, the previously agreed logistic company 

to help us out on C.A.N. Distribute was neglected. 

 

Recommendations: It will be good to lay out our objectives and be very firm with our stand. As 

the organizing committee does all the planning and groundwork, they deserve to have the full 

say to especially the directions of the project. It may be good to include the Vice-President of 

Special Projects (VPSP) to such initial meetings with external parties. Project Directors should 

check with the CDC constantly; reminding them of several datelines, and be less dependent on 

the CDC.  

3.3 Publicity Drive 

We gathered group leaders, previous Project C.A.N. OC members, and some helpful seniors to 

help us publicize C.A.N. Collect to the residents by distributing the flyers one week before C.A.N. 

Collect. From previous year’s experience, we set the fast-paced door-to-door distributing the 

flyers to 35,000 units without knocking of doors, but attend to those residents who noticed us. 

 

NorthWest CDC initially objected to the idea of distributing flyers, which is against their vision 

to be environmentally friendly. They aided us by publishing on Cohesion Lite – a monthly 

publication distributed to all NorthWest CDC Residents, and suggested putting up posters in 

HDB flats notice boards. However, after considerations and advice from seniors, we realized the 

importance of Publicity Drive and decided to go for it. 

 

However, we had inadequate preparations for the Publicity Drive without an OC Recee, to know 

the exact number of units, on the collection area. We also had issues on shortage of flyers in 

certain areas, and had to gather back all flyers and go back to the areas again to distribute the 

flyers out. 
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Recommendations: To maximise effectiveness of publicity drive, there is a need to publicise 

through door-to-door distribution of flyers. In order to ensure efficiency in publicity drive, an 

OC recee trip should be conducted beforehand, gauging the HDB type and number of units in 

each cluster.   

 

3.4 C.A.N. Collect 

It was previously suggested by NorthWest CDC to increase the number of units covered from 

the proposed 25,000 to 48,000 with the down scale of C.A.N. Challenge (from the usual 2-day to 

a 1-day booth at MCP supermarket). However, due to volunteer number constraint and logistic 

constraint, we decided to have a compromise at 35,000 units. 

 

C.A.N. Collect was successful after gathering about 15,000 cans of canned food and dry rations 

from about 35,000 units. However, there are areas of improvement for us to take note. 

 

3.4.1 Volunteer assembly area 

The volunteers are assembled in a basketball court near Woodlands MRT. It is not 

sheltered and volunteers had to sit under the sun. Videos were not able to be shared due 

to the brightness. There was also the public whom intended to use the basketball court. 

 

Recommendations: Avoid using public places which are not booked, and unsheltered 

places. 

 

3.4.2 Sorting area 

We had the sorting area at a HDB pavilion near Woodlands MRT. The sorting area is 

pretty far from loading, unloading area; hence it’s not really very convenient. Most of the 

boxes are very heavy, as such we depended a lot on trolleys. However, there are limited 

trolleys.  
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Recommendations:  To allocate sufficient trolleys for the sorting area, and try to have a 

sorting area near the road to load and unload easily.  

 

3.4.3 Long waiting time for groups 

A few groups had to wait for 1 hour – 1.5 hour before the logistic vehicles arrive. Various 

reasons include inadequate communication between the group and the logistic vehicle 

commander, long loading and unloading duration, numerous collection points, and lack of 

room in logistic vehicle due to vehicle size constraint. 

 

Recommendations: It is important have active communication between group leaders 

and the vehicle commanders, and to have clear instructions for group leaders and 

superlogs pertaining to transportation. 

 

3.4.4 Storage area 

We had the storage area throughout the project in a conference room in Sport and 

Recreation Centre, NUS, with the courtesy of OSA Facilities. We had to take a long time to 

transport everything back to school and it was logistically challenging. 

 

Recommendations: If possible, have the storage area as close to the sorting area as 

possible. Make arrangement for more and larger vehicles if required. 

 

3.5 C.A.N. Challenge 

C.A.N. Challenge was conducted on 25th July, at 2 MCP Supermarkets within NorthWest CDC in 

Yishun area. All collected dry rations, amounted about 1,600 items in all, were sorted at a 

pavilion near the supermarket.  The staff in the supermarket was nice, taking care of our 

volunteers’ welfare by offering snacks and drinks for our volunteers. MCP Supermarket also 

initiated to donate out 1 canned food every 3 canned food donated by the shoppers. 
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3.5.1 Too few shoppers 

Beside the relatively larger crowd in the morning at one of the outlet, the movement of 

shoppers through the day was quite stagnant. 

 

Recommendations: To target larger supermarkets, with high flow of shoppers through 

the day. 

 

3.5.2 Canvassing 

It was reported that some of the OC/volunteers were found canvassing. The VM cell then 

stopped all canvassing actions once found.  

 

Recommendations: To brief the OC/Volunteers properly not to conduct canvassing, as it 

will affect the reputation of the club. 

 

3.6 C.A.N. Distribute 

 

This year, there were 2 Distribute days: 29th July for the 90 Public Assistance (PA) Recipients 

and to Joy Neighbourhood Link, and 30th July for all other welfare homes within NorthWest 

District and NorthWest CDC’s Food Aid Fund. These welfare homes are:  

i. Christalite Methodist Home, 

ii. Man Fut Tong Nursing Home, 

iii. Metta Home for the Disabled 

iv. North West CDC – Food Fund Aid Project 

 

The volunteers were invited for 29th July Distribution to PA recipients in Marsiling Blk 2,3,4, 

together with the Guest of Honour – Mr Hawazi Dapi, MP for Sembawang GRC (Marsiling). The 

rest of the PA recipients scattered in different parts of NorthWest District were covered by the 

OC, with the aid of vehicle. 
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3.6.1 Selection of welfare homes 

We have stated to the welfare homes that the priority will go to the PA Recipients first, for 

them to understand our stand. However, one of the homes turned us down as they felt 

that they aren’t the main focus of the project. Man Fat Tong also had the misconception in 

the initial stage, however after clearing some doubts, they welcomed us to be their source 

of donations. There are only a few welfare homes in NorthWest CDC. 

 

Recommendations: The PDs may want to avoid explicitly stating the higher priority for 

PA recipients to the potential beneficial welfare homes, as it may cause the management 

to misunderstand that they are not as important. They may also want to look for welfare 

homes outside the region in other parts of Singapore. 

 

3.6.2 MP’s arrival 

The volunteers reached just 5 minutes before the MP arrived. The MP’s arrival was not 

formal due to lack of communication. 

 

Recommendations: Keep closely to the timeline. Communication between us and the MP 

representatives to be enhanced for better coordination. 

 

3.6.3 Distribution to PA recipients 

To maximize the volunteering experience for the volunteers, this year we attempted to 

have interactions between the volunteers and the PA recipients, and for the beneficiary to 

get additional help from the volunteers, such as doing household chores for the PA 

recipients. However, most of the volunteers did not interact much, as some beneficiaries 

didn’t want to interact as well 

 

Recommendations: To include volunteers who have been volunteering in RVPs such as 

T.H.E. Seniors and L-derly Befrienders, and have experience dealing with elderly, which 

would help to break the ice. More information could have been taken down from OC 
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Beneficiary Visit, such as their spoken language, whether they are sociable, and can ask 

them if they are willing to let volunteers in to help out in chores. The OC will then be able 

to plan C.A.N. Distribute accordingly. 

 

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt gratitude and appreciation to people 

who have helped to make Project C.A.N. VI a success. To be honest, a tribute like this will never do 

justice to all these people. Nevertheless, I have to start somewhere. 

First and foremost, a very big thank you to Jiancong and Eileen, for their contributions and 

assistance whenever there’s a need, accepting my flaws and weaknesses. It’s really encouraging to 

see the amount of effort put in by the two of them from the beginning of the project till the end.  To 

my wonderful Organizing Committee who has given me very strong support during the planning 

and execution period of the project, a very BIG THANK YOU to you guys too :) I have to first thank 

Angel, who have tried very hard to keep up with everyone’s speed during meetings, translating all 

the Chinese discussions to English, helping other cells as much as she can. I would like to thank 

Jason Lim, Sandra and Germaine Inez as well for being so “zai” in clinching sponsorship deals and 

handling all the unsorted dry rations. Each of them has multiple roles to play during the planning 

and execution period of the project, and are really busy, yet they put in 101% effort in everything 

they did for the project. I’m utterly grateful that Jiening, Jinfeng, Ruide and Shuangying took up 

the challenge to be in the volunteer management cell, always being meticulous in their planning, 

taking care of more than 400 volunteers’ welfare, preparing the pretty appreciation gifts. And not 

forgetting the number of contacts that they have entered just for admin purposes :) Without Jason 

Lee, Junming, Terence Poh and Nicholas resourcefulness in finding vehicles and friends to help 

out, the project would not have fall in place well. The four guys have always been the one meeting 

earlier than the rest, moving all the heavy boxes, sending the OC back home, being one of the last 

few to reach home. It’s really tough, but they have been the one doing all these work, with no 

complaints at all. I would also like to thank the very creative publicity cell – Chris, Wilson Chung, 

Tianju and Stephanie. Despite the tight schedule, they have managed to produce pretty publicity 

materials on time, and are ever ready to edit the publicity materials whenever requested. The 
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tagline – Ordinary People, Extraordinary Love, brainstormed by the cell reflects what Project C.A.N. 

VI Organizing Committee hopes to convey to everyone.  

Another important group of people whom I would like to thank would be the Group Leaders and 

members of the 7th Management Committee: Victor, Weijian, Tan Ching, Tse Jian, Kiat Li, Gee 

How, Cindy, Qinwen, Yiling, Johnson, Yanzhu, Wenbin, Shiyun, Laura, Jun Hui, Tiongwei, 

Chantal and Gim Hong. I really appreciate all that was done – from conquering 35,000 HDB units 

to leading 360+ volunteers, helping us to take care of their welfare, anything and everything. A very 

big thank you to all the Superlogs as well: Keemeng, Luobing, Yongcheng, Yongsheng, Victor, 

Johnson, Yanzhu, Kiatli, Wenming, Zhiyi, Richard, Jasmine, Darren, Terence Siew, Kokboon, 

Michelle Lee, Jinhui and Jiaxiang  . It’s really tiring to drive for the entire day, moving the heavy 

boxes, but they did it. Special thanks to Wenbin, Jinfeng, Weijian and all the seniors like, 

Zhenqin, Lixian, Xiqian, Kit, Junhui, Tiongwei and Yongsheng for their advice and help and 

letting us feel the heart-warming spirit within the CSC family. Thanks for being there! To add on, I 

would like to thank Laura and Tan Ching for their support and guidance thus far. The intellectual 

talks we had have helped mould my character and widen my perspective in life. They had been 

great listeners too. I really want to thank them for sitting through all my whining and wailing 

sessions, cheering me up and occasionally dropping me some advice.   

My gratitude is also extended to:  

- NorthWest CDC for their help in identifying the beneficiaries, and all the advice for the past 

6 months. 

- NUS Office of Students’ Affairs (OSA) for their continuous help to the project. It felt as 

though the school is always there to protect us, lending us a helping hand when we are in 

need.   

- All sponsors for their generous donations, without which, the execution of the project 

would not have been possible.  

- All volunteers who were extremely passionate and fervent to help, all of whom we could not 

have done without. 
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- All our donors who have were very supportive of the project, many of whom made extra 

efforts to prepare dry rations for the project, donated cans from their own groceries, taking 

special care to purchase food that was suitable and beneficial to our beneficiaries. 

- And to those not mentioned above, but have helped the project in one way or another. 

Thanks :)  

 

All these I’m grateful for and will never forget. The success of Project C.A.N. VI owes it to all of them.  
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